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COUNTER POINT

Max: 33OC
Min: 24OC 
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Hazy sunshine; air 

quality will be unhealthy
for sensitive groups

WEATHER

ASTROGUIDE
Vikari: Masi 9

Tithi: Trayodashi
Star: Uthiradam

Rahukalam:
10.30 am to 12 noon

Yamagandam: 
3.00 pm to 4.30 pm

PRAYERS
Fajar: 5.20 am

Zohar: 12.28 pm  
Asar: 3.44 pm

Maghrib: 6.15 pm 
Isha: 7.27 pm

SUNSET TODAY 6.16 PM
SUNRISE TOMORROW 6.29 AM

MOONRISE TODAY 4.47 AM
MOONSET TOMORROW 4.28 PM

China changes
counting method in
virus infected again 
Beijing: China said Thursday

it has again changed the
method of counting patie-

nts with the novel coronavi-
rus and will now include on-
ly those diagnosed by sop-
histicated laboratory test-

ing. It is the second time in
just eight days that the co-

untry has revised its criteria
— a move that could mud-

dle statistics and complica-
te efforts to track the spre-

ad of the illness. Chinese
health officials last week sa-
id patients from Hubei pro-
vince and its capital Wuhan
— the epicentre of the out-
break — who had been dia-
gnosed via clinical methods
including lung imaging wo-
uld be added to the count

in addition to those con-
firmed by lab studies. 

At least 9 killed in
Germany shisha

bar shootings
Hanau: At least nine people
were killed in shootings tar-

geting shisha bars in Ger-
many that sparked a huge
manhunt overnight before

the suspected gunman was
found dead in his home

early Thursday. The attacks
occurred at two bars in

Hanau, about 20 kilometres
(12 miles) from Frankfurt,

where armed police quickly
fanned out and police heli-

copters roamed the sky
looking for those responsi-

ble for the bloodshed.

TN fisherman
injured in Lankan

Navy firing
Rameswaram: A 52-year-old

Tamil Nadu fisherman was
injured when the Sri Lankan
Navy allegedly opened fire

at his boat while he was
fishing with others off

Katchatheevu in the island
nation's waters.  Sesu of

Thangachimadam sustained
injury after shards from the
window hit by a rubber bul-

let pierced his eye. 

Bill makes Cauvery
delta protected zone
DC CORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

The Tamil Nadu Assembly
passed a bill to prevent the
setting up of hydrocarbon
or similar projects in the
Cauvery delta region. The
Tamil Nadu Protected
Agricultural Zone
Development Act, 2020,
piloted by Chief Minister
Edappadi K. Palaniswami
on Thursday seeks to pro-
tect agriculture lands in
Cauvery delta region and
“prohibits certain activi-
ties” in the region.

The Act, which comes
into force “at once,” also
seeks to establish a high-
powered authority to
advise the government on
various measures to pro-
tect and improve farming
activities to increase farm
production and productivi-
ty to serve the interests of
the farmers.

The Act prohibits the
establishment of new pro-
ject or new activity speci-
fied in the second schedule
in the protected agricultur-
al zone. “Nothing con-
tained in the sub-section 1
shall affect the activities or

projects in operation in the
protected agricultural zone
before the date of coming
into force of this 
Act. 

Nothing contained in the
sub-section 1 shall affect
infrastructure develop-
ments in the protected
agricultural zone such as
harbour, pipelines, road,
t e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s ,
power, water supply and
other utilities.”

As per the Act, schedule
1, the protected agricultur-
al zone covers the districts
of Thanjavur, Tiruvarur,
Nagapattinam districts,
Kattumannarkoil, Melbhu-
vanagiri, Keerapalayam,

Parangipettai and Kumara-
tchi blocks of Cuddalore
district besides
Aranthangi, Avudaiyar-
koil, Manamelkudi, Thiru-
varangulam and Kara-
mbakudi blocks in Pudu-
kottai district.

Zinc smelter, iron ore
process plant, integrated
steel plant and sponge iron
plant, copper smelter, bone
meal, processing of animal
horn, hoofs and other body
parts, tannery, explo-
ration, drilling and extrac-
tion of oil and natural gas
including coal-bed
methane, shale gas and
other similar hydrocar-
bons and ship breaking
industry, are among the
projects prohibited as per
second schedule of the 
Act. ■ P4

19 killed in road mishap
LAKSHMI L. LUND & 
S. KATHTHASAMI | DC
COIMBATORE, FEB.20

As many as 19 passengers
on board an Ernakulam-bo-
und Kerala Road Transport
Corporation bus died on
the spot and another 25
were injured when the bus
collided head-on with a
speeding overloaded con-
tainer lorry which was
coming in the wrong lane
in the opposite direction in
the early hours of
Thursday. The accident
happened at Thirumuru-

ganpoondi in Tirupur dis-
trict on the Avinashi-
Salem bypass around 3: 25
am, according to police.

Among the dead are the
KSRTC bus driver V. Grees
(43) of Ernakulam and con-
ductor R. Baiju of
Veligandi in Kerala and fi-
ve women. A. Hemaraj (38),
from Ottapalam in Kerala,
the lorry driver who fled
the accident scene, was
detained by Tirupur police.
The post-mortem of the 19
deceased was carried out at
the Government Hospital
in Avinashi and bodies of

the five female and 13
males were handed over to
the families in the evening.

Of the dead, Kirankumar
(30) from Tumkur is from
Karnataka, while others
are from Kerala. Of the 25
injured passengers, those
who suffered minor inju-
ries were treated as outpa-
tients while the ones who

suffered serious injuries
are undergoing treatment
at the GH and private hos-
pitals in Avinashi, Tirupur
and Coimbatore.

Police said the bus num-
ber KL 15 A 282 Bengaluru-
Ernakulam KSRTC bus left
Bengaluru at 8.15 pm with
48 passengers on board.
The reservation chart of
the bus shows that a majo-
rity of 25 passengers were
travelling to Ernakulam
while 19 had booked tickets
for Thrissur and another
four had booked tickets for
Palakkad. ■ P3

No T-shirts, leggings at Kapali temple
J. V. SIVA PRASANNA
KUMAR
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

Devotees visiting the
ancient Kapaleeswarar
temple at Mylapore here
will have to follow a dress
code to enter the sanctum
of the temple.

The new rule is applica-
ble to both men and women
entering the temple for dar-
shan. The dress code makes
it mandatory for men to
wear the Indian traditional
dress like dhoti-shirt, full

pant and pyjama-shirt. The
temple has asked male
devotees not to enter the
temple wearing lungis,
half-pants, Bermuda and
banian. Women have been
asked to wear saree, churi-
dar with duppatta and
requested not to wear T-
shirts, skirts, leggings or
Bermuda.

The dress code notice

board put up at the temple
has left devotees surprised.
"Appealing to devotees to
visit the temple in their tra-
ditional Indian dress is
nothing wrong. The temple
administration has not
said devotees will not be
allowed if they come in
western attire," a senior
HR and CE official said on
Thursday. He contended
that the dress code has
been stipulated in the inter-
est of the devotees and
added the notice board was
put up on Wednesday.

The official claimed that
temple's executive officer,
thakkar or fit person are
entitled to make an appeal
to devotees. 

In January 2016, follow-
ing a court order, temples
across Tamil Nadu
enforced a dress code for
devotees. But in April, the
same year, a division
bench of the Madras high
court set aside the single
judge order mandating the
wearing of dhoti by men
and salwar-churidar by
women.

China’s objection to Amit Shah’s visit to
Arunachal Pradesh has no merit: India
New Delhi, Feb. 20:
India on Thursday strong-
ly rejected China's objec-
tion to Home Minister
Amit Shah's visit to
Arunachal Pradesh, say-
ing any criticism of visits
by Indian leaders to a
state of the country does
not stand to reason. 

External Affairs
Ministry Spokesperson
Raveesh Kumar said
Arunachal Pradesh is an

“integral and inalienable”
part of India and
Indian leaders
routinely trav-
el to the state
as they do to
any other
state. 

China, which
claims Arunachal
Pradesh as part of south
Tibet, objected to Shah's
visit to the state, saying it
violated Beijing's “territo-

rial sovereignty” over it.
“Our position on
Arunachal Pradesh is

clear and consistent.
Arunachal Pradesh is
an integral and inalien-
able part of India,”
Kumar said at a media

briefing. “Objecting to
the visit of Indian leaders
to a state of India does not
stand to reason and under-
standing of the Indian peo-
ple,” he added. 

Trump visit: India, 
US to ink 5 pacts 
SRIDHAR
KUMARASWAMI | DC
NEW DELHI, FEB. 20

India on Thursday made
it clear that the coming
address by US President
Donald Trump and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
before a large crowd at
Ahmedabad’s massive
Motera Cricket Stadium
on February 24 is not
designed to influence the
American presidential
elections or domestic pol-
itics there, adding that
the “Namaste Trump” ev-
ent was being organised
by a private body called
the “Donald Trump Nagr-
ik Abhinandan Samiti”
(Citizens Felicitation Co-
mmittee).
New Delhi is expected to

ink five MoUs with the

US including in the fields
of Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR), trade facili-
tation and homeland sec-
urity. On the two nations
not signing a trade deal
anytime soon, New Delhi
said that India “does not
want to rush into a trade
deal” and it also “does
not want to create artifi-
cial deadlines” because
the “issues involved are
complicated, with many
decisions potentially hav-
ing real impact on peo-
ple's lives and long-term
economic consequences”.

Police inspect
the mangled
remains of
ill-fated
Ernakulam-
bound Kerala
Road 
Transport
Corporation bus
at Thirumuru-
ganpoondi in
Tirupur district
on Thursday. 

— PTI

DEADLY COLLISION

Girl screams
Pakistan

Zindabad, held
Bengaluru: In a dra-
matic development,
Bengaluru city cops
have arrested Amulya
L, an anti-CAA and
NRC protestor who
shouted 'Pakistan
Zindabad' while
addressing a gather-
ing at  Freedom Park
here on Thursday.

■ PAGE 6

CAA PROTESTER

● 7 Nepal pilgrims
killed, 19 hurt in
deadly road mishap

PAGE 3

“Being a farmer
(myself), I feel
proud to
introduce this
historic bill in the
Assembly”

Edappadi K. Palaniswami 

■ Dress code at Mylapore
temple: Women 
devotees requested to
wear duppatas 
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China changes
counting method in
virus infected again 
Beijing: China said Thursday

it has again changed the
method of counting patie-

nts with the novel coronavi-
rus and will now include on-
ly those diagnosed by sop-
histicated laboratory test-

ing. It is the second time in
just eight days that the co-

untry has revised its criteria
— a move that could mud-

dle statistics and complica-
te efforts to track the spre-

ad of the illness. Chinese
health officials last week sa-
id patients from Hubei pro-
vince and its capital Wuhan
— the epicentre of the out-
break — who had been dia-
gnosed via clinical methods
including lung imaging wo-
uld be added to the count

in addition to those con-
firmed by lab studies. 

At least 9 killed in
Germany shisha

bar shootings
Hanau: At least nine people
were killed in shootings tar-

geting shisha bars in Ger-
many that sparked a huge
manhunt overnight before

the suspected gunman was
found dead in his home

early Thursday. The attacks
occurred at two bars in

Hanau, about 20 kilometres
(12 miles) from Frankfurt,

where armed police quickly
fanned out and police heli-

copters roamed the sky
looking for those responsi-

ble for the bloodshed.

TN fisherman
injured in Lankan

Navy firing
Rameswaram: A 52-year-old

Tamil Nadu fisherman was
injured when the Sri Lankan
Navy allegedly opened fire

at his boat while he was
fishing with others off

Katchatheevu in the island
nation's waters.  Sesu of

Thangachimadam sustained
injury after shards from the
window hit by a rubber bul-

let pierced his eye. 

Bill makes Cauvery
delta protected zone
DC CORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

The Tamil Nadu Assembly
passed a bill to prevent the
setting up of hydrocarbon
or similar projects in the
Cauvery delta region. The
Tamil Nadu Protected
Agricultural Zone
Development Act, 2020,
piloted by Chief Minister
Edappadi K. Palaniswami
on Thursday seeks to pro-
tect agriculture lands in
Cauvery delta region and
“prohibits certain activi-
ties” in the region.

The Act, which comes
into force “at once,” also
seeks to establish a high-
powered authority to
advise the government on
various measures to pro-
tect and improve farming
activities to increase farm
production and productivi-
ty to serve the interests of
the farmers.

The Act prohibits the
establishment of new pro-
ject or new activity speci-
fied in the second schedule
in the protected agricultur-
al zone. “Nothing con-
tained in the sub-section 1
shall affect the activities or

projects in operation in the
protected agricultural zone
before the date of coming
into force of this 
Act. 

Nothing contained in the
sub-section 1 shall affect
infrastructure develop-
ments in the protected
agricultural zone such as
harbour, pipelines, road,
t e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s ,
power, water supply and
other utilities.”

As per the Act, schedule
1, the protected agricultur-
al zone covers the districts
of Thanjavur, Tiruvarur,
Nagapattinam districts,
Kattumannarkoil, Melbhu-
vanagiri, Keerapalayam,

Parangipettai and Kumara-
tchi blocks of Cuddalore
district besides
Aranthangi, Avudaiyar-
koil, Manamelkudi, Thiru-
varangulam and Kara-
mbakudi blocks in Pudu-
kottai district.

Zinc smelter, iron ore
process plant, integrated
steel plant and sponge iron
plant, copper smelter, bone
meal, processing of animal
horn, hoofs and other body
parts, tannery, explo-
ration, drilling and extrac-
tion of oil and natural gas
including coal-bed
methane, shale gas and
other similar hydrocar-
bons and ship breaking
industry, are among the
projects prohibited as per
second schedule of the 
Act. ■ P4

19 killed in road mishap
LAKSHMI L. LUND & 
S. KATHTHASAMI | DC
COIMBATORE, FEB.20

As many as 19 passengers
on board an Ernakulam-bo-
und Kerala Road Transport
Corporation bus died on
the spot and another 25
were injured when the bus
collided head-on with a
speeding overloaded con-
tainer lorry which was
coming in the wrong lane
in the opposite direction in
the early hours of
Thursday. The accident
happened at Thirumuru-

ganpoondi in Tirupur dis-
trict on the Avinashi-
Salem bypass around 3: 25
am, according to police.

Among the dead are the
KSRTC bus driver V. Grees
(43) of Ernakulam and con-
ductor R. Baiju of
Veligandi in Kerala and fi-
ve women. A. Hemaraj (38),
from Ottapalam in Kerala,
the lorry driver who fled
the accident scene, was
detained by Tirupur police.
The post-mortem of the 19
deceased was carried out at
the Government Hospital
in Avinashi and bodies of

the five female and 13
males were handed over to
the families in the evening.

Of the dead, Kirankumar
(30) from Tumkur is from
Karnataka, while others
are from Kerala. Of the 25
injured passengers, those
who suffered minor inju-
ries were treated as outpa-
tients while the ones who

suffered serious injuries
are undergoing treatment
at the GH and private hos-
pitals in Avinashi, Tirupur
and Coimbatore.

Police said the bus num-
ber KL 15 A 282 Bengaluru-
Ernakulam KSRTC bus left
Bengaluru at 8.15 pm with
48 passengers on board.
The reservation chart of
the bus shows that a majo-
rity of 25 passengers were
travelling to Ernakulam
while 19 had booked tickets
for Thrissur and another
four had booked tickets for
Palakkad. ■ P3

No T-shirts, leggings at Kapali temple
J. V. SIVA PRASANNA
KUMAR
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

Devotees visiting the
ancient Kapaleeswarar
temple at Mylapore here
will have to follow a dress
code to enter the sanctum
of the temple.

The new rule is applica-
ble to both men and women
entering the temple for dar-
shan. The dress code makes
it mandatory for men to
wear the Indian traditional
dress like dhoti-shirt, full

pant and pyjama-shirt. The
temple has asked male
devotees not to enter the
temple wearing lungis,
half-pants, Bermuda and
banian. Women have been
asked to wear saree, churi-
dar with duppatta and
requested not to wear T-
shirts, skirts, leggings or
Bermuda.

The dress code notice

board put up at the temple
has left devotees surprised.
"Appealing to devotees to
visit the temple in their tra-
ditional Indian dress is
nothing wrong. The temple
administration has not
said devotees will not be
allowed if they come in
western attire," a senior
HR and CE official said on
Thursday. He contended
that the dress code has
been stipulated in the inter-
est of the devotees and
added the notice board was
put up on Wednesday.

The official claimed that
temple's executive officer,
thakkar or fit person are
entitled to make an appeal
to devotees. 

In January 2016, follow-
ing a court order, temples
across Tamil Nadu
enforced a dress code for
devotees. But in April, the
same year, a division
bench of the Madras high
court set aside the single
judge order mandating the
wearing of dhoti by men
and salwar-churidar by
women.

China’s objection to Amit Shah’s visit to
Arunachal Pradesh has no merit: India
New Delhi, Feb. 20:
India on Thursday strong-
ly rejected China's objec-
tion to Home Minister
Amit Shah's visit to
Arunachal Pradesh, say-
ing any criticism of visits
by Indian leaders to a
state of the country does
not stand to reason. 

External Affairs
Ministry Spokesperson
Raveesh Kumar said
Arunachal Pradesh is an

“integral and inalienable”
part of India and
Indian leaders
routinely trav-
el to the state
as they do to
any other
state. 

China, which
claims Arunachal
Pradesh as part of south
Tibet, objected to Shah's
visit to the state, saying it
violated Beijing's “territo-

rial sovereignty” over it.
“Our position on
Arunachal Pradesh is

clear and consistent.
Arunachal Pradesh is
an integral and inalien-
able part of India,”
Kumar said at a media

briefing. “Objecting to
the visit of Indian leaders
to a state of India does not
stand to reason and under-
standing of the Indian peo-
ple,” he added. 

Trump visit: India, 
US to ink 5 pacts 
SRIDHAR
KUMARASWAMI | DC
NEW DELHI, FEB. 20

India on Thursday made
it clear that the coming
address by US President
Donald Trump and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
before a large crowd at
Ahmedabad’s massive
Motera Cricket Stadium
on February 24 is not
designed to influence the
American presidential
elections or domestic pol-
itics there, adding that
the “Namaste Trump” ev-
ent was being organised
by a private body called
the “Donald Trump Nagr-
ik Abhinandan Samiti”
(Citizens Felicitation Co-
mmittee).
New Delhi is expected to

ink five MoUs with the

US including in the fields
of Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR), trade facili-
tation and homeland sec-
urity. On the two nations
not signing a trade deal
anytime soon, New Delhi
said that India “does not
want to rush into a trade
deal” and it also “does
not want to create artifi-
cial deadlines” because
the “issues involved are
complicated, with many
decisions potentially hav-
ing real impact on peo-
ple's lives and long-term
economic consequences”.

Police inspect
the mangled
remains of
ill-fated
Ernakulam-
bound Kerala
Road 
Transport
Corporation bus
at Thirumuru-
ganpoondi in
Tirupur district
on Thursday. 

— PTI
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Girl screams
Pakistan

Zindabad, held
Bengaluru: In a dra-
matic development,
Bengaluru city cops
have arrested Amulya
L, an anti-CAA and
NRC protestor who
shouted 'Pakistan
Zindabad' while
addressing a gather-
ing at  Freedom Park
here on Thursday.
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“Being a farmer
(myself), I feel
proud to
introduce this
historic bill in the
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Edappadi K. Palaniswami 

■ Dress code at Mylapore
temple: Women 
devotees requested to
wear duppatas 
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SHORT TAKES

18 including 2
customs officers

arrested

15 sovereign gold
stolen from

locked house

Lorry capsizes, hits
GST road traffic

Chennai: At least 18 people
including two Customs pre-
ventive officers were arrest-

ed by the Directorate of
Revenue Intelligence (DRI)

from the Chennai
International Airport with at

least 12.6 kg of gold worth
`5.5 crore.

According to DRI officials,
the smugglers were arrested

following a raid carried out
at the airport on Wednesday.

Two preventive officers E.V.
Rajan from Kerala and Vikas
of Gujarat were arrested on

charge of nexus with the
smuggling mafia. The arrest-
ed arrived in the airport via

various flights from Sri
Lanka, Malaysia and Dubai.

The inspection, which start-
ed in the morning, lasted till

midnight. Meanwhile, the DRI
team came under attack by a
gang inside the campus dur-
ing midnight while they were

shifting the accused to the
DRI office in Chengalpettai.

The gang managed to
release four of the arrested

from the DRI custody and
escaped from the scene.  

Following this, Prithvi Raj,
senior intelligence officer,

DRI registered a complaint
with the airport police. But
none of the gang has been

arrested. The investigation is
underway’, police said.

Meanwhile, in another inci-
dent, Customs officers

arrested seven people with
5.30 kg of gold valued at

`2.28 crore along with ciga-
rettes, iphones and laptop

worth `19.91 lakh.
According to the officials,

the arrested were identified
as Muhammad Azharudheen,

23, John Muhammad ,29,
Jailaudeen, 40, all from

Tiruchy and Muhammad,60
of Chennai. They arrived

from Dubai. Aslam Bihas,22,
hailing from Sivaganga,

arrived from Kuala Lampur.
On search, 10 bundles con-
taining gold in paste form
were unearthed from their
rectum.  One gold cut bit
weighing 48grams valued
`2lakh was also recovered

from the pocket of
Jailaudeen. In another search

on the same day, three peo-
ple identified as Sickander,
26 of Chennai, Muhammad
Asmathulah Khan, 31, and

Obeyes Muhamad, 24, both
hailing from

Ramanathapuram, were
arrested  with 1.8 kg of gold

valued `76.37lakh. They
arrived from Dubai. On

search, six bundles contain-
ing gold worth `76.37 lakh in

paste form were recovered
from their rectum.  Two gold

rings and one gold chain
weighing 160 grams worth
`6.86l akh were also recov-
ered them. They brought in
cigarettes ,iphones and lap-
tops in commercial quantity

in checked in luggage .It val-
ued `17.91lakhs. A bundle of
gold weighing 358grams in
paste form was also recov-

ered from the garbage bin in
toilet near the VIP lounge on

the same day.  It is valued
`15.36 lakh’, said officials.

Chennai: Fifteen-sovereigns
of gold were stolen from a

locked house at Pulipakkom in
Chengalpettai district on

Thursday. According to
Chengalpettai police, the gold
ornament was stolen from the

house of  Kala Victoria, 41, in
Pulipakkom village. Kala, who

is running a cell phone shop
at Chengalpettai, was living

with her mother Prabha. The
incident came to the light

after Kala reached home from
the shop by evening.  Her

mother too was not present in
the house as she went to her
son’s house in Manimagalam

village. Following the com-
plaint registered by Kala,
Chengalpettai police has

launched an investigation into
the incident. As per the com-

plaint, apart from gold,
500gram silver and `30,000
in cash were looted from the

house’, said the police.

Chennai: Traffic was disrupt-
ed for at least three hours on

GST road after a lorry skid-
ded and turned upside down

on Thursday. The driver,
Ashok kumar,33,  escaped

unhurt. According to police,
the incident occurred at 7am

when the sand-laden lorry,
which was heading to

Chennai from Kanchipuram,
skidded near Vadalur. As
result, the vehicle turned

upside down in the centre of
road, blocking  the traffic on

the arterial stretch.

DC CORRESPONDENT
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, FEB
20

The Kerala government
announced `10 lakh each to
the families of the persons
who died in accident near
Coimbatore Thursday.

Transport minister A. K.
Saseendran said of the `10
lakh, `2 lakh would be
released as emergency assis-
tance. The families of
KSRTC employees Baiju and
Girish would be granted
compensation of `30 lakh
each. The amount is being
granted under KSRTC insur-
ance cover.

Earlier, Chief Minister
Pinaryi Vijayan directed the
officials to provide immedi-
ate medical help to the
injured. On his instructions
agriculture minister V. S.
Sunil Kumar and transport
minister A. K. Saseendran
rushed to the spot in
Coimbatore to oversee the
rescue and relief operations.

The health department
rushed ambulances to bring
the bodies of the victims to
Kerala. Of the 19 persons
who died in the KSRTC bus
and container lorry colli-
sion, 18 persons are from
Kerala. One person belongs
to Karnataka.

DC CORRESPONDENT
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, FEB
20

For Dr Kavitha Warrier,
KSRTC bus driver and con-
ductor  Baiju and Girish
who died in the accident
near Tiruppur in the wee
hours of Thursday, were no
less than God.

On June 3, 2018, while trav-
elling to Bengaluru, Kavitha
became very ill. She lost con-
sciousness and collapsed in
the bus. At that time the bus
had just passed Hosur.

The duo didn’t think for a
minute and decided to
return to Hosur. They
rushed Kavitha to a private
hospital and got her admit-
ted there.  The condition of
the patient was serious so
the doctors advised that
someone stay back to take
care of her.

Baiju decided to stay back
in hospital. As  the remain-
ing passengers had to reach
their respective destination,
Girish drove the bus to
Bengaluru.

Baiju took very good care
of Kavitha in hospital till

her relatives turned up. The
then KSRTC managing
director Tomin J
Thachankary felicitated the
two staff members and
handed commendation cer-
tificate for exemplary work.

Kavitha is yet to come to
terms with tragedy.

“I can’t still believe that

they are no more. It was
their presence of mind that
saved my life on that day.
They were very good to pas-
sengers and ensured that
each and everyone on the
vehicle was comfortable.
Being regulars on this route,
they knew the frequent trav-
elers,” she said.

ZAKEER HUSSAIN| DC 
SALEM, FEB. 20 

Tragedy struck a 34-
member pilgrims party
from Nepal as seven of
them including two
women were crushed to
death and 19 others criti-
cally injured in a van-
omnibus head-on colli-
sion near Omalur near
Salem in the wee hours
of Thursday. 

In one of the worst road
accidents in the district
in recent months on the
four-lane Salem-
Bengaluru national high-
way (NH), which begins
from Kanyakumari and
goes up to Benaras, the
van carrying the Nepali
pilgrims was massively
impacted upon by an
omnibus proceeding
from Bengaluru to
Kerala when the van
driver negotiated a ‘u’
turn near Sikkanampatti
village, police said. 

The pilgrims from
Nepal, who came to India
on February 6 and had
been visiting various
temples and sacred
places, were proceeding
towards Bengaluru after
visiting Kanyakumari,
Rameswaram and
Madurai in Tamil Nadu. 

On sighting a roadside
Durga temple
(Kaliamman Kovil as it is
known in Tamil) with an
adjoining ‘mandapam
(hall)’, the Nepali pil-
grims felt they could rest
there for the night and
leave today morning,
police said. 

Hence their van driver
Kavulram Chowdhary
negotiated a ‘u’ turn
when the omnibus sud-
denly collided with it
with a huge thud, police
based on preliminary

investigations said. 
Even as local villagers

hearing the loud noise
alerted the Omalur
police, who rushed to the
spot and began retriev-
ing the victims from the
mangled vehicle along
with the locals, three of
the Nepali pilgrims were
found killed at the spot -
Tikaram, 55, Ms Bulhari
Chowdhry and
Birbahadhur, 58-. 

Another pilgrim, Gopal
Taman, 56, died on the
way when the injured
were being rushed to the
Salem government hos-
pital and three others-
Visnhu Thangal, 60,
Rishil Chowdhary, 65 and
Ms. Bulsari Chowdhary,
55-, succumbed to their
injuries later at the hos-
pital. As many as 19
other pilgrims are under
treatment at the GH. 

Salem district SP, Ms.
Deepa Kanikar, DSP
Bhaskaran and other top
officials supervised the
rescue operations at the
accident site. The district
collector, Mr. C. A.
Raman, who visited the

injured at the Salem GH,
said all efforts were
being made to assist the
injured and other mem-
bers of the pilgrims’
party. A decision on
where to cremate the
dead will be taken after
consulting their kin, he
added. 
CM CONDOLES: Chief
Minister Edappadi K
Palaniswami condoled
the death of the six pil-
grims and said the acci-
dent happened in the
early hours of Thursday
when they were proceed-
ing to Rajasthan from
Kanyakumari. Speaking
in the Tamil Nadu Ass-
embly, he said the acci-
dent happened around 1
am. The Collector has
been directed to ensure
that all affected get the
best treatment, he added. 

Meanwhile, Omalur
police have registered a
case. 

They detained two per-
sons including the omni-
bus driver Murugeswa-
ran, 42, of Srivaikuntam
in Thoothukudi district
and are inquiring.

Kerala offers `10L solatium 

Tragic end for good
Samaritan KSRTC staff  

Fatal collision:  iBus crew kin granted `30 lakh each Worst mishap in recent times
THE ACCIDENT which happened on a day
that marked the 82nd anniversary of the
founding of the Kerala’s State Motor
Service was described as the worst in
Tamil Nadu in recent times. “It was a
high speed collision. The container lorry
went out of control,” said Palakkad
Superintendent of Police Siva Vikram.

“EXTREMELY
ANGUISHED by the bus
accident...In this hour
of grief, my thoughts
and prayers are with
the bereaved families.
I hope those who are
injured recover at the
earliest,” the PM’s
Office said in a tweet
quoting Modi. 

KERALA
CHIEF
MINISTER
PINARAYI
VIJAYAN said
the state will
bear the treatment expens-
es of the injured.

TN CM PALANISWAMI said he has asked
the Tirupur administration to coordinate
with their Palakkad counterparts, to
expedite relief works including sending
the bodies of the deceased to the neigh-
bouring state. “I have directed the
Tirupur collector and police officials there
to set up a help centre to assist the rela-
tives of the victims and also expedite the
process of sending the bodies of the
deceased by contacting Kerala officials,”
he said.

Extremely
anguished: PM 

Mishap cause probed

Expedite relief work: CM 

THE CAUSE of the accident is being
probed by the police. Preliminary
investigation brings to light that
either the driver of the overloaded
container lorry could have dozed off
while at the wheel. Another narra-
tive also points out that a tyre burst
could have caused the container
lorry driver to have lost control of
the vehicle leading it to ram the
centre median on the road before
colliding head-on with the bus.

Kerala to bear
treatment
expenses

Survivors 
shell-shocked

Rescue workers pull out injured passengers from the ill fated KSRTC bus near Tirupur on
Thursday. —PTI

The accident left the survivors
shell-shocked. Karishma, on
her way to Ernakulam, said
she was seated on the left
side of the bus and was sleep-
ing at the time of the mishap.
“When I woke up suddenly, I
saw many people running
around and the injured being
taken in ambulances,” the
woman told the media.
Another passenger identified
only as Alan said he was still
finding it difficult to overcome
the shock. “I have sustained a
minor injury on my leg. But
my friend is injured on the
nose and I am taking him to
hospital,” he said. Jemin
George said he suffered a cut
on his lips and an injury to his
forehead that required 10
stitches. “I do not know what
exactly happened. I was
sleeping,” he said, adding, he
was referred to a hospital in
Coimbatore. A weeping
woman passenger alleged the
container lorry was over-
loaded and there were not
many vehicles on the road.
She said the right side of the
bus was completely damaged.

7 Nepal pilgrims killed,
19 hurt in road mishap

The mangled remains of the lorry and the bus after the
tragic accident at Thirumuruganpoondi in Tirupur district
on Avinashi- Salem bypass on Thursday. —DC

The Omnibus that collided with the tourist van near
Salem on Thursday. —DC 
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“Being a farmer (myself), I
feel proud to introduce this

historic Act in the Assembly. I
construe it as an opportunity

bestowed upon me by
Puratchi Thalaivi Amma (late

CM J. Jayalalithaa)… I seek
(the Chair’s permission) to

introduce the Tamil Nadu
Protected Agricultural Zone
Development Act, 2020, to

the Assembly House,”
Palaniswami said while mov-

ing the bill. The Treasury
Benches responded with loud

thumping of tables.
The Cauvery Delta region,

considered as the rice bowl of
Tamil Nadu, accounts for a
large part of production of

food grains and other agricul-
tural produce in the State. “It
has been noticed that certain

non-farming activities are
adversely affecting agriculture

in the region threatening the
State food security. In order
to protect the agriculture in
this region, it is proposed to
prohibit certain activities in

the region,” Mr. Palaniswami
said while introducing the

Act. Mr. Palaniswami will be
the chairperson of the Tamil
Nadu Protected Agricultural

Zone Authority, which also
comprises f Deputy CM O.

Panneerselvam, who holds the
finance portfolio, law, agricul-
ture, environment, rural devel-

opment & local administra-
tion, industries, rural indus-
tries, animal husbandry and
fisheries ministers and offi-

cials are members.The Act has
penal provisions, which

includes imprisonment up to
five years but not less than six
months and a fine, which may

extend to  `50 lakh but shall
not be less than `10 lakh, for

any contravention.

Puducherry: Puducherry min-
ister M Kandasamy called on

Tamil Nadu Dairy Develop-
ment minister K T Rajenthra

Balaji at Chennai on Thursday
seeking supply of milk to the

union territory to tackle its
current milk crisis. A release
said Kandasamy, who is wel-
fare minister, urged the Tamil

Nadu minister to supply
55,000 litres of milk daily to
Puducherry which has been

facing a shortfall to meet
demands of various cate-

gories of consumers. Accor-
ding to the release, Rajenthra
Balaji told Kandasamy that he

would consider the plea.
Official sources said Pondi-

cherry needs more than a lakh
litre of milk every day and

production has come down
necessitating the territorial
administration to approach

the neighbouring State to get
55,000 litre milk every day.
With the fall in size of lands

under cultivation because of
virtually fast conversion of

agricultural land into residen-
tial plots and industrial zones
the availability of fodder has

declined, a spokesman of
Dairy Farmers Association

said. —PTI

D. SEKAR | DC 
CHENNAI, FEB. 20 

The Tamil Nadu govern-
ment will set up an expert
committee to study and
suggest measures to impr-
ove the state’s own tax rev-
enues (SOTR), the Deputy
Chief Minister and
Finance Minister, O. Pan-
nerselvam announced. 

Accepting the sugges-
tion made by the DMK
member Mr. Pazhanivel
Thyagarajan, to constitute
such an experts commit-
tee to help reverse the
declining trend of SOTR
over the years as a per-
centage of the State Gross
Domestic Product (SGDP),
Mr. Panneerselvam said
the government was hap-
py to appoint such a panel. 

Replying to the general
discussion on the State
Budget for 2020-21 in the
Legislative Assembly on
Thursday, Mr.
Panneerselvam said the
trend of declining SOTR
in proportion to SGDP
was not peculiar to Tamil
Nadu. For example, even
States like Maharashtra
and Karnataka have seen
falls in SOTR share, he
pointed out. In Karnataka
for example, between 2014-
15 & 2016-17, SOTR share
dropped from an average
of 10-20 per cent to 7.22 per
cent, the Finance minister
stressed.

Mr. Panneerselvam,
however, said the SOTR
share had gone down even
during the previous DMK
regime 2006-11, from nine
per cent to 8.20 per cent.
The subsequent AIADMK
government had during
2011-13, “due to the steps
taken by our government
the SOTR share had gone
up to 9.60 per cent,” he
countered. 

Though Tamil Nadu’s
share of SOTR had subse-
quently dropped to 6.88
per cent of its SGDP, Mr.
Panneerselvam said this
was a problem faced by
almost all States, “if you
compare the (interim) rec-
ommendations of the 15th
Finance Commission with
the details (of devolution)
provided in the 14th
Finance Commission.” It
was the recommendations
of the 14th Finance
Commission which was
largely responsible for

this declining trend in
SOTR, explained the
Finance minister. 

Mr. Panneerselvam said
despite the difficult fiscal
situation, Tamil Nadu
keeping its overall fiscal
deficit within the norms
set by the Tamil Nadu
Fiscal Responsibility Act
“is something that needs
to be appreciated.” Even
the State’s net debt and the
debt to SGDP ratio was
well within the norm of 25
per cent, the minister
added. 

Assuring the members
that the State’s overall fis-
cal deficit will be con-
tained, Mr. Panneersel-
vam said notwithstanding
the tight situation, the
government had not
reduced allocations to var-
ious departments. Includ-
ing School Education,
which has been given the
highest of `34,182 crore
for the year 2020-21, “we
have in fact hiked the allo-
cations for all the depart-
ments,” the Finance min-
ister said.

Responding to Opposi-
tion DMK deputy leader
Mr. Durai Murugan’s
charge that `2,000 crore
allocated for The Tamil
Nadu Infrastructure Deve-
lopment Fund (TNIDF),
had been returned
“unspent”, Mr. Panneer-
selvam said the allegation
was based on a misunder-

standing.
Explaining how the

TNIDF was set up in 2011
and the methods mandat-
ed for to finance infra-
structure projects, either
through the private-pub-
lic-partnership (PPP)
mode or through ‘viability
gap funding’ for new proj-
ects, Mr. Panneerselvam
said that under the ‘Tamil
Nadu Vision 2023’ pro-
gramme, implementation
of 137 of the 217 infra-
structure projects in the
State have already com-
menced. 

However, with the global
economy slowing down
and project funding
through the private sector
or through the PPP mode
not fructifying in the wake
of a cash-strapped private
sector, Mr. Panneerselvam
said these infrastructure
projects were now being
implemented by the State
government itself with
funds from either interna-
tional development agen-
cies, or national financial
development institutions.
It was for this reason that
funds from TNIDF was not
drawn, Mr.
Panneerselvam clarified
in response to Mr. Durai
Murugan's charge.  “We
have also allocated sub-
stantial funds for a major
flood prevention project
for Greater Chennai,” the
Finance minister added. 

■Deputy CM says state’s overall fiscal deficit will be contained

TN to set up expert panel
to hike own tax revenues

Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami presents doctorate certificate to mridangam
maestro Dr Umayalpuram Sivaraman during the first convocation of Dr J. Jayalalithaa
music and fine arts university on Thursday. —DC

DOCTORATE TO MAESTRO

DC CORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB. 20:

Chief Minister Edappadi
K. Palaniswami slammed
the opposition DMK for
staging a walkout from the
Assembly over the Tamil
Nadu Protected
Agricultural Zone
Development Act, 2020,
and said its conduct in the
House only exposed its
double speak on the issue.

Maintaining that his
government wasted no
time in enacting a legisla-
tion to protect the farm
lands in the Cauvery delta
region, Palaniswami
regretted that despite his
government's efforts, the
DMK attempted to find
fault and staged a walk out
(from the Assembly
House) due to political
vendetta. “Unlike others,
we don’t harbour some-
thing in our minds but
utter something
else…..apprehensive that
the AIADMK will earn a
good name for bringing
this Act, they (DMK) want
to create disturbance and
staged a walk out hoping
to send a wrong signal (to

the people),” he said.
Since the days of former

Chief Minister M. G.
Ramachandran, the
AIADMK has been prov-
ing that it is a friend of the
farmers and by bringing
this Tamil Nadu PAZD
Act, now too his govern-
ment has shown that it is
pro farmers, he said.

Leader of Opposition in
the Assembly and DMK
president M. K. Stalin
wanted the Act to be
referred to a Select
Committee for complete
success of the initiative,
and sought to know why
Tiruchirappalli and Karur
districts were excluded.
He said the Bill does not
appear to be drafted fol-
lowing consultation with
experts.

Responding, Palanis-
wami said the two dis-
tricts were not included in
the protected zone as they
have heavy concentration
of industries. The Chief
Minister cited a letter
from the Centre, following
his request, saying the
state government was
empowered to take appro-
priate action on declaring

the Cauvery delta region a
protected agricultural
zone. “Any project propo-
nent will, in the present
scheme of things, have to
apply to State Environ-
mental Impact Assess-
ment Authority, which is
an organ of the State
Government and SEIAA
will take a final call in the
matter. Therefore, the
final decision as to
whether to allow any par-
ticular project in any par-
ticular region would con-
tinue to vest with the State
Government,” the letter
addressed to him, had stat-
ed, Palaniswami said.

The passage of the Act
follows Mr. Palaniswami’s
announcement on Feb. 9
that Cauvery delta dis-
tricts would be cate-
gorised as a special pro-
tected agricultural zone
and had assured that per-
mission would not be
given for hydrocarbon
projects. 

He followed it up by con-
sulting experts on the
issue and on Thursday he
tabled it and the Act was
passed with majority in
the Assembly. 

CM slams DMK walkout,
says PAZ Act will help ryots

DC CORRESPONDENT 
TIRUNELVELI, FEB. 20 

Cases were registered
against 12,000 people for par-
ticipating in the anti-CAA
rally on Wednesday in
Tirunelveli city.

According to police, under
Sections 143 (unlawful ass-
embly) and 341 (wrongful
restraint) of Indian Penal

Code, the Palayamkottai
police in the city booked
12,000 persons including 25
named persons for attempt-
ing to lay siege to the
Tirunelveli district collec-
tor’s office to demonstrate
their resentment against the
CAA (Citizenship Amend-
ment Act), NPR (National
Population Register) and
NRC (National Registry of

Citizens).Among the 12,000
unnamed accused persons,
5,000 are women.

The Thoothukudi police
too have registered cases
against 15 named persons
and 2,000 unnamed people
for taking out a rally to lay
siege to the district collec-
tor's office despite the
Madras High court refusing
permission for the protest.

LAKSHMI L LUND | DC
COIMBATORE, FEB.20

S Abdul Kalam (24) exchanged
marriage vows with his bride
Reshma Shrini (20) under a
canopy at Athipalayam here on
Thursday. The couple’s mar-
riage was fixed about three
months ago. They were sched-
uled to get married in a wed-
ding hall. However, they put off
their wedding plans and chose
to solemnize their marriage
amid people at a protest venue.
After exchanging marriage
vows, the newlywed shouted
slogans against the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act (CAA), the
proposed National Register of
Citizens (NRC) and the
National Population Register
(NPR). The businessman and
homemaker, husband-wife duo,
calling their marriage revolu-
tionary, have expressed that
they will stand in solidarity
with the Kovai protestors in the
days to come.

Around 2,000 Muslims includ-
ing thousands of women gath-
ered outside the mosque at
Athipalayam to protest against
the implementation of CAA,
NPR and NRC in the state. The
protestors gathered at the
venue late on Wednesday night,
calling it the Shaheen Bagh of
the textile city. 

Muslim couple gets married
at Kovai’s Shaheen Bagh

12,000 PEOPLE BOOKED FOR ANTI-CAA PROTESTS

Thousands of Muslim protesters including women are on an indefinite peaceful sit-in
against the CAA at Coimbatore. The protest began on Wednesday night. —DC

M. ARULOLI | DC 
THOOTHUKUDI, FEB. 20

Accusing the opposition
parties of “adding fuel to
the fears of the Islamic
community” about the
Citizenship Amendment
Act (CAA) by spreading
rumours, Tamil Manila
Congress (TMC) presi-
dent, G K Vasan however,
wanted the Union govern-
ment to take more steps to
ally the the fears of
Muslims about the CAA.

Responding to the ongo-
ing nationwide protests
by the Muslims against
the CAA, NPR and NRC,
G K Vasan, speaking to
media in Thoothukudi on
Thursday said, it was not
democratically wrong to
protest in public.
“Moreover, their fears
about CAA too is under-
standable but the opposi-
tion parties instead of
clarifying their genuine
doubts, are fueling the
fear by spreading
rumours and false infor-
mation for political
mileage,” accused Mr.
Vasan.

Stating that Indian
Muslims are as much a
part of this country and
they will not be affected
by the CAA, Mr. Vasan,
however, urged the
Central government to
take many more pains to

allay their fears.
“This country cannot

develop without the par-
ticipation of its Muslim
populace and nobody in
the ruling party either at
the Centre or at the State
has the intention to side-
line the Muslims of our
nation,” reiterated the
TMC chief. 

To a query, Mr. Vasan
also welcomed the state
government approving
the proposal of an oil
refinery company to set
up its unit in
Thoothukudi district
with an investment of Rs
40,000 crore.

“This will ensure more
job opportunities for the
youth in the region,” said
Vasan, adding, that the
Indian Space Research
Organisation planning to
set up its rocket launch
pad at
Kulasekarapattinam in
Thoothukudi would also
ensure more jobs for the
local youth.

Opposition misleading
people on CAA: Vasan 

O. Pannerselvam

Jayaraman hails
CM for agri 
protection bill 
R. VALAYAPATHY | DC 
MAYILADUTHURAI, FEB. 20 

Prof. Jayaraman, Chief
Coordinator of the Anti-
Methane project Federa-
tion thanked the Tamil
Nadu Government, espe-
cially Chief Minister
Thiru Eddpadai K.
Palaniswami for declar-
ing the Cauvery Delta
region as protected agri-
culture zone, and for
adopting a bill in this
regard on the floor of the
State Assembly on
Thursday. 

In a release here, he
said once the Act came
into force, Cauvery delta
will develop further agri-
culturally. The quantity
of oil and natural gas
extracted through oil
wells will be more than
offset by the amount of
bio-diesel that could be
produced through vari-
ous farming activities
including producing
ethanol through sugar-
cane extract, he said. 

Besides this, through
the other subsistent
activities linked to agri-
culture like cattle breed-
ing, export of meat etc,
“we can earn an annual
income of at least `two
lakh crore, which will
boost the State’s econo-
my,” he added.

Proud to 
introduce this bill
in Assembly: CM

Pondy govt seeks
TN’s help to tackle

milk crisis DC CORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

The opposition DMK,
which sought to pin down
the government on the
NPR exercise demanding
the government to assure
that it would not be under-
taken in the State, ended
up staging a walk out
from the Assembly House,
after the AIADMK
Ministers accused it of
pursuing “vote bank” pol-
itics.

Raising the issue, leader
of Opposition in the
Assembly and DMK presi-
dent M. K. Stalin said the
new enumeration form of
the population drive
sought information like
place of birth of parents
and date of birth. “If
there are no proper cer-
tificates, the festival time
of the people concerned
are asked. In the list,
Islamic festivals do not
find a place. This by itself
has exposed a religious
divide,” he claimed.

While Deputy Chief
Minister O.
Panneerselvam said, “we
celebrate all festivals -
Ramzan, Bakrid, Pongal
and Deepavali, and

assured that the govern-
ment “is committed to the
welfare of the minori-
ties,” revenue minister R.
B. Udhayakumar insisted
that the NPR form had
nothing to do with festi-
vals. 

He accused the
Opposition of making
claims for “vote bank”
politics which led to an
apprehension that such a
stand may lead to an unre-
solvable issue.

Only some features like
Aadhaar information
were new in the NPR form
and the state government
has sought clarification
from the Centre over such
aspects but it was yet to
get a reply.  “Islamic festi-
vals do not find place in
the NPR manual released
in 2010 too. All the festi-

vals that found a place in
the 2010 NPR manual are
featured in the 2020 manu-
al also,” Udayakumar
added. Also, there is a
table in the handbook to
compute Islamic year by
comparing it with the
Gregorian (English) cal-
endar, he said. 

The minister pointed out
that in villages, some peo-
ple may not know their
date of birth and if they
remembered the festival
time during which they
were born, the month of
birth can be arrived at
and the NPR handbook
has guidelines for it.

NPR echoes in Assembly,
DMK stages walkout

● DMK president M. K.
Stalin said the new enu-
meration form of the
population drive sought
information like place of
birth of parents and
date of birth. “If there
are no proper certifi-
cates, the festival time
of the people con-
cerned are asked. In
the list, Islamic festivals
do not find a place. This
by itself has exposed a
religious divide,” he
claimed

India, Sri Lanka to
ink MoU to develop
Palaly airport 
Colombo: India will ink
an agreement with Sri
Lanka to develop the
Jaffna’s Palaly airport in
the Tamil-dominated
Northern province, an
official statement said on
Thursday. The decision
comes a day after the Sri
Lankan Cabinet
approved a proposal for
the MoU with India for
the project, which would
include terminal modifi-
cation and electricity sup-
plies among others.
“India has already agreed
to provide Sri Lanka with
a grant of 300 million Sri
Lankan rupees (`11.83 cr)
for the development of
the airport which started
its international flights
last year,” statement said. 

Under the proposed
work on the MoU, the
facilities at the airport
such as terminal modifi-
cation, electricity sup-
plies, utility services and
transit facilities are to be
improved. India’s Allia-
nce Air became the first
airline last November to
operate flights to and
from Palaly when they
commenced a service to
Chennai. It was only this
month that a civilian
flight service was started
to Palaly from capital
Colombo which is meant
as a feeder to Chennai-
Jaffna flights. The airport
would add to the socio-
economic welfare of the
Tamil dominated North-
ern province, whose capi-
tal Jaffna was the base
from where the LTTE ran
their military campaign
for a separate Tamil
homeland for nearly 30
years. —PTI

Munsif courts for
Pallavaram,
Maduravoyal soon
DC CORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

Pallavaram and Madura-
vayal, coming under the
extended areas in the
metro, will soon get dis-
trict munsif courts, State
Law Minister C. Ve.
Shanmugam has said.

Responding to a ques-
tion in the Assembly on
Thursday, Mr. Shanmu-
gam said these courts
would be opened this
year. The move followed a
decision to establish
courts in all the taluks.

The Minister further
said the location of the
integrated court complex
for Ariyalur has been
identified and the con-
struction work would
commence soon. Steps
will be taken to set up an
integrated labour court
in Krishnagiri this year,
he said.

CPI(M) leader Brinda Karat addressing anti-CAA protesters in North Chennai on
Thursday. —DC
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SHORT TAKES

Pondy Raj Nivas
to be thrown open

to tourists 
Puducherry: Raj Nivas, the

official residence  of the
Puducherry Lt Governor

would be thrown open to
tourists during mornings

also. 
Kiran Bedi made the

announcement on Thursday,
while addressing a team of
French tourists visiting the
18th century building hous-
ing office cum residence of

the Lt Governor. 
She noted that tourists

including foreigners visited
the Union Territory mostly in

the mornings. 
Bedi told the tourists after
registering their views on
the Union Territory that in

addition to the time allotted
for them to visit the impos-

ing and palatial premises
during mid day now the

building maintained as a
heritage structure would be

open to visitors in the morn-
ings also. 

"The security personnel at
the entrance to the Raj Nivas

would also facilitate the
tourists to get into the

premises in the mornings
also," the former IPS officer

said in a whatsapp message. 
Tourists and school children

from outside Puducherry
make a beeline to Raj Nivas,

earlier called "Palais du
Gouverneur", every day to
have a glimpse of the his-

toric structure. 
According to official records,

the foundation of Raj Nivas
was laid by the then French

Governor Dumas in 1735.
—PTI

Job Mela at
Kotagiri on

Saturday 
Ooty: The Nilgiris chapter of
the TN state rural and urban

livelihood mission joining
hands with the district

employment office here  will
organize a mega job-mela at

Kotagiri near here  on
February 22. Stating this in a
release, Ms.J.Innocent Divya,
the Collector of Nilgiris, said
that as many as 30 frontline

companies/industrial units
will take part in the job-mela

to select candidates for
recruitment.  This job-mela is
being arranged with a aim to
provide the platform for the

job-seekers in the hills to
gain access to the employ-

ment opportunity
process, she said and added

that the job-mela will be
held at the  flood shelter hall
at Kotagiri h  between 10 am

and 4 pm, on February 22.
The unemployed youth and

the job-seekers in Nilgiris
are requested to

attend the job-mela to uti-
lize this opportunity to find

jobs in the private sector,
she added.

T. SUDHEESH I DC
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

The IIT-Madras’s under-
construction technology
on two-way ballot trans-
mission system has
turned out to be a solution
to the long-standing con-
cern of service voters over
exercising their democrat-
ic rights.

The other day the
Election Commission of
India (ECI had accepted
the proposed concept of
Aadhaar-linked technolo-
gy that enables service
voters to exercise their
franchise online. The tech-
nology, once in place, will
end the major hurdle of
physical presence of the
service voter in the con-
stituency and they would
be able to cast their vote

from anywhere in India or
abroad.

The ECI has flagged
green signal to the IIT-
Madras-initiated technolo-
gy after it introduced ‘one-
way’ Electronically
Transmitted Postal Ballot
System (ETPBS) for serv-
ice voters for the first time
in the last general elec-
tion.

The proposed two-way
technology was accepted,
according to ECI, as it is
way ahead of ETPBS. As
of now ECI has classified
the service voters as those
who are basically the per-
sonnel who are working in
armed forces as well as in
embassies in other
nations.  Under ETPBS,
the ECI sends the blank
ballot sheets electronical-
ly to the service voters.

The voters are required to
download the ballot, exer-
cise vote and then send the
ballot by normal post.  As
per the proposed system,
once the service voter
receives the ballot elec-
tronically from EC, he
should authenticate his
identity through Aadhaar.
Once the vote is cast, the
ballot can be transferred
to EC electronically.

An official of IIT-M,
when contacted, refused to
provide the nitty-gritty by
saying that they were not
allowed to provide details
of the technology in pub-
lic since it was still under
construction. The technol-
ogy is expected to be in
place by next general elec-
tion.

According to the ECI, a
total of 16,62,993 service

personnel were enrolled
as service electors in the
country during 2019 gen-
eral election. It’s a signifi-
cant jump from 2014 gen-
eral election number of
13,27,627.

Shibin Thomas, a BSF
Jawan who used the
ETPBS facility in the last
general election to cast his
vote, feels happy about the
introduction of the tech-
nology because it will help
to make the procedure eas-
ier and cost effective. ‘In
the present system, we
have to go out and send the
ballot manually to the EC.
So, many service voters
would not be interested in
exercising their franchise.
This technology once it
comes into effect will
improve service voter
turnout’, he observed.   

IIT-M tech on 2-way ballot
to help service voters

TN commando
force perform-
ing mock drill
session to
demonstrate
hostage rescue
mission inside
Rajiv Gandhi
govt general
hospital in
Chenai on
Thursday. — DC

Graffiti on public walls and
buildings is a common
sight in the city with enti-

ties, political parties and individ-
uals violating the law. Despite
Madras high court's order, deface-
ment of public property contin-
ues unabated. 

This week the Nilgiris collector
warned offenders of severe
action for defacing public proper-
ty.  She said cases will be booked
and  fine imposed on violators.  A
few years ago, the Madras high
court had said those defacing
public property would face con-
tempt charge.   It had also warned
of action against those involved
in  writing  graffiti and defacing
natural resources, government
walls, buildings and bridges.
Following the high court direc-
tive, the state government then
had removed over 20,000 deface-
ments from public buildings  and
natural resources.  

Last year the apex court, while
hearing a special leave petition
filed  by an activist, said hills,
hillocks, and medians of high-
ways should not be  defaced with
political messages. The petition-
er wanted the court to pass
orders to disqualify poll candi-
dates who don't remove political
ads from hills/mountains. The
SC bench had said it would not
allow defacement of public places
with advertisements and slogans
of political parties even while
asking the TN government about
measures taken to stop deface-
ment. 

Years ago, the Chennai corpora-
tion had drawn murals on public
walls thus preventing defacement
by miscreants. However, the walls
have been whitewashed and used
for drawing graffiti, writing mes-
sages and sticking posters hail-
ing political party leaders.
Besides walls are used for pasting
advertisements.

With no Chennai corporation,
which plays a pivotal role in rein-
ing in such violators, in place,
defacement continues in places
like metro and MRTS pillars, gov-

ernment buildings and flyovers.
The authorities must ensure
offenders are booked and
imposed a penalty under Section
4(2) of the Tamil Nadu Open
Places Prevention of
Disfigurement Act, 1959. Also, as

suggested by the Madras high
court,  the guilty must pay the
cost for removing the defacement
on public property.   

On the positive side, the num-
ber of responsible citizen groups
who paint public walls with

social messages and meaningful
slogans, both in English and
Tamil, is on the rise.    Such grow-
ing awareness among people
along with authorities' efforts to
stop defacement will make
Chennai look better. 

DC CORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB. 20 

The Madras high court
has directed the state gov-
ernment and the Tamil
Nadu Uniformed Services
Recruitment Board
(TNUSRB), to keep it in
abeyance, the selection
process for the post of
Grade-II PC (AR & TSP),
Jail warder and Firemen,
2019.
Justice N.Anand
Venkatesh also ordered
notice, returnable by
March 5, to the state gov-
ernment and TNUSRB on
a petition filed by
R.Anbarasan and 14 oth-
ers, which sought a court-
monitored CBI probe into
the entire selection
process for the post of
Grade-II PC (AR & TSP),
Jail Warder and
Firemen,2019 pursuant to
the notification issued by
the TNUSRB dated March
6, 2019.

According to petitioners,
pursuant to a notification,
calling for application to
fill up 8888 posts of Grade-
II Police Constables (AR &
TSP) Men and Women,
Jail Warders and Firemen,
they participated in the
written examination con-
ducted on August 25, 2019
and they became success-
ful but their marks were
not informed to them. In
November 2019, physical
measurement and
endurance tests were con-
ducted and they became
successful. At this stage
also, their marks were not
disclosed. However, they
were shocked to notice
that in the provisional
selection list, their names

were missing.
Subsequently, they came
to know there was large
scale malpractice and the
mandatory norms were
not followed. Hence, they
filed the present petition.

They said in Vellore dis-
trict alone more than 1019
candidates have been
declared selected and their
cut off mark was also
unknown whereas even in
the biggest city of
Chennai, nearly 500 candi-
dates alone have been
selected and in other dis-
tricts it would not cross
300 candidates. They were
given to understand that
most of those Vellore dis-
trict candidates have
undergone coaching at one
institute known as
"Sigaram Tuition Centre"
and registration/enrol-
ment numbers of those
candidates were seen
sequentially. Likewise, in
Villupuram district alone,
more than 763 candidates
have been selected and it
was due to the result of
several "rewarding coach-
ing centres" operating in
that district. It was report-
ed that highest number of
coaching centres were
available only in
Villupuram district under
the guise of "geographical
conditions". Thus, they
pray the court to order for
CBI enquiry by making it
a "Court-Monitored"
enquiry as the enquiry by
CBCID will not be without
impartiality while investi-
gating into the affairs of
its own department, also
due to the fact that TNUS-
RB was headed by an IPS
officer at the rank of
DGP/ADGP, they added. 

DC CORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB 20 

The Madras high court
has reserved orders on a
petition filed by S.Nalini,
serving life sentence in
Vellore prison for her
involvement in Rajiv
Gandhi assassination
case, which sought to pro-
duce her before the court
and set her at liberty.

A division bench com-
prising Justices
R.Subbiah and
R.Pongiappan reserved
orders on the Habeas cor-
pus petition filed by
S.Nalini.

When the petition came
up for hearing on
Thursday, state public
prosecutor A.Natarajan
submitted that in this case
some of the offences com-
mitted by the accused
come under the Central
Act and therefore, for the
purpose of commutation
or remission, the state
government has to get
consent from the central
government. 

The council of ministers
passed a resolution
requesting the governor to
release all the seven life
convicts including Nalini.
The state government can

only recommend or
request the Governor to
consider their release. It
cannot demand or ask the
Governor to release them.
It is for the Governor to
decide. Nobody has power
to demand or ask the
Governor as to what hap-
pened to the resolution
passed by the council of
ministers. 

Unless any order is
passed, there is no ques-
tion of illegal detention,
he added.

Natarajan further sub-
mitted that it is not an ille-
gal detention because in
this case, the death sen-
tence was commuted to
life sentence and it was
confirmed by the Supreme
Court. 

Therefore, it is a legal
detention and hence HCP
will not lie, he added.

Additional solicitor gen-
eral G.Rajagopalan sub-
mitted that unless there
was an order in the name
of the Governor, it was not
an illegal detention. 

The council of ministers
has passed a resolution
and sent it to the
Governor. The question
was whether the resolu-
tion was an order or not,
he added.

Citing a judgment of the
Supreme Court, he said
the resolution passed by
the Council of Ministers
was not an order. Unless
the Governor passes an
order, it is not an illegal
detention. 

In Union of India Vs
Sriharan's case, the ques-
tion raised was whether
the state government has
the power to release these
convicts without the con-
sent or consultation of the
Central Government. The
Supreme Court said the
central government’s con-
sent or concurrence was
necessary because the
case was investigated by
the CBI. 

The resolution has no
effect. Already the central
government refused to
release these convicts.
Supreme court says life
means life (till the last
breath). The Central gov-
ernment has passed an
order not to release these
convicts. Therefore the
effect of the resolution
passed by the council of
ministers was ‘Zero’, he
added.

Reacting to this, SPP
Natarajan said the inten-
tion of the government
was to release these con-

victs but it has no power to
do so. It has recommended
to the Governor. Only the
Governor has to decide
their release.

M.Radhakrishnan,
counsel for Nalini submit-
ted that the resolution
passed by the Council of
Ministers was binding on
the Governor. 

Nalini has been under
unlawful and unjustified
detention of the state.
Since the Council of
Ministers of the state of
Tamil Nadu had advised
the Governor of Tamil
Nadu as early as on
September 9, 2018 to
release the petitioner
under Article 161 of the
Constitution of India, the
petitioner ought to have
been released on
September 10, 2018 itself
by the state of Tamil
Nadu. As per the ruling of
the Supreme Court in
Maru Ram’s case, the
Governor’s signature was
not necessary for the pur-
pose of releasing the peti-
tioner. Since the petitioner
has not been released from
prison, she has been
under illegal detention of
the state of Tamil Nadu
every day since September
10, 2018, he added.

HC reserves orders onNalini’s release 

Around 1000 students from Valiamal College for Women stand in the formation of
Tamil letter on the occassion of World Mother Tongue Day.  — DC

CELEBRATING TAMIL

Greater Chennai Corporation renovated a community
well in Anna Nagar. —DC

Pondy SEC
appoinment: HC
reserves order
DC CORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB. 20 

The Madras high court
has reserved orders on a
petition, which sought
to declare as unconstitu-
tional, the scheme of
selection process for
State Election
Commissioner and ema-
nating from the commu-
nication of the Union
government culminat-
ing in to the impugned
order of the administra-
tor nullifying the
appointment of
T.M.Balakrishnan as
SEC followed by the
advertisement calling
for application for the
appointment of SEC.

A division bench com-
prising Justices
M.Sathyanarayanan and
R.Hemalatha reserved
orders on a petition filed
by A.Namasivayam,
minister of department
of local administration,
government of
Puducherry, after hear-
ing elaborate arguments
from Senior Counsel
Satish Parasaran,
appearing for the peti-
tioner, additional solici-
tor general G.Raja-
gopalan,  V.Chandra-
sekaran, counsel for the
Governor Kiran Bedi,
N.Mala, government
pleader (Puducherry).

In his miscellaneous
petition, he also sought
to stay the operation of
the order of the
Administrator, Pudu-
cherry dated December
20, 2019, nullifying the
appointment of
T.M.Balakrishnan as
SEC by declaring the GO
dated July 23, 2019, as
null and void and void
ab-initio and further
direct the Chief
Secretary to be the head
of the Selection
Committee and to pro-
ceed with and conclude
the process of selection
of SEC. culminating in
the advertisement, call-
ing for application for
appointment of SEC. 

B.Vijayalakshmi
Viewpoint

Will Namma Chennai sport a cleaner look?

WELL BEAUTIFIED

MOCK DRILL

Innocent Divya, collector of
Ooty.

TNUSRB: Interim
stay on recruitments

A woman engrossed in painting the wall on Luz Avenue fifth street.  —DC
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A clay artist gives finishing touches to an idol of Lord Shiva
ahead of 'Maha Shivratri', in Kolkata, on Thursday.

— PTI

Woman raises pro-Pak
slogan at anti-CAA stir

Shah's pro-CAA rally
in Hyd on March 15

M.K. ASHOKA | DC
BENGALURU, FEB 20

In a dramatic development,
Bengaluru city cops have
arrested Amulya L, an anti-
CAA and NRC protestor who
shouted 'Pakistan Zindabad'
while addressing a gathering
at  Freedom Park here on
Thursday.AIMIM President
Asaduddin Owaisi who was on
the stage, was literally stunned
and rushed to snatch the mike
from the student activist. The
organizers were also taken
aback by the sudden develop-
ment with the police swooping
down on Amulya to take her
into custody.

Amulya has been campaign-
ing against the ruling BJP and
is known for her strident
attacks on the CAA and NRC.

Soumendu Mukherji,
Additional Commissioner of
Police (West) said that she is
being investigated and legal
action will be taken against
her.

Owaisi who spoke later, con-
demned the student activist for
praising an enemy country.
"We are Indians and we are
only connected to India. The
organizers did not inform me
about what this girl was about
to speak. I wouldn't have
attended the function in the
first place if I had expected
this," he maintained.

Amulya is a student of
NMKRV college in the city and
hails from Koppa in
Chikkamagalur district. The
police have kept her in an
unknown place and are investi-
gating.    

Vigilance raids Congress
MLA’s house in Kerala

DC CORRESPONDENT
HYDERABAD, FEB 20

Union Home Minister Amit
Shah's pro-CAA rally will
take place on March 15 in
Fateh Maidan in Hyderabad.
His is one of the rallies for
which the Telengana police
have granted permission,
while denying permission to
a host of peaceful anti-CAA
protests, raising questions.

Shah will be in Hyderabad
for two days from March 14.
His party's state unit has
been trying to convince sup-
porters in the minority com-
munity about CAA but with-
out success.

Shah's visit thus aims to
bring to the fore those
Muslim leaders that are a
part of the BJP and who have
been supporting the CAA.
Sources say there will be
many people from the dis-
tricts, especially Karimnagar,
that will be brought for the
rally.

The announcement on
social media of his visit has

upset anti-CAA protesters
who question how the TS
police granted permission.
"On what basis are the police
granting permission to those
who are 'politically affiliat-
ed'?" they ask. The peaceful
'common protestors' are not
being allowed, creating anger
and acrimony. Some are con-
templating observing March
15 as a "black day" while oth-
ers are contemplating a
bandh.

The city's women's groups

are also contemplating an
anti-CAA rally the same day.
A senior protestor said: "We
are going to submit a repre-
sentation to the police for a
protest on the same day. We
want to see if the police will
give us permission."

Joint Action Committee
against CAA convenor
Mushtaq Malik said: "It is not
understood on what basis the
police is giving permission.
They are not allowing peace-
ful protestors who are com-
mon people. But allowing all
those who are 'high and
mighty'? How can the law be
used in this fashion?"

Protestors who are switch-
ing off their lights every
evening for the past ten days,
from 7 pm to 7.15 pm, were
warned by the Mir Chowk
police that their power con-
nections would be disrupted.
Malik said: "We had to tell the
police that shutting down of
power voluntarily is not a law
and order issue. This is the
way it tries to crush a peace-
ful protest."

DC CORRESPONDENT
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM, FEB.20

The sleuths of Vigilance and
Anti Corruption bureau on
Thursday conduct raids at the
residence of Congress MLA
and former Kerala health min-
ister V S Sivakumar in connec-
tion with a disproportionate
assets case.

The vigilance carried out the
raids a day after registering an
FIR against Mr Sivakumar and
arraigning him as the first

accused in a case related to dis-
proportionate assets in which
some of his personal staff
members are also involved.
The former minister's close
aides M Rajendran,
Shaijuharan and N Harikumar
have also been arraigned as
accused in the FIR.

The main allegation against
Sivakjumar is that he had
amassed wealth disproportion-
ate to his known sources of
income under the names of his
personal staff.

Muslim man chosen
Lingayat mutt pontiff
Bengaluru, Feb 20: A Lingayat
seminary in Gadag district of north-
ern Karnataka is all set to get a
Muslim man as its pontiff. 

Diwan Sharief, in his early 30s,
would be anointed as the pontiff of
the Murugharajendra
Koraneshwara Shantidhama mutt
in Asuti village on February 26,
mutt sources said. 

The Lingayat community, which
owes allegiance to the 12th century
"social reform movement" initiated
by Basaveshwara, is open to people
of all caste and religion. 

Sharief and his father were said to
be influenced by the teachings of
Basaveshwara and had donated land
to the mutt. 

Sharief, who has three daughters
and a son, had taken Linga deeksha
and has undergone training about
the mutt traditions, they added. 

The mutt is reportedly associated
with Sri Jagadguru
Murugharajendra mutt of
Chitradurga and Koraneshwara
Sansthan mutt in Khajuri village in
Kalaburagi. 

Sri Murugharajendra
Koraneshwar Shivayogi, the seer of
Koraneshwara Sansthan mutt,has
decided to make Sharief as the pon-
tiff, sources said.                       _PTI 

Naidu’s net assets
worth `3.87 crore 
Amaravati, Feb 20: Telugu
Desam Party chief N
Chandrababu Naidu grew
richer by about Rs 87 lakh as
his net assets touched Rs 3.87
crore but his liabilities stood at
Rs 5.13 crore on account of a
housing loan.
His wife Bhuvaneswari, who

heads the familys Heritage
business, saw an increase of
over Rs 8 crore in her fortune
with the net assets being Rs
39.58 crore. Their son and MLC
Nara Lokesh on Thursday
declared the familys assets and
liabilities, which has become
an annual practice for the last
nine years. Interestingly,
Lokesh said he became poorer
by Rs 2 crore compared to last
year as the value of his net
assets shrunk to Rs 19 crore.
He had liabilities to the tune of
Rs 5. 70 crore.  His son Devansh
is now richer than Lokesh with
net assets of Rs 19.42 crore

without any liabilities.
Lokeshs wife Brahmani, who
holds an executive position in
Heritage, too became richer by
over Rs 4.5 crore since last
year, with net assets of Rs 11.51
crore. "The value of these
assets is disclosed at the rate at
which they were bought and
not the current market price as
the present value could rise or
fall based on several socio- eco-
nomic factors," Lokesh said. 

Nirvana Holdings, the fam-
ilys investment company, too,
saw an increase in its net
assets from Rs 6.8 crore to Rs 9
crore but its liabilities stood at
Rs 34.85 crore, according to
Lokesh. Lokesh also said none
of the allegations of dispro-
portionate assets against his
family were proved. We chal-
lenge anyone to prove if the
Nara family had even one
rupee more than its declared
assets, he added.                _PTI

AUSPICIOUS NOTE

TENDERS / NOTICES

● Diwan Sharief, in his
early 30s, would be anoint-
ed as the pontiff of the
Murugharajendra
Koraneshwara
Shantidhama mutt in Asuti
village on February 26,
mutt sources said.
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SHORT TAKES

National Museum says sentiments have to be respectedFOR GODS’ | SAKE

New Delhi, Feb. 20: Non-
vegetarian food has been
dropped from the menu of
the National Museum's
week-long exhibition-cum-
event on India's culinary
history, Historical
Gastronomica, due to an
"unwritten policy" based
on "sentiments", a senior
official of the museum said
on Thursday.

The organisers came
under fire after the event's
menu comprising non-veg-
etarian dishes was put up
on the museum's website.
Shortly afterwards, it was
decided that only vegetari-
an food would be served at
the exhibition which will
be on till February 25. 

The food event is being
organised jointly by the

National Museum, the
Ministry of Culture and
One Station Million
Stories (OSMS), a private
firm. 

The additional director
general of themuseum
Subrata Nath said OSMS
did not discuss in detail the
non-vegetarian part of the
menu with the museum

officials. "They (OSMS) got
our approval but the non-
vegetarian part of the
menu was not discussed
with us. We assumed that
they would know that we
do not serve non-veg food
here given the policy of the
institution. Just 10 days
back we had a Guru Nanak
festival and we never had

this controversy," Mr Nath
said. "It (non-veg food
items) was on the site for a
day and we withdrew it as
soon as we realised the
issue," he added. Mr Nath,
however, said that the "pol-
icy" of not serving non-
vegetarian dishes was not
a written one, but a "senti-
mental one". "The museum
is full of idols of several
gods and goddesses, we
have to respect the senti-
ments of the people who
visit us. We cannot serve
non-vegetarian food here.
It is an unwritten policy
based on sentiments which
we thought they (OSMS)
knew," he said. 

When asked if this was
straying from the culinary
history of ancient India

where non-vegetarian
dishes were common, Mr
Nath said that visitors will
just not be served the food,
but will be briefed on them.
"We are not serving the
non-vegetarian food, but
we will brief visitors on
the historical dietary prac-
tises of ancient India, so it
is wrong to say that we are
not giving a true picture of
the food in ancient times,"
he said. 

Some of the non-vegetari-
an dishes on offer were fish
in turmeric stew,
quail/fowl/country chick-
en roasted in Saal leaf,
offal's pot, bati with dry
fish, meat fat soup, lamb
liver with chick-pea, dried
fish and Mahua oil chut-
ney. PTI

RAJAMATA STARTS
RENOVATION OF

MYSURU PALACE
SHILPA P. | DC
MYSURU, FEB. 20

The historic Mysuru palace, a
must on the itinerary of any
visitor to Karnataka’s Herit-
age City, is getting a facelift
with the royal family taking
up restoration work in one of
the oldest portions of the
palace — the 218-year-old
‘Gandada thotti’ (pavilion) —
which served as the residen-
tial wing of late Maharaja
Nalwadi Krishnaraja Wadiyar.  

Rajamata Pramodadevi Wad-
iyar of the royal family said,
“This is the first full fledged
conservation work in Mysuru
Palace.” According to heritage
expert Eechanur Kumar, a
wooden palace  existed at the
same site before it caught fire
in late 1896 following which
the new palace was built
between 1897-1912. A certain
portion of the wooden palace
at the back side, however, was
not gutted and this is now get-
ting a facelift. 

The conservation work was
taken up with funds from
Srikantadatta Narasimharaja
Wadiyar foundation. A team
led by conservation architects
Ms Varsha A. Rajanahalli and
Sarath Chandra, have restored
a wooden pillar, four beams, 26
rafters and walls using lime
mortar, the same material
which was used for building
the old structure. Ms Varsha
said, “It is eight months since
the work began and it will be
completed in a few months.”

Ms Wadiyar felt that the
whole of Mysuru Palace needs
conservation work. “We have
proposed to the government
that the conservation work of
the entire palace be assigned
to us so that we can take it up
with the help of our experts.”

NIRBHAYA 
CONVICT BANGS
HIS HEAD, HURT

DC CORRESPONDENT
NEW DELHI, FEB. 20

Vinay Sharma, one of the four
death-row prisoners in
Nirbhaya case, on Thursday,
approached a Delhi court with
a fresh request to be treated at
East Delhi’s Institute of
Human Behaviour and Allied
Sciences for mental illness,
insanity, and schizophrenia.

The Delhi court sought
response from Tihar jail
authorities. 

Additional session judge
Dharmender Rana directed
the prison authorities to file
its reply on the plea by Vinay
Kumar Sharma on Saturday.

Earlier, Vinay had injured
himself by banging his head
against a wall of his cell in
Tihar jail. According to prison
officials, the incident took place
in jail number 3 on Sunday
afternoon and he got some
minor injuries and was treated
inside the prison premises.

According to prison officials,
Vinay had briefly stopped eat-
ing. “He is irritable in nature
and acts different from the
other three convicts. His
nature is different from the
other three,” they said.

“Sharma got hurt inside his
cell after he banged his head
against a wall on Sunday after-
noon. While he was at it, secu-
rity personnel saw him,
stopped him immediately, and
called the doctors,” a senior
jail official said. A Delhi court,
on Monday, ordered that
Mukesh Kumar Singh (32),
Pawan Gupta (25), Vinay
Kumar Sharma (26), and
Akshay Kumar (31), the four
convicts in the Nirbhaya gang-
rape and murder case, be
hanged at 6.00 am on March 3.

New Delhi: A Delhi court will
pronounce judgement on
February 29 in a case of
alleged murder of the father of
a woman who was raped by
expelled BJP MLA Kuldeep
Singh Sengar in Unnao in
2017.

The rape survivor's had
father died on April 9, 2018 in
judicial custody. During in-
chamber proceedings, district
judge Dharmesh Sharma has
reserved the judgement after
conclusion of final arguments
by the prosecution and the
defence, said a lawyer privy to
the matter. 

Counsel for the CBI exam-
ined 55 witnesses in support of
the case and the defence exam-
ined nine witnesses, said advo-
cate Dharmendra Mishra,
counsel for the rape survivor
and her family. The court
recorded the statements of the
rape survivor's uncle, mother,
sister and one of her father's
colleague who claimed to be
the eye witnesses. PTI

VERDICT IN
UNNAO MURDER

CASE ON FEB. 29

Artists performs as Union home minister Amit Shah arrives to attend the 34th Statehood Day of Arunachal Pradesh,
in Lakhimpur Kheri district on Thursday. — PTI

Art. 371 here to stay,
Shah tells NE states
‘Misinformation campaign after abrogation of Article 370’

DC CORRESPONDENTS
NEW DELHI, FEB. 20

After the party’s pathetic
performance in the Delhi
elections, tremors are
being felt within the
Congress with several
leaders raising questions
and demanding a com-
plete overhaul of the lead-
ership. 

Senior Congress leader
and Kerala MP Shashi
Tharoor on Thursday
urged the Congress
Working Committee to
hold leadership elections
to “energise workers and
inspire voters”. Dr
Tharoor’s appeal came in
support of his party col-
league and former MP
Sandeep Dikshit’s
remarks that the biggest
challenge the party faces
was the “leadership ques-
tion”.

Joining hands with Mr
Dikshit, Dr Tharoor tweet-
ed: “What Sandeep
Dikshit said openly is
what dozens of party lead-
ers from across the coun-
try are saying privately,
including many with
responsible positions in
the party.” He further
added: “Some have asked
who should vote and for
what. I was referring to
my earlier call eight
months ago for elections
among the 10,000 party

workers who constitute
the ‘AICC plus PCC dele-
gates’ list. These should be
for the elected seats in the
CWC as well as for the
party presidency.”

The utterances of Mr
Dikshit did not go down
well with some leaders.
Reacting sharply, party
communications chief
Randeep Surjewala said:
“If (what) Sandeep is put-
ting on Twitter, if he puts
even a fraction in his
work, he will transform
Delhi. Instead of giving
gyaan (lecture), concen-
trate on doing good work.”
The outburst by senior
leaders comes amid the
buzz that Rahul Gandhi
will once again become
Congress president.
Several other senior lead-
ers like Manish Tewari
and Jairam Ramesh have
also mooted various
reforms in the party. But
as uncertainity over the
leadership prevails, sever-
al leaders suggested that

Mrs Sonia Gandhi contin-
ues as the party chief.

However, Gandhi loyalist
Sanjay Nirupam attacked
Mr Tharoor, and said that
“only Rahul Gandhi can
save the party”, and that
everything else was
“inane discussion”. He
added: “No one from out-
side the (Gandhi) family
can lead the Congress at
this juncture,” he tweeted.
“Other leaders are just
group leaders and such
leaders at the helm will
encourage more
groupism. Period!” Mr
Nirupam had been sulk-
ing during the
Maharashtra Assembly
elections in October last
year as his supporters did
not get party tickets. Also,
he refused to campaign for
the party during the polls.

After the debacle in the
Delhi elections, it is open
season in the party.
Former Delhi in-charge
P.C Chacko had blamed
late chief minister Sheila
Dikshit for the fall in the
party’s voteshare, reacting
to which Milind Deora had
said it was unfortunate to
see her being blamed after
her death. There is now a
wide chasm in the party
between those who want
Rahul Gandhi to return as
party chief and those
want the status quo to con-
tinue. 

DC CORRESPONDENT
NEW DELHI, FEB. 20

The Supreme Court-
appointed interlocutors
met the protesters at
Shaheen Bagh for the sec-
ond day Thursday, on
their second visit to the
site where people have
been on a sit-in for the
past two months against
the amended citizenship
law.

Advocates Sanjay Hedge
and Sadhana
Ramachandran, the inter-
locutors, were not willing
to start a discussion in in
the media’s presence. The
protestors tried to con-
vince them that they
wanted to represent their
issues before the media,
but the journalists were
later asked to leave.

Ms Ramachandran,
addressing the protesters,
began by saying: “Aapne
bulaya, hum chale aaye”
(You called us, and we are
here).

On Monday, the Supreme
Court had said the block-
ade of the road at Shaheen
Bagh was “troubling”, and
suggested the protesters
go to another site, where
no public place would be
blocked, but upheld their
right to protest.

The court also asked Mr
Hegde to “play a construc-
tive role as an interlocu-
tor” to persuade the pro-
testers to shift to an alter-
native site. It said the
interlocutors can seek for-
mer bureaucrat Wajahat
Habibullah’s assistance.
Mr Hegde said the

Supreme Court has recog-
nised their right to
protest. “When Shaheen
Bagh has become an
example of protests in
India, let us set an exam-
ple of a protest that does
not disturb anybody. You
all must rest assured that
we are here to fight for
you. Don’t think if you
change your spot, your
fight will die down,” Mr
Hegde told the protesters.

The senior lawyer said:
“We have seen many
Prime Ministers come and
go. Whoever comes to
power and runs the coun-
try, sometimes some could
be right and some could be
wrong. Whatever you are
saying... the whole coun-
try is listening, and also
the PM.”

The protestors are
demanding repeal of the
Citizenship Amendment
Act.

Ms Ramchandran said
she was “really waiting”
for that day when the
“country’s atmosphere
will change”.

An elderly man
expressed his fear about
his children’s security. “I
am very scared... I am
very scared for my chil-
dren. Madam, save me,”
he said. When Ms
Ramchandran asked him
more about his fears, the
man replied: “I am a sin-
gle father. I will die and go,
but my children should
get to live here with
authority. My girls go to
school where they are
being told that you will go
out of the country.”

Protestors air
fears before SC
interlocutors

Call for party overhaul
gains traction in Cong

Ranchi, Feb. 20: The
word "nationalism" can
lend itself to different
interpretations and
could be equated with
“Nazism and Fascism”
by some, RSS chief
Mohan Bhagwat said on
Thursday. 

Mr Bhagwat's remark
came amid continued
protests in several towns
and cities of the country
against the new citizen-
ship law and probable
pan-India NRC, moves
branded by those oppos-
ing them as a reflection
of ‘Hindutva national-
ism’ that is detrimental
to Muslims. 

Addressing an RSS
event in Jharkhand cap-
ital, Mr Bhagwat
recalled how a Sangh
volunteer advised him
against using the word
during a visit to the UK.
“I was on a visit to the
UK. A karyakarta
advised me not to use
the word nationalism as
English is not our lan-
guage and it could have
a different meaning in
England. It's okay to say
nation, national and
nationality but not
nationalism. Because it
means (alludes to)
Hitler, Nazism and
Fascism (in England),"
he said. 

Mr Bhagwat also said
problems like radicalism
and climate change were
disturbing world peace
and only India, with its
ethos of thinking holisti-
cally, can offer a solu-
tion. “Problems of radi-
calism, environment and
the belief that one is
right while the rest are
wrong are the basic
issues disturbing world
peace," he said. Only
India has got the experi-
ence to think holistically
to find solutions to these
problems, Bhagwat
added. "And the world
waits for India, so India
has to become a great
nation." PTI

‘NATIONALISM’
MEANS FASCISM
FOR SOME: RSS 

Nagpur, Feb. 20: Former
Maharashtra Chief
Minister Devendra
Fadnavis appeared before
a Nagpur court on
Thursday in connection
with a complaint seeking
criminal proceedings
against him for non-dis-
closure of criminal cases
in his 2014 election affi-
davit. 

Chief metropolitan
magistrate P.S. Ingle
recorded the BJP leader's
appearance before the
court and granted him
bail on a personal bond of
Rs 15,000. The magistrate
had given the last chance
to Mr Fadnavis to appear
before the court on
Thursday. 

“The presence of the
accused (Fadnavis) is
secured. The offences are
bailable. There is no
apprehension of him
absconding. Hence, bail is
granted,” magistrate
Ingle said. The court was
hearing an application

filed by advocate Satish
Uke, seeking criminal
proceedings to be initiat-
ed against Mr Fadnavis
for alleged non-disclosure
of criminal cases regis-
tered against him in his
election affidavit in 2014.
He was granted exemp-
tion from appearance on
four earlier occasions
since November 2019. The
court has now posted the
matter for further hear-
ing on March 30. Later,
Mr Fadnavis told
reporters outside the
court premises that his
poll affidavit was filed by
his advocate. PTI

Fadnavis appears in
court, granted bail

MANOJ ANAND | DC
with agency inputs
GUWAHATI, FEB. 20

Union home minister
Amit Shah on Thursday
asserted that Article 371
will remain intact and it
has no connection to abro-
gation of Article 370. Mr
Shah dismissed as "misin-
formation" the talk of
repeal of Article 371 and
reaffirmed the govern-
ment's commitment to
protecting the unique cul-
ture of the Northeast. 

Addressing a gathering
to mark the 34th founda-
tion day of Arunachal
Pradesh, mR Shah said
the Northeast was only
geographically united

with the rest of India
before 2014 when
Narendra Modi assumed
office of the prime minis-
ter. “The real emotional
integration of the region
with the rest of the coun-
try happened only under
the Modi government," he
said. 

“Misinformation was
spread after abrogation of
Article 370, which gave
special status to Jammu
and Kashmir, that Article
371 will also be scrapped.
It will never happen.
Nobody has any such
intention," he said.

Most states that have
special provisions under
Article 371 are in the
Northeast. These provi-

sions are aimed at pre-
serving their cultural her-
itage and customary laws. 

Referring to the prob-
lems of militancy and
inter-state boundary dis-
putes in the region, the
home minister said the
Modi government was
committed to their resolu-
tion. “The government
has already started nego-
tiations with various mili-
tant organisations to
restore peace in the
region. It recently inked
the Bodo Peace Accord,
besides resolving the Bru-
Reang issue and ending
the indefinite blockade in
Manipur. When we come
to seek your votes in 2024,
the Northeast will have

been free from problems
like militancy and inter-
state strife," he said. 

Underlining the prime
minister's commitment to
the development of the
Northeast, the minister
said, Narendra Modi visit-
ed the region 30 times in
five years, six times a year.
He said while only Rs
89,168 crore was allocated
to the region by the 13th
Finance Commission
when the UPA was in
power, it shot up to Rs
3,13,374 lakh crore under
the 14th Finance
Commission after the
NDA assumed office. A
total of 474 new projects
have been sanctioned for
the region, he said.

● ● VOICE FOR CHANGE:
What Sandeep Dikshit
said openly is what
dozens of party leaders
from across the country
are saying privately,
including many with
responsible positions in
the party, tweeted Dr
Tharoor

Non-veg barred in Indian culinary fair

7 arrested for thrashing
Dalits in Raj; protests on
Jaipur, Feb. 20: Seven
people were arrested for
beating and torturing two
Dalit men in Rajasthan's
Nagaur district, an inci-
dent that triggered
protests in the state
assembly and condemna-
tion by political leaders
on Thursday. Apart from
the seven arrested, seven
others have been detained
in this connection, police
said. 

DGP Bhupendra Singh
said the Heinous Crime
Monitoring Unit (HCMU)
will monitor the case and
it will be taken up under
the case officer scheme
for speedy investigation.
The police said IG

(human rights) Bipin
Kumar Panday has been
sent to Nagaur for a
detailed investigation
into the incident. 

“Seven people have been
arrested after registering
a case against them under
various sections of IPC
and the SC/ST Act. A
cross FIR has also been
registered for stealing
money," DSP Nagaur
Mukul Sharma said. The
police said section 308 of
IPC (attempt to commit
culpable homicide) has
also been added in the
FIR. The arrested accused
have been identified as
Bhim Singh, Idaan Singh,
Hanuman Singh,

Raghuveer Singh, Chhail
Singh, Chhatar Singh and
Rehmatullah.

Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi earlier in the day
termed the torture of the
Dalits as "horrific and
sickening" and asked his
party government in the
state to take immediate
action to bring the perpe-
trators to book. "The
recent video of two young
Dalit men being brutally
tortured in Nagaur,
Rajasthan is horrific and
sickening. I urge the state
government to take imme-
diate action to bring the
perpetrators of this
shocking crime to jus-
tice," he tweeted. PTI

‘Roadmap to
implement SC
fiat is ready’
DC CORRESPONDENT
with agency inputs
NEW DELHI, FEB. 20

Army Chief Gen. M.M.
Naravane said on
Thursday that letters
were being sent to all
women officers asking
whether they would pre-
fer permanent 

commissions. He said
that the Army had pre-
pared a roadmap for
granting permanent
commission to women
officers. The Army Chief
said the process will be
the same for men and
women officers.

Gen. Naravane claimed
the force was champi-
oning gender equality
and the Supreme Court
order granting perma-
nent commission to
women officers will give
it a lot of clarity, moving
forward.

The Supreme Court on
Monday directed that
women officers in the
Army be granted perma-
nent commissions and
command posts. “The
Indian Army does not
discriminate against any
soldier based on reli-
gion, caste, creed, or
even gender. The outlook
has been throughout like
this and that is why we
started inducting
women officers as early
as in 1993,” he said.

INDIA RANKS 77TH ON SUSTAINABILITY, 131st IN
CHILD FLOURISHING INDEX RANKINGS: UN REPORT
United Nations, Feb.
20: India ranked 77th on
a sustainability index
that takes into account
per capita carbon emis-
sions and ability of chil-
dren in a nation to live
healthy lives and secures
131st spot on a flourish-
ing ranking that meas-
ures the best chance at
survival and well-being
for children, according
to a UN-backed report. 

The report was
released on Wednesday
by a commission of over
40 child and adolescent
health experts from
around the world. It was
commissioned by the
World Health
Organization (WHO),
UN Children's Fund
(UNICEF) and The
Lancet medical journal. 

In the report assessing
the capacity of 180 coun-

tries to ensure that their
youngsters can survive
and thrive, India ranks
77th on the
Sustainability Index and
131 on the Flourishing
Index, it said.
Flourishing is the geo-
metric mean of
Surviving and Thriving.
For Surviving, the
authors selected, among
others, maternal sur-
vival. PTI

● ● UNWRITTEN RULE:
The organisers came
under fire after the
event's menu comprising
non-vegetarian dishes
was put up on the muse-
um's website. Shortly
afterwards, it was decid-
ed that only vegetarian
food would be served.

Devendra Fadnavis



F
ollowing the Supreme Court’s historic judgment mandating equal
work, tenure and benefits for women in the Army, the conversation
on women’s role in Indian society has acquired a sharper focus —
that of the family. 

Last week, a matrimonial ad in the newspapers seeking a bride for an
unemployed dentist caused much amusement when it went viral on digital
media. When a brahmin looks for a trophy wife, she must be a paragon of
virtue and domesticity. While that no doubt puts on full glorious display the
man’s ambition and feeling of entitlement, it also, between the lines, betrays
the compulsion for the woman to put chores over her public responsibilities.
Now, what example would she thereby be setting before her child with such
misplaced priorities?

For long, the absurd has been seen as the ideal for the women of 
our country. 

On the day that the Supreme Court passed its momentous verdict, four
employees, including the principal, of a college run by the powerful
Swaminarayan Temple Trust in Bhuj in Gujarat’s Kutch district were
arrested for subjecting 68 college students to a menstruation check involving
a strip search so they could be quarantined in separate quarters inside their
hostel. The college authorities had sought to defend their actions citing the
girls’ consent to the regulations of the college hostel which authorises their
isolation.

Though himself a bachelor, Mohan Bhagwat, head of the Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh, the ideological parent of the ruling government, one
day earlier, found it appropriate to expatiate on the secrets of successful
married life — he claimed that it is education and affluence that drive fami-
lies (read women) to divorce because they purportedly lead to arrogance in
them. So now they have the additional obligation of pretending modesty,
itself an overrated merit. What about forced marriages, marriages of coer-
cion, marriages in which husbands pour acid on sleeping wives and daugh-
ters on grounds of not being gifted with dowry or a son, marriages that
should have been annulled in the first place? Curiously, Mr Bhagwat is
silent on all of those subjects.

What would happen to the Narendra Modi government’s beti bachao, beti
padhao (might one add, beti khelao, seeing the hordes of “patriotic”
Hindutva champions at sports events sometimes startling our sportswomen
into playing wrong shots with their mistimed cheers) agenda if it were to lis-
ten to its master’s voice bellowing?

The “anti-intellectual” Mr Bhagwat, himself, is a votary of the “social con-
tract” in which the husband is the protector and the provider and the wife
the domestic nurturer. As long ago as in the late 1980s, sociologist Warren
Farrell had critiqued the state of human civilisation with his thesis on how
men were being forced to become “success objects” and women “sex objects”
due to this bias inherent in patriarchy. When Rammohun Roy got the
British government to abolish sati, Indians learnt to separate custom from
tradition, realities from fact and the letter of ancient scriptures (even
Manusmriti) from their context, meaning and spirit. Will Hindutva roll back
the Indian renaissance? When will our influencers learn to assimilate, not
amalgamate, ideals; go all out to banish bigotry and dogma, and injustice,
rather than strengthen their albeit-loosening hold on our collective psyche?
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The Constitution’s framers dreaded the idea of vesting the power of
appointing judges in the higher judiciary to judges; Dr B.R.
Ambdekar, during a discussion in the Constituent Assembly, called

it a “dangerous proposition”. However, the Supreme Court has over time
re-interpreted the meaning of the constitutional mandate to “consult the
Chief Justice of India” while making appointments, and taken over the
burden with the collegium system, which finds no mention in the
Constitution. It even struck down a Constitution amendment which tried
to restore the executive’s say in such appointments. The clear aim was to
insulate the judiciary from the temptations of politicking.

The sad part is that this has not delivered. The collegium’s recommen-
dations are more often questioned than not. The transfer of the Madras
high court chief justice to Meghalaya last year kicked up a storm, but the
collegium gave no reason why a judge who presided over a chartered high
court was shifted to a tiny one. The latest recommendation, to transfer a
Delhi high court judge to the Punjab and Haryana high court, has been
called a “rarest of rare case”, whatever that means, by the Delhi High
Court Bar Association. “The majesty of our revered institution is at
stake,” it said.

There has been demand for transparency in the way the collegium sys-
tem works. The government, which is answerable to the legislature and to
the people, has opened itself through the Right to Information Act, and
forced transparency on itself. Governments have more secrets to keep and
there are reasons too; but the judiciary should have none. It must be the
most transparent institution, but opacity has come to be a hallmark of it,
as former Supreme Court judge said. That is not the great legacy the
Indian judiciary should be leaving for itself.

Collegium needs transparency

Bhagwat’s sermon: Our
girls don’t deserve this

B
eyond the inevitably imme-
diate concerns about the
steadily rising death toll
from the Wuhan coron-

avirus infection and the prospects of
a worldwide pandemic, crucial ques-
tions have arisen about its political
and economic impact in China as
well as internationally.

Economically, whatever happens
in China reverberates across the
world. It is the global manufacturing
hub. It provides both products and
parts that keep the international
economy humming. When factories
cannot function and ships cannot
sail, or shipments are quarantined,
there are worldwide palpitations.
Japan reportedly faces a recession as
a consequence.

Japan is also the harbour for the
Diamond Princess, one of those mas-
sive cruise ships that appear to be
the ideal incubators for viruses. The
rate at which the coronavirus named
Covid-19 has been spreading aboard
the vessel bears out that assumption.

More broadly, though, the thus far
restricted level of international infec-
tions and fatalities suggests that

Chinese efforts to curb the spread of
the virus have been broadly success-
ful. The World Health Organisation
(WHO) has praised China for both its
efforts and its transparency. It has
not, however, ruled out the risk of a
pandemic. At the same time, the fact
that the Chinese authorities have
been somewhat less reticent in shar-
ing their information and concerns
than they were during the SARS
emergency at the turn of the century
is commendable — only up to a point.

It is hard to ignore the fact that the
initial response in Wuhan — the cap-
ital of Hubei province, and the epi-
centre of the outbreak — was to
clamp down on information. At the
beginning of last month, eight med-
ical professionals were hauled up for
spreading “rumours”. Among them
was Li Wenliang, a young doctor
who apparently succumbed to the
virus on Feb. 7, sparking nationwide
grieving.

Although China is undoubtedly
better equipped than almost any
other nation to put into place drastic
restrictions on movement that
stretch from extreme measures in

Wuhan to slightly less extreme ones
in Beijing and Shanghai, there are
obviously limits to its transparency.

Sure, some newspapers and web-
sites were able to get away with a lit-
tle more questioning of the authori-
ties than was normally permitted,
but criticism of President Xi
Jinping’s leadership remains beyond
the pale, as evidenced by the treat-
ment of Xu Zhangrun, a professor
who has been quarantined in more
ways than one for daring to criticise
Xi’s leadership. Former lecturer in
law Xu Zhiyong has been taken into
custody on similar grounds. There
are likely to be numerous others we
will never hear about.

So, sure, totalitarian control helps
in locking down half of a more than
billion-strong population, but the
fear that Xi Jinping’s crown as presi-
dent-for-life might be tarnished is
possibly more of a concern for the
Communist Party hierarchy than
the coronavirus.

The president is yet to venture into
Wuhan, where the bulk of around
1,800 deaths from the affliction have
occurred. He sought to burnish his

image instead through a masked and
well-publicised visit to a hospital in
Beijing. Premier Li Keqiang, on the
other hand, has visited Wuhan —
and may well become a leading
scapegoat if the epidemic gets any
worse.

If so, he would join the purged
health officials and local party stal-
warts in Wuhan, who have by and
large paid the price for following the
Beijing-ordained logic of downplay-
ing any crises and disowning all con-
comitant errors.

China’s efforts in the context of
Covid-19 are commendable at many
levels, and it is hard not to be
impressed by its capability of setting
up huge hospitals within weeks. But
it must at the same time be acknowl-
edged that, despite all this, all too
many patients in Wuhan remain
unattended.

In the past few days, Beijing has
been keen to point to an apparent
decrease in new infections, even as
the death toll goes on rising. WHO
has been less complacent, declaring
that it is too soon to tell whether the
threat of a global pandemic has been

averted. There have not been many
deaths outside China, but the viru-
lence of the disease continues to pro-
vide cause for concern.

In some eyes, the global economic
repercussions are a bigger worry,
pointing to the extent to which the
rest of the world relies on China as a
manufacturing and trade hub. In
that sense, the repercussions will
play out both domestically and inter-
nationally over the coming months
and perhaps even years. The archi-
tecture of globalisation means that
when China sneezes, the rest of the
world is not immune from catching 
a cold.

Future historians may look upon
Covid-19 as little more than a blip on
the radar in the context of the inter-
national economy, but perhaps it
will also be seen as the juncture at
which the advent of Xi Jinping
stopped being viewed as the second
coming of Mao, and many Chinese
suddenly developed an empathy
towards the Uighurs subjected to
mass and indefinite incarceration.

By arrangement with Dawn

China sneezes:
How soon will

the world
catch a cold?

Health security must be
on the policy high table

F
ew in India con-
nect healthcare
with national
security. Health
experts and

security experts typically
don’t talk to each other
regularly. But the coron-
avirus outbreak in China
reminds us once again
that in today’s intercon-
nected world, an out-
break anywhere has a
ripple-effect everywhere,
including countries
whose citizens may not
have contracted the virus
in large numbers.
Globally, the novel coron-
avirus has now killed
more than 2,000 people.

Disruption of produc-
tion in China, the world’s
second largest economy,
is creating havoc in
many businesses world-
wide -- airlines, automo-
biles, luxury goods and
so on.

What is of great con-
cern to India is the
impact of coronavirus
(called Covid 19 by scien-
tists) on the pharmaceu-
tical sector.

India is the fabled phar-
macy of the world.
India’s low-cost generic
drug makers cater to
domestic and interna-
tional needs. But here is
the catch. Most of the
Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredients (API) or bulk
drugs necessary to pro-
duce these medicines
come from just one coun-
try – China. APIs are
what give a medicine its
therapeutic effect.

About 75 per cent of the
APIs used in the formula-
tions of India’s National
List of Essential
Medicines are sourced
from China because it is
cheaper to do so. Most of
India’s API production
units are not running at
optimal capacity now.

India’s over-depen-
dence on China for APIs
is not an issue that has
popped up just now. It
has been an area of con-
cern for a long time.

There have been
numerous alerts, task-
forces, warnings over the
years about the over-
dependence of the Indian
pharma industry on raw
materials from China
and its implications on

India’s health security.
A 2013 study by the

Boston Consulting Group
and the Confederation of
Indian Industry said total
imports of APIs and
advanced intermediates
had risen at a compound
annual growth rate of 18
per cent, from $800 mil-
lion in 2004 to $3.4 billion
in 2013.

In 2014, national securi-
ty adviser Ajit Doval had
cautioned that depen-
dence on Chinese APIs
can be a national securi-
ty threat. 

“India’s growing depen-
dence on imports in bulk
drugs would have an
impact on our pharma-
ceutical formulation
industry, access to medi-
cines, health security and
also on the manufactur-
ing sector,” according to a
February 2015 policy brief
by Research and
Information System (RIS)
for Developing Countries,
a New Delhi-based think
tank.

A task force constituted
in 2018 by the Narendra
Modi government to
address the issue recom-
mended setting up of
three bulk drug parks in
Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat
and Himachal Pradesh
through the public pri-
vate partnership (PPP)
mode.

That this is an extreme-
ly serious issue is not in
doubt any longer. On
February 18, China’s
Global Times newspaper
reported that China’s
manufacturing of APIs
has halted because of the
coronavirus outbreak
and this “could weigh
heavily on the global sup-
ply chain if postpone-
ments continue”.

The Chinese newspaper
noted that China has
become the biggest pro-
ducer and exporter of
APIs globally, with over
2.8 million tons of output
in 2018, according to
China’s commerce min-
istry. It also reported that
central China’s Hubei
province, where the coro-
navirus surfaced, is
among provinces with the
largest API outputs.

“The province’s produc-
tion has been suspended
and many of its API facto-

ries are the only direct
suppliers to international
clients… Wuhan Shiji
Pharmaceutical, a compa-
ny specialising in the pro-
duction of APIs for psy-
choactive drugs, told
Global Times that half of
its production was for
export, but now all orders
are suspended due to the
coronavirus outbreak.
API producers in eastern
China’s Zhejiang
province, an API produc-
tion hub with an annual
output of 247,000 tons in
2018, won’t resume work
until the end of February,
an industry insider told
Global Times,” the report
said.

How do we plan to
secure India’s dominance
in generic medicines with
the formulation industry
depending so heavily on
Chinese APIs? What hap-
pens in the short term if
Chinese API supplies
remain disrupted?

In 2020, we are asking
the same questions that
some of us raised 
earlier about India’s
health security.

It is worth remembering
that even before the coro-
navirus struck, China
was cracking down on
polluting industries,
including pharmaceuti-
cal and chemical units.
This has led to a rise in
the prices of APIs import-
ed from China by 25-30 per
cent, dented the margins
of India’s drug makers
and made India more vul-
nerable.

India was not always so
dependent on Chinese
APIs. In 1991, Chinese
ingredients accounted for
only 0.3 per cent of bulk
drug imports. By 2012
their share had gone up to
47.61 per cent. In recent
decades, India’s drug
makers have moved onto
formulations and pre-
ferred to import APIs
from China where the
cost of production is
lower

Industry sources that
this columnist spoke to in
recent days say that the
big pharma companies in

this country have enough
stocks of APIs for about
three months. Small and
medium companies have
stocks for the next 20-25
days.

Sudarshan Jain,  secre-
tary-general of the Indian
Pharmaceutical Alliance,
which represents major
domestic pharma firms,
is keen to stress that
“there is no need for
panic”, and that the cur-
rent inventory assess-
ment of IPA members
suggest that there are
enough API stocks for two
to three months and fin-
ished formulations for
about a month.

But what happens after
that if the situation does
not normalise? What will
be the impact on ordinary
Indians dependent on
medicines that require
Chinese APIs? No one has
a definitive answer.

A flurry of high-level
meetings between the
Central government and
drug makers this week
suggest that the issue is
being taken very serious-
ly at the highest level and
that short-term and long-
term solutions are being
talked about. The depart-
ment of pharmaceuticals
(DoP) has constituted a
high-level panel to assess
its impact of the outbreak
of the deadly virus in
China on the supply of
APIs in India

Plans are reportedly
afoot to have faster envi-
ronmental clearances for
some of the API manufac-
turing units in the coun-
try so that dependence on
China is reduced. India’s
drug makers are hoping
that the situation may
ease from the first week of
March.

However, it is very diffi-
cult to predict the trajec-
tory of epidemics.

For many countries,
including India, it has
been tough to sell the idea
of investing in strength-
ening preparedness for
epidemics and other
health security threats in
face of more seemingly
urgent priorities in the
field of healthcare.

But the coronavirus cri-
sis is a wake-up call.
Health security, which
includes increasing
India’s API manufactur-
ing capacity, must be on
the policy high table.

The writer focuses on
development issues in

India and emerging
economies. She can be

reached at
patralekha.chatterjee

@gmail.com
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PSYCHOLOGICAL THREAT?
Apropos your report that New
Zealand pace spearhead and fully
fit Trent Boult is keen to target
captain Kohli during the Test
series. Though it is a psychologi-
cal threat, still it is going to be a
real acid test for our team led by
Virat Kohli at Willington. The
absence of our recognised injured
openers Shikhar Dhawan and
Rohit Sharma and the foolish
dropping of KL Rahul from the
Test squad could prove to be a real
headache for our Coach and
Captain to choose two young open-
ers to face Boult & Company.  No
doubt Pujara and Rahane have
some runs under their belt.  But
the declining form of our Captain
Kohli is a real worry. In fact, it
won't be a surprise even their
spinner Patel could trouble our
celebrity batsmen. Added to their
woes is the shoddy fielding and
catching. Keeping our fingers
crossed! 

N. Mahadevan,
Chennai

POLICE ATROCITY
This refers to your timely editori-
al, Jamia: Cops on backfoot. The
police appear to be extra faithful to
the government in unleashing
unprovoked attacks on students of
Jamia Millia Islamia College
when they were calmly reading in
their library. This has been
revealed in the visual evidence.
This 'terror' attack had sparked off
unprecedented protest against
CAA spearheaded by students.
You have rightly pointed out that
the democratic right to dissent has
not given liberty to police to douse
it with violence as was done by
them on CAA protesters of
Washermenpet. It is bad that till
the college authorities moved the
Delhi HC, no FIR was filed by the
police.  

Kallal ML.Raghavan,
Chennai

DRUG SHORTAGE 
It is learnt that the Union
Government is planning to
take steps to combat the
problem of drug shortage,
thanks to its over-
dependence on China for
inputs that go into the
production of drugs in the
country. One hopes that it
will execute its plan swiftly
as it has been reported
that if the coronavirus
outbreak is not controlled
in couple of months, India
will not have even
headache tablets. This is
indeed dangerous. Foreign
trade is undoubtedly a
sine qua non for economic
growth as no country is
self-sufficient in all
products. But heavily
depending on any country
will be detrimental to our
growth. 

S. Ramakrishnasayee,
Chennai

LETTERS



T
here are two
things that are
important in
politics,” said
Mark Hanna,
the American
senator, in
1895. “The first

is money and I can’t remember
what the second one is.” In
2020, Hanna’s maxim could be
updated: the second thing is
being an old white guy from
New York.

The presidential election is 36
weeks away and it looks as if
the winner will be one of three
men. There’s the Manhattan
billionaire incumbent, Donald
Trump, 73, whose fortune is
estimated at $3 billion (he
claims eight). There’s the
socialist outsider from
Brooklyn, Bernie Sanders, who
is 78 and worth $2.5 million.
And last but not least is 78-
year-old mayor Mike
Bloomberg, the richest fruit in
the Big Apple, weighing in at a
whopping $64 billion.

Money, money, money.
Bloomberg and Sanders are
currently vying for the
Democratic nomination.
Thanks to his vast army of
small-dollar donors, Sanders
has a $350 million war chest.
Bloomberg, meanwhile, is
dropping the cash equivalent
of a nuclear bomb on the
American democratic process.
He has still not entered the pri-
mary race, and he’s already
spent $400 million. He’s said
that he is willing to put up $2
billion.

Neither Bloomberg nor
Sanders were Democrats three
years ago. Both are attempting
a hostile takeover of the
Democratic Party. Sanders
wants to complete the left-wing
revolution he started five
years ago; Bloomberg’s cam-
paign is more like an aggres-
sive corporate buyout. The
Democratic machine isn’t
happy with either candidate,
but can’t seem to settle on a
credible alternative — former

Vice President Joe Biden’s ter-
rible campaign has been a par-
ticularly cruel humiliation.
Party bigwigs are therefore
starting to warm to Mike and
his billions.

Political operatives are
thrilled at the incoming bonan-
za. Bloomberg has hired just
about every Democratic con-
sultant he can get his hands on.
Bloomberg has also launched
one of the biggest television
and digital advertising cam-
paigns in political history.

In recent years, Democrats
have started to fear that the
Republicans now have the edge
in Internet politics. Trump’s
campaign manager is Brad
Parscale, who was his digital
media director in 2016. He has
built a vast Trumpist online
operation and is already spend-
ing huge sums. But the sheer
weight of Bloomberg’s spend
will be hard to match.
“Quantity takes on a quality all
of its own,” says Trump’s for-
mer chief strategist, Steve
Bannon.

Bloomberg has taken to call-
ing himself the “un-Trump” —
the sort of clunky political
branding that only the most
expensive consultants can cre-
ate. But Bannon calls him a
“Republican oligarch” — and
you don’t have to be a national
populist to see his point. Like
Trump, Bloomberg has been a

Republican, an Independent
and a Democrat — depending
on what was expedient to him
at the time.

He’s a short-tempered man
who lacks charisma and
charm. He tries to make up for
those inadequacies by exhibit-
ing an authoritarian tendency:
he’s a health fascist who as
mayor of New York not only
persecuted smokers but intro-
duced official calorie counting
and even tried to bring in a
ridiculously un-American cap
on sugary drinks. Bloomberg
brought down crime by inten-
sifying Rudy Giuliani’s “stop
and search” policies to such an
extent that he is widely
accused of racial profiling and
harassing young black people
on the streets. He has apolo-
gised for that, yet he’s also
been accused of hushing up
other criticisms of his record.

For instance, in 2015 the
Center For American Progress
(CAP) allegedly cut a 4,000-
word section of a report which
detailed the treatment of
Muslim residents in
Bloomberg’s New York. Was it
mere coincidence that
Bloomberg had given CAP
almost $2 million? And if you
think Trump is kompromated
by Russia, wait until you read
about Bloomberg and Beijing.

In an age of popular distrust
of elites, on left and right,
Bloomberg seems an odd
choice. He ticks many progres-
sive boxes: anti-gun, pro-abor-
tion, pro-same-sex marriage,
committed to fighting climate
change. His worldview is
exactly what you hear at those
international summits for the
managerial elite. Perhaps
that’s because he speaks at and
sponsors so many of them.

Let’s not get ahead of our-
selves. To take on Trump,
Bloomberg must first knock
out the other candidates in the
so-called “moderate lane” —
Pete Buttigieg, Amy Klobuchar
and Joe Biden. Then, assuming
Elizabeth Warren doesn’t have
a surprising revival on his left,
he will have to defeat the for-
midable Bernie Sanders to win
the nomination.

For now, things seem to be
falling into place for
Bloomberg. He’s still a dreary

public speaker and his cam-
paign team are desperately
training him to be more excit-
ing on the debate stage. But his
unusual strategy of not enter-
ing the race until Super
Tuesday —March 3, when 14
states vote — is starting to look
like a clever waiting game.
Thanks to his endless advertis-
ing, he has surged into third
place in the national polls.
Centrist Democrats still worry
that the various moderates will
cannibalise each other and
thus gift the nomination to the
insurgent Sanders — just as
establishment Republicans did
to Trump in 2016. But that fear
could help Bloomberg. His
campaign can say that
Democrats and Independents
must get behind Mike in order
to save America from either
Trumpist nationalism or dan-
gerous radical socialism. The
Sanders 2020 campaign is
strong, but it lacks the enthusi-
asm it possessed four years
ago: his voter turnout so far
has been down. Experts say
that, with a booming economy
in America, Bernie’s anti-capi-
talist crusade has lost its zing.
He could begin to lose momen-
tum as money-bags Bloomberg
thunders in.

Bloomberg would be more
trusted than Sanders to keep the
economic good times going. He
will focus on the President’s

frivolous character. Democrats
like the idea that, because
Trump only respects money,
Bloomberg is the only candidate
rich enough to intimidate him.

Trump has already taken to
teasing Bloomberg about his
stature. He calls him a 5ft 4in
“mass of dead energy”. Anti-
Trumpists interpret the
President’s trolling as a sign of
fear. But then anti-Trump peo-
ple love to say he is quaking
when he isn’t. There was much
excitement in liberal circles
last week after Bloomberg
snapped back at Trump on
Twitter: “We know many of the
same people… Behind your
back they laugh at you and call
you a carnival barking clown.”
The pundits cheered: that’s
how you stand up to a bully
like Trump, they said. On
Monday, Bloomberg baited
Trump by asking why he
“wants to run against Bernie
so badly”. “Mini Mike,” replied
Trump, “No, I would rather
run against you!” To which
Bloomberg retorted: “See you
in November.”

Fight fight fight! Bloomberg
vs Trump promises to be the
nastiest election ever: two bil-
lionaire titans in a social-
media death match. Are we not
entertained?

By arrangement with 
the Spectator

W
hile providing
its good offices
to deal with the
subject of the
p e a c e f u l

Shaheen Bagh protest —
which has become politically
complex on account of the
Union government’s obdura-
cy — and naming three well-
intentioned interlocutors,
the Supreme Court has just
been lazily liberal. Its atti-
tude can only bring comfort
to the ruling establishment,
though this may not be by
design.

An ineffective outcome
seems to be written into the
project because it glosses
over the ground realities and
betrays short-sightedness
and ignorance of the political
canvas on which the CAA
law — in reaction to which
Shaheen Bagh has sprung —
has been inscribed.

The initiative of the highest
court appears not to be aimed
at bringing any comfort to
the thousands of poor slum
women who have set a record
by being on a street protest
for nearly 70 days now, right
through the coldest winter
New Delhi has known in 117
years, offering the world a
striking example of a satya-
graha of a truly Gandhian
dimension in these toxic
times characterised by poiso-
nous policies calculated to
foster hate.

The Supreme Court took it
upon itself to reiterate what
every child knows — that the
right to protest peacefully
without causing inconve-
nience to others is a given in
a democracy. The learned
judges pointed out that this
right had to be upheld. If this
is indeed the pedantic aspect
of the judicial pronounce-
ment, the want of sensitivity
revealed in the judges’ invi-
tation to the protesters to go
choose another site — and
return the road they are
occupying to the normal flow
of traffic — is dismaying.

Once the traffic angle — the
so-called “Shaheen Bagh
effect” on road traffic in one
of the more crowded parts of
the national capital that con-
nects to Noida in UP — is
understood in the light of
physical reality and topogra-
phy, it is easy enough to see
that it is sheer establishment
propaganda disseminated
through newspapers, televi-
sion channels, the social
media, and above all word of
mouth, to such a degree that
everyone — the Supreme
Court not excluded —
accepts it as true.

Before the Supreme Court
felt compelled to ask the pro-
testers to choose another site
if they wished to continue
protesting, it could have
done itself no disservice if it
had called for a report on the

geography of Shaheen Bagh
and adjoining areas and a
before-and-after image of the
vehicular flow. If it didn’t do
so, it could have at least
asked the three interlocutors
— two of them eminent
lawyers and the third a
retired civil servant who has
also held a constitutional
position — to acquaint them-
selves with the forensics, as
it were, before they com-
menced to hold talks with the
protesters.

Anyone who has visited the
protest site at Shaheen Bagh
can see that it is not the pro-
testers who have blocked
traffic, causing snarls all
over southeast Delhi which
links to UP as well as to
Faridabad in Haryana, but
the Delhi police, and in imi-
tation of the Delhi police, the
UP police. Indeed, the police
in Noida (UP Police) were
reported in the media as say-
ing that they would lift their
road barricade the minute
the Delhi police did so on the
Shaheen Bagh side.

It is pretty devious of the
Union home ministry, which
controls the Delhi police,
that it kept mum about all
this although Union home
minister Amit Shah ran the

BJP’s campaign in the recent
election for New Delhi’s
Assembly in no small mea-
sure on the Shaheen Bagh
issue, with his senior col-
leagues heaping calumny on
the protesters. It is also sur-
prising that the Aam Aadmi
Party government in Delhi
sat quiet about this aspect.
None of this, of course,
absolves the Supreme Court
of its own responsibility to
look at the facts with dispas-
sion.

Other than the geography
and traffic aspects, the class
aspect of Shaheen Bagh also
needs to be looked at before
making observations of a
seemingly liberal kind. The
thousands of Muslim women
who have sat at their protest
site through day and night
for over two months are from
the poorest strata of society.
They are not the kind who
can afford bus or metro rail
tickets on an everyday basis
for weeks on end — and this
is what they seem to wish to
do — to go to another place to
protest, and then return
home, day after day. Even if
that were somehow imagin-
able, the determined women
would not be able to stay put
at night at an alternative
site. Toilet breaks are need-
ed, which their homes offer.

Evidently, the learned
judges overlooked these
human aspects. It is more
than evident that the protest-
ing women are at Shaheen
Bagh because they live right
there. Their protest was not
possible anywhere else —
even a place right next door.
To ask them to move is to ask
them to abandon their
protest. In effect, such a
stance disregards their right
to protest peacefully. A show

of greater sensitivity
towards the poorer sections
of society, especially on a
matter of basic rights, might
have been expected from the
judges. The interlocutors,
who have apparently cast
themselves in the part of do-
gooders, too appear not to
have considered the human
and class aspects.

In light of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s recent
assertion that he had
declined to succumb to
pressures to go back on
Article 370 (Kashmir’s
autonomy) and CAA (which
brings in the religious
dimension to the concept of
Indian citizenship, and
hence the concept of India),
the women of Shaheen Bagh
evidently have a long
struggle ahead.

The Narendra Modi govern-
ment is not known for its
regard of democratic sensi-
tivities. If it did, a law like
CAA would not have been
brought. It clear aim is to dis-
comfit India’s Muslim com-
munity, make them feel less
wanted, and sow communal
discord — with a view to
sending out the false message
that so-called Hindu senti-
ments are being placed on a
higher pedestal.

This is the dog-whistle of
setting up a Hindu desh or
country to prepare for the
higher political goal of a
Hindu Rashtra, an ideologi-
cal category which will need
a vastly different
Constitution from the one
that grew out of the freedom
movement.

In this climate, no institu-
tion, not least the Supreme
Court, should even indirectly
curb the right to speak truth
to power.

O
ur day-to-day exis-
tence is filled with
problems. Every
time we solve one, a

new one springs up. The
pressures of life are so great
that they affect us physical-
ly and mentally. It’s no won-
der we find people undergo-
ing tremendous stresses and
strains. Is there any way to
attain stress-free living?

We may be struggling
financially, trying to make
ends meet. A day finally
comes when we get a raise,
only to find our car has bro-
ken down, and the extra
money must go for repairs
or for new car payments.
When we settle that prob-
lem, someone in our family

may fall ill. Along with that,
we may find that we have a
problem in our relationship
with one of our co-workers.
While that is being straight-
ened out, our roof suddenly
begins to leak and we need
repairs.

After a while, we begin to
wonder if there will be a
time in life when we can be
free of problems. We may
think we alone have been
singled out for misfortune.
But if we ask those around
us, we find that everyone’s
life is also filled with diffi-
culties. It seems there is no
end to problems.

We find that people under-
go anxiety, fear, depression
and phobias. Offices of psy-

chiatrists, psychologists
and therapists are filled
with normal, everyday peo-
ple who cannot cope with
life’s struggles. They are
unable to deal with their
problems. They live in fear
of economic disaster. They
are trying to handle broken
marriages and broken
homes. Others have anxiety
about the loneliness that
may come with the loss of a
loved one. Some are so dis-
appointed in life they see no
hope for the future.

Stresses and tensions do
not just affect our
mind and emo-
tions. Research has
shown a connec-
tion between our
mind and our body.
Our mental state
can cause stress-
related illnesses.
Studies have
shown that when we are
angry or emotionally upset,
hormones are released in
our body that prepare it for
“fight or flight”. Since the
norms in our society dictate

that we deal with problems
calmly and rationally, we
tend not to “fight or take
flight”, but face the situa-
tion, keeping our feelings
bottled up inside.

The result is that the hor-
mones act on our physical
body, causing stress-related
diseases such as high blood
pressure, heart disease,
breathing problems, diges-
tive disorders, headaches,
muscle pain, skin rashes
and other related problems.
The solution is not necessar-
ily to let out our anger in the

form of fighting
back or running
away, for those
reactions can cre-
ate more problems
for us in our rela-
tionships. We need
to find some accept-
able way to prevent
the mental, emo-

tional and physical effects of
stress that are making us ill.

People are turning to med-
itation as a solution for the
emotional and mental
strains of life. Meditation

has numerous benefits for
our physical and mental
well-being. It is safe, effec-
tive, and does not cost any-
thing. Once we learn how to
meditate, we carry within
us a ready remedy that we
can use at any time and in
any place.

The meditation process
helps us on two levels. First,
it helps us by bringing about
physical relaxation. Second,
it puts us in a state where
we are absorbed in an enjoy-
able, blissful experience,
and we become oblivious to
the problems of the outer
world.

Through meditation, we
can learn the art of life
which can help us overcome
life’s stresses and strains.
We can discover a way to
enjoy relaxation and tran-
quillity.

Sant Rajinder Singh Ji,
head of Sawan Kirpal

Ruhani Mission, works
towards promoting inner

and outer peace. He can be
contacted at www.sos.org

Supreme Court needs to look at
human aspect of Shaheen Bagh

Stress-free living with the help of meditation

Battle of billionaires may be the nastiest race ever

Huawei’s 5G trouble: 
A bitter pill that the
world must swallow

H
uawei, China’s biggest
tech firm, and one of the
world’s largest telecom
equipment suppliers and

phone manufacturers, seems to be
breaking free from the shackles
foisted on it by the United States.
Its recent partial successes in
India, the United Kingdom and the
European Union are testament to
this. However, the company is still
not out of troubled waters, as it
continues to pay the price for its
perceived cosy relationship with
the Chinese government and intel-
ligence sharing laws in China. It
suffered recent setbacks in
Vietnam and Australia.

Huawei has seen many ups and
downs in the last two years.
From kicking off in 2018 with the
FBI warning against buying its
products, but becoming the num-
ber two phone seller, to ending
the year with a feat of shipping
over 200 million smartphones,
but having its chief financial offi-
cer arrested in Canada in 2019
was not smooth for the company.
One of its employees got arrested
in Poland over allegations of spy-
ing, and the company also faced
an effective ban on its products
in the US, while being threatened
of the same fate in countries
allied to the United States. While
some countries joined the US’
chorus, others, compelled by
Huawei’s superior technology
and cheaper prices, opened the
doors for Chinese companies.

The year 2020 is not expected to
be any different for the telecom
goliath. The company welcomed
this year with a partial win in
India, as the country permitted it
to participate in 5G trials.
However, two noteworthy battles
are yet to be fought by the com-
pany in India.

One, it needs to ensure that the
country also grants it permission
to participate in the final 5G
deployment, and not restrict the
permission to mere trials. Recent
research by Oxford Economics,
commissioned by Huawei, sug-
gests that barring Huawei from
participating in 5G rollout could
result in a $4.7 billion loss to
India’s GDP by 2035. A few other
countries would also suffer
greater losses.

Second, India’s standard devel-
opment body “TSDSI”
(Telecommunications Standards
Development Society, India) has
been pushing for getting its
regional 5G standard incorporat-
ed in global 5G standards, which
may pose interoperability chal-
lenges for Huawei, and other glob-
al tech firms such as Qualcomm,
MediaTek, etc. This battle has
been underway on global plat-
forms such as the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU)
and 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP).

More feathers got added in
Huawei’s cap recently, as the UK
and the EU allowed the company
to build their non-core 5G net-
works. However, the company is
still barred from supplying its
equipment for core parts of the
5G networks. The implementa-
tion of such a ban is estimated to
cost as much as 200 million euros

and five years of hard work for
telecom service providers like
Vodafone. They will have to shed
Huawei equipment from their
core networks spanning across
Europe and the UK.

Banking on the inroads made
in the UK and the EU, Huawei
must have been optimistic of
tasting some success in
Australia as well. However, the
country refused to revisit the
ban implemented on it and other
Chinese vendors from supplying
5G equipment. Risks of transmis-
sion of sensitive information
being carried through Chinese
companies’ telecom networks, to
the Chinese government, was
reiterated to Huawei. Such con-
cerns of China’s ability of carry-
ing out surveillance, thereby
exposing digital networks to
security threats, does not seem to
stop haunting the company.

Around the same time, Huawei
suffered another blow. This one
in Vietnam, where the local tele-
com service provider, Viettel
(owned by Vietnam’s defence
ministry) has managed to devel-
op its own 5G technology, allow-
ing it to avoid Huawei equipment
in its 5G network. Notably, the
profitability of Viettel’s 5G
equipment business remains
questionable. However, the
efforts over being non-reliant on
Chinese technology for 5G were
motivated by Vietnam’s territor-
ial dispute with China, and not
by economics. The silver lining
for Huawei in Vietnam could be
the royalties it will earn from
Viettel, for using its patents.

Needless to say, Huawei’s
China tag has made governments
of many countries wary of trust-
ing it. However, it is not just gov-
ernments which are divided over
trusting the company, but con-
sumers in UK are also divided
over trusting Huawei. Two dif-
ferent surveys conducted in the
country in the past few months
have presented different results.
While the first suggested that
consumers trust Huawei more
than Facebook on privacy issues,
the second claimed that only one
in 10 consumers trust Huawei,
due to anti-China sentiments.

Huawei has nevertheless
emerged as a global leader in the
race to 5G technology. Barring it
from participating in 5G deploy-
ment by countries may lead to
higher prices and delays in roll-
out, which could impede the asso-
ciated technological innovation.

Therefore, allowing Huawei to
supply its equipment is largely
becoming a bitter pill which
must be swallowed by countries
across the globe. With US presi-
dential elections scheduled to
take place later this year, and
India yet to take a call on allow-
ing Huawei to participate in the
final 5G deployment in the coun-
try, coupled with the coron-
avirus mayhem in China, one
waits to see just “how difficult
2020 will be for the company”.

The writers work for 
CUTS International, a global

public policy research 
and advocacy group

Bloomberg would be
more trusted than
Sanders to keep the
economic good times
going. Democrats like
the idea that, because
Trump only respects
money, Bloomberg is
the only candidate 
rich enough 
to intimidate him.

It is more than 
evident that the
protesting women 
are at Shaheen Bagh
because they live
right there. 
Their protest 
was not possible 
anywhere else 
— even a place 
right next door.

Pradeep S. Mehta and 
Sidharth Narayan

Freddy Gray

Sant Rajinder Singh Ji
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IN BRIEF
Priti Patel in 
eye of storm

Japan firm lands
Lanka contract

Bibi announces
new settler homes

London: The UK’s Indian-ori-
gin home secretary Priti

Patel was engulfed in a bul-
lying row within her ministry
after a media report claimed

that she demanded the
removal of her permanent

secretary, prompting the
Home Office to issue a cate-
gorical denial. Patel, an ally

of Prime Minister Boris
Johnson who has been in

charge of the important min-
istry since July last year, is

allegedly at war with her
senior-most civil servant and
has reportedly been accused

of creating an “atmosphere
of fear” within the Home

Office. “We have not
received any formal com-

plaints and we take the wel-
fare of our staff extremely
seriously,” said a UK Home

Office spokesperson.
“Multiple sources inside the

department have accused
the Home Secretary of bully-

ing, belittling officials in
meetings, making unreason-
able demands and creating

an atmosphere of fear,” a
newspaper report said. 

Colombo: A Japanese firm
was chosen by Colombo on

Thursday to build a new
$570 million terminal for Sri

Lanka’s main airport, as
Tokyo re-emerges as a key

infrastructure backer amid a
raft of Chinese projects.

The cabinet announced the
Taisei Corporation was
picked to develop the

Japanese-funded project,
with the new terminal

expected to double capacity
at Bandaranaike International

airport to around 20 million
passengers a year. The deci-
sion follows the financing of
Colombo’s planned $1.5-bil-

lion light rail system last year
by Japan’s overseas develop-

ment agency — the biggest
single foreign investment in

the island nation. 

Jerusalem: Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu

announced plans on
Thursday to build thousands

of new homes for Jewish
settlers in annexed east

Jerusalem, a project unveiled
less than two weeks before a

general election. “I have
huge news today — we’re

adding another 2,200 units
to Har Homa,” Netanyahu

said in a video message
posted by his office. The

contentious Har Homa com-
munity was first built in 1997,
during a previous Netanyahu
government. The prime min-

ister said he had approved
that initial construction

“despite objections from the
entire world” and estimated
that Har Homa’s population
would grow from 40,000 to
50,000 when the new units
were completed. Netanyahu
also announced approval to
build a new settlement with
several thousands homes in
Givat Hamatos, next to the

mainly Palestinian east
Jerusalem neighbourhood of

Beit Safafa. 

Juba (South Sudan): South
Sudan’s rival leaders on
Thursday announced they
have agreed to form a coali-
tion government just two days
before the latest deadline, a
major step in the emergence
from a five-year civil war that
killed nearly 400,000 people
and shattered life in the
world’s youngest nation.

The rival leaders had twice
missed deadlines in the past
year to form the transitional
government that is expected to
lead to elections in three
years’ time, much to the impa-
tience of the United States and
others. Without that new gov-
ernment, many feared, South
Sudan might slide into fight-
ing again.

Opposition leader Riek
Machar told reporters in the
capital Juba that he and
President Salva Kiir agreed
that after the government’s
formation they will resolve
any outstanding issues laid
out in a September 2018 peace
deal. 

Machar said he is confident
they will address them all.
Kiir said the new government
will be formed on Saturday
and he will appoint Machar as
his first vice-president, or top
deputy, on Friday. 

That arrangement has twice
led to conflict — once when
the civil war erupted in late
2013 and again in mid-2016.

SOUTH SUDAN
RIVALS AGREE
TO FORM GOVT

Riyadh, Feb. 20: US
secretary of state Mike
Pompeo met with Saudi
Arabia’s King Salman
on Thursday in a visit
focused primarily on
discussing shared secu-
rity concerns about
regional rival Iran.

Following his meeting
at the royal palace with
the king, Pompeo head-
ed to a Saudi air base
where some 2,500 US
troops are stationed in
response to threats from
Iran. American troops
were sent to Saudi
Arabia last summer to
beef up US presence in
the Middle East in
response to escalating
tensions between
Washington and Tehran.

Pompeo said he’d also
raise with the Saudis
concerns about human
rights.  and the cases of
dual Saudi-American
citizens. — AP

FOCUS ON IRAN,
POMPEO MEETS
SAUDI KING 

Kabul, Feb. 20: The
deputy leader of the
Taliban and one of the
world’s most wanted mili-
tants has written an opin-
ion piece for the New York
Times in which he says
the Afghan insurgents
are “fully committed” to a
deal with Washington.

The article, headlined
What the Taliban Want,
represents the highest-
level statement from the
group on months of nego-
tiations with the United
States, and comes as they
are believed to be days
away from signing an
agreement that would see
America begin to with-
draw troops from its
longest war. 

It is also believed to be
the first time that
Sirajuddin Haqqani —
who doubles as head of
the Haqqani network, a
US-designated terror

group that is one of the
most dangerous factions
fighting Afghan and US-
led NATO forces in
Afghanistan — has given
such a lengthy statement
in English. Previously he
has communicated main-
ly through rare audio mes-
sages, usually in Pashto. 

In the article, Haqqani
repeats many Taliban
talking points from the
negotiations, including
how women would have
rights “granted by Islam”
— the problem being, as
many observers have
pointed out, the group’s
repressive interpretation
of the faith. The leader of
a group known for master-
minding some of the most
deadly attacks during the
war and the frequent use
of suicide bombers also
says he is “convinced the
killing and the maiming
must stop”. — AFP

Committed to
peace: Taliban

Democrats bare fangs at Bloomberg
Las Vegas, Feb. 20: From
the opening bell,
Democrats unleashed an
aggressive verbal assault
on New York billionaire
Mike Bloomberg and
raised new questions
about Bernie Sanders’
take-no-prisoners politics
in a contentious debate on
Wednesday night that
threatened to scramble
even further the party’s
urgent quest to defeat
President Donald Trump.

The former New York
City mayor was forced to
defend his divisive record
on race, gender and Wall
Street in his debate-stage
debut, while Sanders,
appearing in his ninth of
the 2020 primary season,
tried to beat back pointed
questions about his health
and his embrace of demo-
cratic socialism. 

Fierce exchanges
throughout the two-hour
affair marked the most
aggressive sustained peri-
od of infighting in the
Democrats’ year-long
search for a presidential
nominee, reflecting rising
urgency in a 2020 primary
season that is already deep
into its voting phase. 

Nevada votes on
Saturday. South Carolina
the week after. And more
than a dozen states host a
series of Super Tuesday
contests in less than two
weeks. In a fight for her
political life,
Massachusetts Sen.
Elizabeth Warren was a
leading aggressor against
Bloomberg. She was on the
attack throughout the
night following a sharp
slide in the polls, calling
Bloomberg “a billionaire
who calls people fat broads

and horse-faced lesbians”. 
She wasn’t alone.

Sanders lashed out at
Bloomberg’s policing poli-
cies as New York City
mayor that he said target-
ed “African-American and
Latinos in an outrageous
way”. And former vice-
president Joe Biden
charged that Bloomberg’s
“stop-and-frisk” policy
ended up “throwing 5 mil-
lion black men up against
the wall”. 

Bloomberg defended
himself on all counts and
took a shot at Sanders’
electability: “I don’t think
there’s any chance of the
senator beating Donald
Trump.” He later seized on
Sanders’ rising wealth:
“The best known Socialist
in the country happens to
be a millionaire with three
houses!” Sanders defended
owning multiple houses,
noting he has one in
Washington, where he
works, and two in
Vermont. 

The debate also marked a
major test for Sanders.

— AP

In fiery Nevada debate, former mayor tears into Trump, takes a shot at Bernie Sanders’ electability

London, Feb. 20: Prince
Harry and Meghan
Markle have announced
that they will formally
exit as Britain’s frontline
royals on March 31 follow-
ing discussions with
Buckingham Palace on
formalising their new
financially independent
roles. 

Harry and Meghan, the
Duke and Duchess of
Sussex, will no longer
have an office at
Buckingham Palace in
London as they stop carry-

ing out formal royal duties
for Queen Elizabeth II
from April 1, with the for-
mal arrangements of the
split to be assessed after 12
months. 

“The Duke and Duchess
of Sussex will formally
step down as senior royals
from March 31,” a
spokesperson for the cou-
ple said on Wednesday. 

Harry, 35, will retain his
military ranks of Major,
Lieutenant Commander
and Squadron Leader and
will not use his honorary

military positions or per-
form any official duties
associated with these
roles. The couple will
retain their His and Her
Royal Highness (HRH)
titles but would not be per-
mitted to use them. 

The use of the word
‘Royal’ as part of their
Sussex Royal brand is
reportedly still under dis-
cussion with palace offi-
cials. The spokesperson
for the couple, who are
expected to settle down in
Canada and spend some

time in the UK “regular-
ly”, said that they will
unveil further details of
their non-profit charitable
foundation later in the
year. 

Meanwhile, the duo will
be back in the UK in the
next few weeks to com-
plete around six formal
engagements, including
Harry’s attendance at an
Invictus Games event with
singer Jon Bon Jovi. 

Markle, 38, is set to
attend an International
Women’s Day event in

early March, with the cou-
ple joining other senior
royals for a
Commonwealth Day
Service at Westminster
Abbey on March 9. 

Last month, in a royal
family first, the couple
had signed up to a formal
exit deal, which saw them
give up their UK taxpayer
funding. The deal, which
now comes into effect from
April 1, means the couple
will no longer be repre-
senting the Queen in an
official capacity. — PTI

Harry, Meghan to step down on March 31
Couple set to break free of Royal family, will no longer have office at Buckingham PalaceROYAL | EXIT

Democratic presidential candidates Mike Bloomberg (from left), Elizabeth Warren and
Bernie Sanders participate in a Democratic presidential primary debate in Las Vegas
on Wednesday. — AP

Police stand guard near the scene of a shooting in central Hanau, Germany, on Thursday. — AP

London, Feb. 20:
WikiLeaks founder Julian
Assange plans to claim
during an extradition
hearing that the Trump
administration offered
him a pardon if he agreed
to say Russia was not
involved in leaking
Democratic National
Committee emails during
the 2016 US election cam-
paign, a lawyer for
Assange has said. 

Assange is being held at
a British prison while
fighting extradition to the
United States on spying
charges. His full court
hearing is due to begin
next week. At a prelimi-

nary hearing held on
Wednesday in London,
lawyer Edward Fitzgerald
said that former
Republican Congressman
Dana Rohrabacher visited
Assange at the Ecuadorian
Embassy in London in
August 2017. 

Responding to the the
lawyer’s claims, White
House press secretary
Stephanie Grisham said,
“This is absolutely and
completely false.”
President Donald Trump
“barely knows Dana
Rohrabacher other than
he’s an ex-congressman.
He’s never spoken to him
on this subject.”  — AP

Lawyer: Assange
was offered pardon

Washington, Feb. 20:
President Donald Trump
has ousted the Pentagon’s
top policy official who had
certified last year that
Ukraine had made enough
anti-corruption progress
to justify the Trump
administration’s release of
congressionally autho-
rised aid to Kiev in its con-
flict against Russian-
backed separatists.

John Rood resigned on
Wednesday, saying he was
leaving at Trump’s
request. The Trump
administration’s delay in
releasing the aid to
Ukraine was central to the

president’s impeachment
by the House on charges of
abuse of power and
obstruction of Congress.
The Senate voted to acquit
the president. But in the

wake of the Senate trial,
an emboldened Trump has
gone after officials he has
perceived as being disloy-
al. Rood is the latest offi-
cial to be purged. His

forced resignation comes
as Democrats on the Hill
express concerns that
Trump is on a vendetta in
the wake of his acquittal. 

Just days after the

Senate vote, the White
House reassigned an
Army officer, Lt. Col. Alex
Vindman, a key witness in
the impeachment inquiry,
from the National Security
Council, and pushed his
twin brother, an NSC
lawyer, out with him.
Gordon Sondland,
Trump’s ambassador to
the European Union who
also was a key witness
before House investiga-
tors, was recalled. Trump
tweeted that he wanted to
“thank John Rood for his
service to our Country,
and wish him well in his
future endeavors!” — AP

Latest purge: President ousts top official

Hanau (Germany), Feb.
20: Chancellor Angela
Merkel on Thursday con-
demned the “poison” of
racism after a shooter
with suspected far-right
beliefs killed nine people
at a shisha bar and a cafe
in the German city of
Hanau.

The suspect, identified
as 43-year-old German
Tobias R., was found dead
at his home following an
hours-long manhunt. The
body of his 72-year-old
mother was also found at
the flat in what appeared
to be a murder-suicide.
Federal counter-terror
prosecutors investigating

the case said they saw “a
xenophobic motive”
behind the shootings, the
latest deadly attack
blamed on the far right in
Germany. 

“Racism is a poison,
hatred is a poison and this
poison exists in our socie-
ty and it is already to
blame for far too many
crimes,” Merkel said in
Berlin. 

The suspect left behind
online a “manifesto” and
video material that sug-
gested a terror attack
motivated by “a hostile
attitude to foreigners”,
said Peter Beuth, the inte-
rior minister of the state

of Hesse. Among the dead
were “several victims of
Kurdish origin”, the Kon-
Med association of Kurds
in Germany said in a
statement, adding that it
was “furious” that author-
ities weren’t doing more to
combat rising extremism. 

The rampage started
around 10:00 pm (9.00 pm
GMT) on Wednesday at a
shisha bar in the
Heumarkt area of central
Hanau, a city some 20 km
(12 miles) east of
Frankfurt. The gunman
reportedly rang the door-
bell and shot at people in
the smoking section,
mass-market daily Bild

said. He then fled the
scene by car before open-
ing fire at the Arena Bar &
Cafe, with witnesses
reporting hearing a dozen
shots. Nine people were
killed, police said. Several
others were injured,
including one who is in a
serious condition. The
bloodshed plunged
Germany into mourning,
and rallies are scheduled
in Berlin, Hanau and
other cities to honour the
victims. Relatives and
friends of the victims
gathered at the Arena bar
around midday, embrac-
ing one another in tears. 

— AFP

Far-right gunman kills 10

Washington, Feb. 20:
The United States on
Thursday slapped sanc-
tions on five Iranian offi-
cials in charge of vetting
candidates for Friday’s
parliamentary elections,
in which thousands have
been barred from run-
ning.

The targeted officials
include Ahmad Jannati, a
powerful cleric accused of
overseeing the disqualifi-
cation of candidates as
part of the Guardian
Council. The ultra-conser-
vative also plays a key role
in a body that selects the

regime’s supreme leader. 
“The Trump administra-

tion will not tolerate the
manipulation of elections
to favour the regime’s
malign agenda, and this
action exposes those sen-
ior regime officials
responsible for preventing
the Iranian people from
freely choosing their lead-
ers,” treasury secretary
Steven Mnuchin said in a
statement. 

Iranian voters will pick
290 parliamentarians in
the country’s first poll
since the US pulled out of
a landmark nuclear deal.

But critics complain that
Iranian authorities have
already orchestrated a
conservative takeover of
parliament by barring
moderate candidates.

Loss of reformists in the
Iranian parliament will be
a big setback not just to
President Hassan
Rouhani and Iran, but the
global order as well.

The killing of Gen.
Qasem Soleimani has only
complicated things fur-
ther. It has strengthened
the conservatives, and
marginalised the
reformists. — Agencies

US sanctions Iranians for
barring poll candidates

Washington, Feb. 20:
Roger Stone, a staunch
ally of President Donald
Trump, faces sentencing
on Thursday on his con-
victions for witness tam-
pering and lying to
Congress.

The action in federal

court comes amid
Trump’s unrelenting
defense of his longtime
confidante that has led to a
mini revolt inside the
Justice Department and
allegations the president
has interfered in the case.
Trump took to Twitter to

denounce as a “miscar-
riage of justice” the initial
recommendation by
Justice Department prose-
cutors that Stone receive
at least seven years in
prison. Attorney General
William Barr then backed
off that recommendation.

Stone to be sentenced as case roils

I’M A New
Yorker. I know

how to take on an
arrogant con man like
Donald Trump, that
comes from New
York. I’m a mayor or
was a mayor. I know
how to run a
complicated city, the
biggest, most diverse
city in this country.

MIKE BLOOMBERG,
Ex-NYC mayor

File photo of Prince Harry with Meghan Markle — PTI
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IN BRIEF

Scores saved from
Myanmar blaze

Yangon, Feb. 20: Scores of
people were rescued from a
blazing building in Myanma-
r’s commercial hub Yangon

early Thursday, many broug-
ht to safety with a cherry-

picker crane from the highest
floors. Around 60 fire trucks
raced to the 12-storey apart-

ment block as smoke and
flames spread through the

building. No deaths had been
reported by mid-morning

and the cause of the blaze
had not been established.

Nyi Nyi, 34, told AFP he ran
out of his home to warn his
elderly neighbours but was

forced to retreat after nearly
passing out. “I couldn’t see
anything as it was too dark

with smoke,” he said, adding
firefighters arrived just in

time. The fire service rescued
people with a cherry-picker

as smoke billowed out across
the street, causing traffic to

snarl up.

Videos may help
birds’ food picks

London: Some birds may
have the natural ability to le-
arn to avoid foods that taste
disgusting and are potential-

ly toxic by watching videos
of each other eating, accord-

ing to a new study. Seeing
the ‘disgust response’ in oth-

ers helped the blue tits and
great tits, native to the Euro-
pean continent, recognise di-
stasteful prey by their pecu-
liar markings without having
to taste them, the study, pu-

blished in the Journal of Ani-
mal Ecology, noted. The rese-
archers, including those from
the University of Cambridge
in the UK, said this trait can

potentially increase both the
birds’ and their prey’s sur-

vival rate. According to the
study, blue tits (Cyanistes

caeruleus) learned best by
watching their own species,

whereas great tits (Parus
major) learned just as well

from great tits and blue tits.

9 lakh pangolins
pirated in SE Asia

Kuala Lumpur: Nearly
900,000 pangolins are

believed to have been traffic-
ked across Southeast Asia in
the past two decades, a wil-

dlife watchdog said Thurs-
day, highlighting the chal-
lenge in tackling the illicit
trade. As the world's most

heavily trafficked mammal,
the creatures are targeted for

their body parts which are
highly valued in traditional

medicine in countries includ-
ing China and Vietnam, and
their meat is seen as a deli-

cacy. Also known as the scaly
anteater, the shy, primarily

nocturnal animals have been
heavily poached for years in

biodiverse Southeast Asia
and are being increasingly

targeted in Africa. In a new
report, watchdog TRAFFIC

estimated about 895,000
pangolins had been smug-

gled between 2000 and 2019
in Southeast Asia.

Father sets family
on fire, stabs self

Brisbane: Prime Minister
Scott Morrison said Thursday

that Australians across the
country were “shocked, sad-

dened and devastated” by
the deaths of five people, in-

cluding three children, after a
car fire in an apparent dom-

estic violence incident. Hann-
ah Baxter, 31, and her childr-
en Aaliyah, 6, Lainah, 4, and

Trey, 3, died after their car
was set alight on a street in

suburban Brisbane on Wedn-
esday morning. Baxter’s est-

ranged husband and the chil-
dren’s father, Rowan Baxter,
allegedly doused his family
with gas before setting the

car alight. The 42-year-old, a
former player with the New

Zealand Warriors in
Australia’s National Rugby

League football competition,
was found dead near the

scene, reportedly after stab-
bing himself.

South Korean health officials spray disinfectant in front of the Daegu branch of the Shincheonji Church of Jesus in the southeastern city of Daegu
on Thursday as about 40 new cases of coronavirus were confirmed after they attended same church services. — AFP

Beijing, Feb. 20: The
death toll from the coron-
avirus epidemic in China
has climbed to 2,118 with
the death of 114 more peo-
ple, while the overall con-
firmed cases increased to
74,576, Chinese officials
said on Thursday.

China’s National Health
Commission (NHC) said
the new confirmed cases
declined to 394, register-
ing the biggest drop since
December when the first
case was reported in Wu-
han city in the central
Hubei Province.

The NHC said on Thur-
sday that it received repo-
rts of 114 deaths on Wedn-
esday from 31 provincial-
level regions. The overall
confirmed cases on the
Chinese mainland reac-
hed 74,576 and 2,118 peo-
ple died of the deadly dis-
ease. The commission ad-
ded that 4,922 people were
still suspected of being
infected with the virus.

Among the deaths, 108
were in Hubei Province,
the epicentre of the virus
and one each from Hebei,
Shanghai, Fujian, Shand-
ong, Yunnan and Shaan-
xi, it said.

Method of counting
patients changed again
China said Thursday it
has again changed the
method of counting pati-
ents with the novel coron-
avirus and will now
include only those diag-
nosed by sophisticated
laboratory testing.

It is the second time in
just eight days that the
country has revised its
criteria — a move that
could muddle statistics
and complicate efforts to
track the spread of the ill-
ness. Chinese health offi-
cials last week said patie-
nts from Hubei province
and its capital Wuhan 1
the epicentre of the out-
break — who had been di-
agnosed via clinical meth-
ods including lung imag-

ing would be added to the
count in addition to those
confirmed by lab studies.

The change was made
due to a backlog of patie-
nts awaiting nucleic acid
tests whose condition was
deteriorating. — Agencies

Toll at 2,118 as
cases decline

1st death in S Korea, 2.5m to stay home
Ninth fatality outside mainland China; total Korean tally at 104 with 22 additional cases reported
Seoul, Feb. 20: South Ko-
rea reported its first death
from a new virus on Thu-
rsday while the mayor of a
southeastern city urged
his 2.5 million people to re-
frain from going outside
as viral infections, linked
to a church congregation,
spiked. The death of a pre-
viously confirmed patient
in South Korea marked the
world’s ninth virus fatali-
ty outside mainland
China. Other deaths have
occurred in Hong Kong,
Japan, Taiwan, the Philip-
pines and France.

The Korea Centers for
Disease Control and Prev-
ention said the South Kor-

ean man, believed to be
around 63 years old, died
at a hospital on Wednesd-
ay and posthumously test-
ed positive for the virus.

It said authorities were
investigating the exact ca-
use of his death. The cen-
ter confirmed 22 addition-
al cases of the virus, rais-
ing the total in South Kor-
ea to 104. Earlier Thursd-
ay, the mayor of Daegu
urged its 2.5 million peop-
le to stay home and wear
masks even indoors if pos-
sible, after the southeast-
ern city and its nearby to-
wns reported 35 additional
cases of infection with the
new coronavirus. The 35

cases didn’t include the
additional 22 that were
reported later Thursday.

In a nationally televised
news conference, Mayor
Kwon Young-jin also expr-
essed fears that the rising
infections in the region
will soon overwhelm the
city’s health infrastructu-
re and called for urgent
help from the central gov-
ernment in Seoul.

National quarantine eff-
orts that are currently foc-
used on blocking the infl-
ow of the virus (from Chi-
na) and stemming its spre-
ad are inadequate for prev-
enting the illness from cir-
culating in local commu-

nities, Kwon said.
The Korea Centers for

Disease Control and Prev-
ention said 28 of those 35
new patients went to chu-
rch services attended by a
previously confirmed vir-
us patient or contacted her
at other places inside a Da-
egu church.

That patient is a South
Korean woman in her ear-
ly 60s who has no recent
record of overseas travel,
according to center offi-
cials. She tested positive
for the virus on Tuesday,
becoming the 31st case in
South Korea.

On Wednesday morning,
Daegu confirmed 13 cases

and 11 of them either went
to the same church with
the woman patient or con-
tacted her at a hospital,
according to the disease
control center.

The Shincheonji Church
of Jesus, which claims it
has about 200,000 followers
in the country, said it has
closed all of its 74 church-
es around the nation and
told followers to instead
watch its online worship
services on YouTube.

It said in a statement
that health officials were
disinfecting its church in
Daegu, which the woman
patient went to, while trac-
ing her contacts. — AP

Tokyo, Feb. 20: Two for-
mer passengers of the
coronavir us-wracked
Diamond Princess have
died, local media report-
ed Thursday, as fears mo-
unt about those who have
left the ship after testing
negative for the virus.

A man and a woman in
their 80s who had been
infected have died, public
broadcaster NHK and
others reported, which
would be the first fatal
cases among the more
than 600 on board the
cruise ship. — AFP

TWO JAPAN
CRUISE SHIP
PASSENGERS DIE 

Sydney, Feb. 20: Austr-
alia set up a national
inquiry Thursday into
its month-long bushfire
crisis that affected three
in four Australians and
prompted widespread
criticism of the govern-
ment for its sluggish
response to the blazes.

Prime Minister Scott
Morrison said the vast
scale of the fires — whi-
ch killed more than 30
people and destroyed th-
ousands of homes — re-
quired a new response
from the bushfire-prone
nation. The Royal Com-
mission inquiry will be
tasked with finding
ways to improve Austra-
lia’s preparedness, resil-
ience and response to
natural disasters, but
has been criticised as an
effort to put off tackling
the problem.

The opposition Labor
party accused Morrison
of trying to “shift atten-
tion to the things that he
thinks are politically co-
nvenient to talk about”
rather than “actually fi-
xing climate change and
getting emissions under
control.” Morrison said
panel would be asked to
consider establishing
new powers for the fede-
ral government to decla-
re a national state of em-
ergency, which would al-
low a faster response to
fires. The conservative
leader has defended his
actions by pointing to re-
gulations requiring stat-
es to formally request fe-
deral assistance. — AFP

OZ PM LAUNCHES
NATIONAL PROBE
INTO BUSHFIRES

Beijing, Feb. 20: The co-
ronavirus epidemic that
has paralysed the Chinese
economy may have a silver
lining for the environme-
nt. China’s carbon emissi-
ons have dropped by least
100 million metric tonnes
over the past two weeks,
according to a study pub-
lished on Wednesday by
the Centre for Research on
Energy and Clean Air
(CREA) in Finland.

That is nearly six perce-
nt of global emissions dur-
ing the same period last
year. The rapid spread of
the novel coronavirus —

which has killed over 2,000
and infected more than
74,000 people across China
— has led to a drop in
demand for coal and oil,
resulting in the emissions
slump, the study publish-
ed on the British-based
Carbon Brief website said.

Over the past two weeks,
daily power generation at
coal power plants was at a
four-year low compared
with the same period last
year, while steel producti-
on has sunk to a five-year
low, researchers found.

China is the world’s bigg-
est importer and consu-

mer of oil, but production
at refineries in Shandong
province — the country’s
petroleum hub — fell to

the lowest level since
autumn 2015, the report
said. Economic activity in
China usually picks up
after the Lunar New Year
holiday, which began on
January 25.

But authorities extended
the holidays this year —
by a week in many parts of
the country, including Sh-
anghai — in an effort to
contain the epidemic by
keeping people at home.

“Measures to contain
coronavirus have resulted
in reductions of 15 percent
to 40 percent in output acr-
oss key industrial secto-

rs,” the report said.
“This is likely to have

wiped out a quarter or
more of the country’s car-
bon dioxide emissions
over the past two weeks,
the period when activity
would normally have
resumed after the Chinese
New Year holiday.”

But environmentalists
have warned that the
reduction is temporary,
and that a government
stimulus — if directed at
ramping up production
among heavy polluters —
could reverse the environ-
mental gains. — AFP

Outbreak slashes China’s carbon emissions

Vientiane, Feb 20: Chi-
na’s efforts to control
the deadly outbreak of a
new coronavirus “are
working”, Beijing’s top
diplomat said Thursday,
attributing an easing in
new cases to his coun-
try's “forceful action”
against the illness.

Speaking in Laos after
talks with peers from

the 10 Southeast Asian
(ASEAN) countries,
Wangi Yi said the out-
break was “controllable
and curable” despite the
global panic it has seed-
ed. “China is not only
protecting its own peo-
ple but also the rest of
the world,” he told the
summit in Vientiane.

— AFP

VIRUS CONTROL EFFORTS ‘ARE
WORKING’, SAYS CHINESE FM

Montreal, Feb. 20: Near-
ly 70 people have been inj-
ured in a pile-up involving
about 200 vehicles on a
busy highway in a suburb
of Montreal. Two people
were still trapped in their
cars hours after the crash,
which happened at 12.30
pm on Wednesday in La
Prairie, Quebec, said Sgt
Marie-Michelle Moore
with the Sûreté du Québ-
ec, the province’s police
force and highway patrol
authority. Footage of the
crash showed that vehicles
involved in the crash incl-
uded a school minibus, a
tanker truck with a flam-
mable materials sign, and
others. No students were
involved in the accident,
officials said.

“Pretty much everything
with four wheels was

involved,” said Moore. Lu-
ckily, there were no fires.

Some of the vehicles
were piled on top of each
other, and others had been
smashed beyond recogni-
tion. About 75 were in the
process of being towed
away, said Moore. Another
50, probably undamaged
or lightly damaged, left on
their accord, she said.

Quebec’s transport min-
ister, François Bonnardel,
said at a news conference
that the chain reaction
crash was probably caused
by whiteout conditions on
Highway 15, which had
twice been snow-ploughed
in the hour before the acci-
dent. “People were driv-
ing, there were strong
winds ... and, suddenly,
you couldn’t see anythi-
ng,’’ Bonnardel said. — AP

70 hurt in snowy
Montreal pile-up

Copenhagen, Feb. 20: A
Swedish organization that
gave Greta Thunberg an aw-
ard that is often described
as an alternative Nobel Pri-
ze says the teenage climate
activist is using her prize
money to establish an epon-
ymous foundation.

The purpose of the nonpr-
ofit Greta Thunberg Found-
ation “is to promote ecologi-
cal and social sustainability,

as well as mental health,”
according to the Right
Livelihood Foundation.

Thunberg, 17, was one of
four recipients of the 2019
Right Livelihood Award,
which was founded in 1980
to “honour and support cou-
rageous people solving glob-
al problems”.

The 1 million kronor
($102,500) that came with
the award was transferred
to create Thunberg’s found-
ation, the Right Livelihood
organisation said. Capital is

required to set up a founda-
tion in Sweden.

Thunberg said in January
that she had established a
foundation to transparently
handle the money she gets
from such things as book ro-
yalties, donations and priz-
es. She first drew attention
two years ago when she ski-
pped school once a week to
protest inaction to curb cli-
mate change by her countr-

y’s lawmakers. Her activism
inspired other students in
Europe and grew into an in-
ternational movement call-
ed Fridays for Future.

Thunberg’s parents have
said she experienced severe
depression as a pre-teen and
that activism has been good
for their daughter’s mental
health. She also has discuss-
ed being diagnosed with
Asperger’s syndrome.

Earlier this year, two Sw-
edish lawmakers nominated
Thunberg for the 2020 Nobel
Peace Prize. She is among a
growing list of people to de-
dicate funds to battling the
impact of climate change.
Amazon’s Jeff Bezos this
week pledged $10 billion to
fund scientists, activists,
non-profits and other grou-
ps fighting to protect the en-
vironment. — Agencies

Greta creates foundation with award money
Thunberg’s organisation promotes ecological and social sustainability as well as mental healthMONEY | MATTERS

Emergency personnel gather at the scene of a multi-vehicle crash on the south shore of Montreal. — AP

● ● US SCIENTISTS
announced that they
built the first 3D atomic
scale map of the part of
the coronavirus that
attaches to and infects
cells. The creation map
is a crucial step towards
developing vaccines and
necessary treatments to
curb the virus. 

Tehran, Feb. 20: Iran
said on Thursday that th-
ree more people have
been infected with the
new coronavirus that ori-
ginated in central China,
following an announcem-
ent the day before that
two people had died of
the illness caused by the
virus in the Iranian city
of Qom. All schools and
universities, including
religious Shiite seminar-
ies, were shut down in the
holy city of Qom, accord-
ing to the official IRNA
news agency.  — AP

AFTER 2 DEATHS,
IRAN DECLARES 3
FRESH CASES 

Greta Thunberg

● ● THUNBERG WAS one of
four recipients of the 2019
Right Livelihood Award,
which was founded in
1980 to “honour and sup-
port courageous people
solving global problems”



■ Yellow metal hits 7-year high at $1,618

RITWIK MUKHERJEE
KOLKATA, FEB. 20

The coronavirus attack
in China and subse-
quent business lock-
down in China and Hong
Kong are taking a toll on
India’s cut and polished
diamond (CPD) industry. 

China accounts for
nearly 14 per cent of pol-
ished diamond con-
sumption and close to 35
per cent of exports from
India. At present exports
are routed via Hong
Kong. The C&HK region,
as a whole, accounts for
14-15 per cent of global
demand for CPDs. China
is a major market as it
not only consumes
imported diamonds
locally but also to pro-
duce diamond studded
jewellery and export the
same to the US, South
East Asia and other mar-
kets in a big way.

“Apart from recent
developments in China,
the CPD industry had
been going through
weak demand condi-
tions in key markets and
pressure on gross mar-
gins due to declining fin-
ished prices. If the busi-
ness lockdown contin-
ues in C&HK, industry
pressure will aggravate
thereby impacting cash
flows. This can have a
serious bearing, espe-
cially given the cautious
lending to the sector
and; potentially impact
CPD players’ credit pro-
file. The pandemic in
China will also hit near-
term global demand for
CPD and the widespread
economic shutdown in
C&HK will further delay
demand recovery.  said
Jay Sheth, vice presi-
dent, Icra Limited.

PRASOON SRIVASTAVA
NEW DELHI, FEB. 20

Telecom companies'
unpaid licence fees
amount to Rs 22,589 crore,
while interest and penal-
ties took their total liabili-
ty to Rs 92,641 crore,
sources said.

Licence fee is the major
component of the total Rs
1.47 lakh crore adjusted
gross revenue (AGR) dues
owed by both operational
and non-operational tele-
com companies to the gov-
ernment till July 2019.

Besides licence fees, tele-
com companies owe Rs
55,054 crore in spectrum
usage charges (SUC), as
per estimates of the
Department of Telecom-
munications. (DoT).

As telecom operators
scramble to comply with
Supreme Court order on
AGR dues, the sources said
actual pending liability on
licence fees is Rs 22,589
crore. The balance 74 per
cent of the total licence fee
dues of Rs 92,641 crore are
on account of interest on
this amount, penalty and
interest on penalty.

Out of the total unpaid
basic licence fee, telecos
that are operational owe
around Rs 16,746 crore,
according to the DoT’s esti-
mates in July 2019. The
unpaid licence fees of

Airtel was assessed at Rs
5,528.52 crore, Vodafone
Idea Rs 6,870.69 crore, Tata
Group Rs 2,321.31 crore,
Telenor (now merged with
Airtel) Rs 529.02 crore,
BSNL Rs 614 crore and
MTNL Rs 876.39 crore.

"These estimates were
prepared in July. Fresh cal-
culation is in process," an
official source said. —PTI

Gold at new high
over China, euro

China crisis
taking toll

on diamond
industry 

Bengaluru, Feb. 20:
The Indian arm of
German software group
SAP said on Thursday it
had shut down all
offices in the country for
sanitisation after two of
its employees in the city
of Bengaluru tested pos-
itive for the H1N1 virus.

SAP India offices in
Bengaluru—considered
the technology hub of
India—Gurgaon and
Mumbai have been tem-
porarily closed and all
employees have been
asked to work from
home till further notice,
SAP said in an emailed
statement.

"Two SAP India
employees based in
Bangalore (RMZ
Ecoworld office) have
tested positive for the
H1N1 virus. Detailed
contact tracing  that the
infected colleagues may
have come into contact
with is underway," SAP
India said.

According to the
World Health Organ-isa-
tion, H1N1 symptoms
include fever, chills and
sore throat and is simi-
lar to seasonal influenza
but has been charac-
terised by higher fatali-
ty rates among healthy
young adults.

—Agencies

SAP India
shuts offices
after 2 staff

get swine flu

CLYDE RUSSELL
BAMBOLIN (GOA) FEB. 20

Coal-fired power in India is
being increasingly priced out of
the market by cheaper renew-
ables such as solar, with the dirt-
ier fuel abandoned by private
capital, and only projects with
government support being
viable.

If there was one major theme
at this week’s annual industry
gathering, Coaltrans India, held
in the resort state of Goa, it was
that the domestic coal sector is

under siege, and probably faces
a future of limited growth and
eventual disbandment.

Rather than politics, the rea-
son is largely economic, with
power purchase agreements
(PPAs) for renewables now com-
ing in at levels at which even
existing coal-fired plants cannot
compete.

Coal is in an “unfair fight” and
is increasingly losing, said Tim
Buckley, director of energy
finance studies at think-tank
the Institute of Energy
Economics and Financial

Analysis (IEEFA).
While IEEFA is unashamedly

pro-renewables, the numbers
definitely support the view that
coal power generation is strug-
gling in India, and that several
newly-built plants run the risk
of becoming stranded assets.

Renewables can be offered in
PPAs at around Rs 3 (4.2 cents)
per kilowatt hour (kw/h), while
existing coal generation comes
in at around Rs 4 per kw/h and
new-build coal between Rs 5 and
RS 6 per kw/h.

Once built, renewables also

tend to force coal from the gen-
eration mix, as they have lower
operating costs.

As a result, India’s coal fleet
has a utilisation rate of around
52-55 per cent, well below a level
that would be considered eco-
nomic in other countries.

After a massive build-out of
coal-fired generation from
about 2010 to 2016, construction
has slowed to a near trickle,
while investment in renewables
has soared.

India added 106 gigawatts
(GW) of new coal-fired capacity

in the seven years of 2010 to
2016, an average of 15.2 GW a
year, according to data collated
by the Global Energy Monitor.

Since then, the pace has
slowed, with 8.9 GW added in
2017, 8.4 GW in 2018 and 8.2 GW
in 2019.

While there is still some 36 GW
of coal-fired power under con-
struction in India, this will
come on line over the next
decade, and additions are likely
to drop below 5 GW per year.

It’s worth noting that coal-
fired units under construction

are overwhelmingly being built
by state-owned generator NTPC,
and are funded by state-owned
banks. The private sector has
withdrawn from the coal gener-
ation sector, and many lenders
are sitting with assets that are
likely worth less than half their
stated value, given the struggles
of the plants to sign PPAs at
profitable prices.

While coal-fired capacity is
slowing, IEEFA expects India’s
renewables build-outs to soar,
reaching just under 20 GW in 20-
2021. —Reuters

Thermal power losing ‘unfair fight’ to renewables

Telcos owe `22,600 cr
as licence fees, rest is
interest-cum-penalty 

SANJEEV MIGLANI &
NEHA DASGUPTA
NEW DELHI, FEB. 20

US energy firm
Westinghouse is expected
to sign a new agreement
with state-run Nuclear
Power Corporation of
India for the supply of six
nuclear reactors during
President Donald Trump’s
visit next week, officials
said, aiming to kickstart a
long-running project.

The agreement will lay
out timelines and the lead
local constructor for the
reactors to be built at
Kovvada in Andhra
Pradesh and also address
lingering concerns over
India’s nuclear liability
law.

The United States has
been discussing the sale of
nuclear reactors to energy-
hungry India since a 2008
landmark civil nuclear
energy pact and last year
the two governments

announced they were com-
mitted to the establish-
ment of the six reactors.

Last week representa-
tives from US energy and
commerce departments,
Westinghouse, the US-
India Strategic
Partnership Forum and
The Nuclear Energy
Institute were in India for
talks with government offi-
cials as part of a commer-
cial mission to promote
nuclear exports to India.

“We are encouraging
moving forward with
Westinghouse and NPCIL
to sign a MoU. It certainly
is a private industry to pri-
vate industry, a business to
business decision,” Dr.
Rita Baranwal, assistant
secretary for the Office of
Nuclear Energy in the US
Department of Energy,
told Reuters in a phone
interview.

“We’re optimistic that an
MoU will be signed short-
ly,” Baranwal, who was

part of the mission, said.
Once that is cleared the
two sides will begin con-
tract negotiations, delivery
schedules and pick ven-
dors. The plan for a new
MoU has not been previ-
ously reported.

Indian foreign ministry
spokesman Raveesh
Kumar said on Thursday
Westinghouse and NPCIL
were in talks to move for-
ward with the project.

A longstanding obstacle
has been the need to bring
Indian liability rules in-
line with international
norms, which require the
costs of any accident to be
channelled to the operator
rather than the maker of a
nuclear power station.

Canada’s Brookfield
Asset Management bought
Westinghouse from Toshi-
ba in August 2018 and has
sought progress on the
India sale over the next six-
seven months.

— Reuters

Westinghouse, NPCIL
to sign N-reactor pact 

RAVI RANJAN PRASAD
MUMBAI, FEB. 20

SBI Cards and Payment
Services’ initial public
offering, one of the biggest
fund raising exercise in
recent times, will open on
March 2.

Sources close to the
investment bankers man-
aging the IPO said the
issue may raise Rs 9,000
crore to Rs 10,000 crore
from the public issue. This
will be the first ever listing
of a domestic credit card
business in India.

The price band for the
issue, speculated to be in
the range of Rs 745 to Rs
775 per share, will be
announced next week.

SBI Cards IPO comprises
fresh issue of shares
worth Rs 500 crore and an
offer for sale of over 13.05
crore shares of SBI Cards,
according to an exchange
filing made by the State
Bank of India.

The offer will include

over 37.29 lakh share sale
by SBI and over 93.23 lakh
shares on offer by Carlyle
Group. SBI holds 76 per
cent stake in SBI Cards
while Carlyle Group holds
the remaining 24 per cent.

The bid offer will be
opening on March 2 and
closes on March 5.

SBI Cards has moved to
the second position in
India with a market share
of 18 per cent and it has
the potential to scale up
further.

“Despite the strong
growth witnessed by
India’s credit card indus-
try, which more than dou-
bled over the past four
years in terms of number
of cards to 53 million– it
remains significantly
under-penetrated with
four cards per 100 person
versus more than 30 per
100 person in develop-
ing/developed econo-
mies,” leaving substantial
room for growth,” said
Emkay Global.

SBI Cards mega IPO
to open on March 2

SANGEETHA G
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

After a gap of 12 years, the
government seems to be
refreshing its plans to cre-
ate a separate promotion
council for export of
Ayush products and servic-
es.

“Feasibility of creating
required Export Promo-
tion Forum is being
explored with Ayush
industry associations at
various forums to set up a
separate Export Promotion
Council for Ayush prod-
ucts and services,” the gov-
ernment said in a state-
ment. The government
hopes that a separate coun-
cil will provide increased
focus on Ayush  and aug-

ment exports by looking
into issues like certifica-
tion of medicines.

During the UPA govern-
ment, the health ministry
had been discussing with
the commerce ministry on
the feasibility of an export
promotion council for
Ayush. Then health minis-
ter Anbumani Ramadoss
had told this to Parliament
in 2008. However, the pro-
posal was on the backburn-
er for the past 12 years.   

At present, exports are
handled by two different
agencies. Pharmaceuticals
Export Promotion Council
(Pharmexcil) set up by the
ministry of commerce and
tndustry takes care of
export of Ayush products.
Pharmaexcil has members

of the Ayush industry as
well. But services exports
are handled by the
Services Export Promotion
Council (SEPC), which cov-
ers healthcare services of
alternative systems under
Ayush.

Further, the ministry of
Ayush has established five
research councils and
implemented a central
scheme to promote and
facilitate inter alia the
export of Ayush products
by providing incentives to
drug manufacturers and
entrepreneurs for registra-
tion of Ayush products in
foreign markets and partic-
ipation in international
fairs.

“A separate council will
provide more focus on

Ayush  products and serv-
ices. Currently, largely
nutraceuticals and food
supplements are being
exported as Ayush prod-
ucts. It is difficult to export
classical ayurvedic prod-
ucts to other countries due
to lack of certification by
international drug regula-
tory authorities like the US
FDA,” said PV Appaji, for-
mer director general of
Pharmexcil.

As a result, Ayush has a
miniscule share of the Rs
1.25-lakh crore pharmaceu-
tical exports. “A separate
council can push for certi-
fication of Ayush medi-
cines. However, the govern-
ment could have formed a
separate cell within
Pharmexcil,” he added. 

After 12 years, EPC for Ayush back on table

MICHAEL GONSALVES
PUNE, FEB. 20

There is no evidence of
customers advancing their
decision to buy cars or two-
wheelers due to the
impending transition to
the stringent BS-VI emis-
sion norms coming into
effect from April 1, as retail
sale of overall automobiles
in January fell over 7 per
cent in Asia’s third biggest
but slowing economy.

The BS-VI norms is
expected to make petrol
vehicles expensive by
about Rs 20,000 for cars, Rs
6,000 for two-wheelers, and

Rs 1 lakh for diesel vehi-
cles. Some manufacturers
anticipated advance pur-
chases by consumers to
beat the price hike.

Instead, the Federation of
Automobile Dealers
Association (Fada) said
customers might be post-
poning their decisions.

Sale of passenger vehi-
cles last month declined 4.6
per cent at 290,879 units,
while two-wheeler sale fell
8.8 per cent at 12,67,366
units. Commercial vehicle
sales declined 6.89 per cent
to 82,187 units, but three-
wheeler sales rose 9.17 per
cent to 63,514 units.

Auto dealers see no
pre-buying rush
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INDICATORS %
Sensex 41,170.12 -0.37
Nifty 50 12,080.90 -0.37
S&P 500* 3,380.71 -0.16
Dollar (`) 71.60 0.10
Pound Sterling (`) 92.53 -1.12
Euro (`) 77.38 -0.29
Gold (10gm)* (`) 42,800▲500 1.16
Brent crude ($/bbl)* 59.40 0.28
IN 10-Yr bond yield 6.422 0.038
US 10-Yr T-bill yield* 1.539 -0.031

* As of 9:30 pm IST

Licences given
for 5 LT palm oil
from 3 countries
India has issued about 70
licences for importing about 5
lakh tonnes of refined palm oil
from Nepal, Indonesia and
Bangladesh, sources said. On
Jan. 8, the Centre had imposed
restrictions on imports of
refined palm oil. The
Directorate General of Foreign
Trade has issued about 60-70
import licences, valid for 18
months, to import about 5 lakh
tonnes of refined palm oil,
sources said. 

HDFC Bank SME
book doubles to
`1.48 lakh crore

HDFC Bank has doubled its SME
book to over Rs 1.48 lakh crore
by December 2019 from Rs
74,000 crore in March 2017, cor-
nering over 9 per cent of the
around Rs 16 lakh crore market.
By RBI data, the system-wide
SME loan book stood at Rs 15.7
lakh crore as of June 2019, up
10 per cent over the 12 months'
period. HDFC Bank is the No. 2
in the SME lending space after
the industry leader SBI, has a Rs
2.7 lakh crore loan book.

India needs to
invest $109 bn
to cut accidents
India needs to invest an addi-
tional $109 billion in road safe-
ty over the next decade to
halve its crash fatalities, the
World Bank said in a report
titled "Delivering Road Safety
in India. Such an investment,
the bank said, will bring eco-
nomic benefits equivalent
annually to 3.7 per cent of the
GDP. India has one of the high-
est rates of road crashes in the
world. Every year, 150,000 peo-
ple lose their lives in accidents.

Morgan Stanley
to buy E*Trade
for $13 billion
US investment bank Morgan
Stanley said it will buy online
trading pioneer E*Trade in a
deal valued at $13 billion. It
would be the largest acquisition
by an American bank since
2008, and comes as online bro-
kers are competing fiercely for
new customers. The acquisition
allows Morgan Stanley to go a
step further and manage the
money, savings and assets of
small investors. E*Trade was
founded in in the 1980s.
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SANGEETHA G
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

Gold prices in the Indian
market touched all-time
high levels on Thursday as
prices in the international
market rallied to seven-
year high levels on the
back of subdued outlook
on Chinese economy cou-
pled with weakness in
Japanese yen and Euro.

In the New Delhi spot
market, gold gained Rs 500
per 10 gm to touch Rs
42,800, while the Multi
Commodity Exchange too
witnessed a record high of
Rs 41,940 per 10 gm. 

In the international mar-
ket, gold revisited seven-
year high levels of $1,618
per ounce as the coron-
avirus infection continued
to fuel uncertainties
around the Chinese econo-
my and its impact on the
global economy.

“However, coronavirus
alone has not been trigger-
ing the price rally. The
Japanese yen and the euro
have seen considerable
weakness in the recent
times. The devalued yen is
pointing towards a weaker
Japanese economy.
Similarly, the Brexit is
hurting the euro,” said
Jateen Trivedi, senior
research analyst, com-

modities and currencies,
LKP Securities.

According to him, gold
also has been moving inde-
pendently as an asset class.
Since January, gold and the
US dollar have been mov-
ing in tandem. The safe
haven assets usually have
an inverse co-relation. The
weakness in euro and yen
has been strengthening the
dollar, while safe haven
demand has been increas-
ingly seeing hedge posi-
tions created in gold.

Analysts are having
divergent views on the out-
look of gold in the medi-
um-term.  Some find that
gold is in for some correc-
tion in the near-term but
the others think the rally
could continue towards
$1,650 levels.

“Hints that the deadly
virus spread is under con-

trol and aggressive policy
easing measures taken by
China to shore up the econ-
omy is likely to hit gold’s
safe haven demand. A
strong US dollar and mod-
erate physical market
activities will also influ-
ence the sentiments.
Meanwhile, prevailing
global economic uncertain-
ties may limit major liqui-
dation pressure in the
counter,” said Hareesh V,
head commodity, Geojit
Financial Services.

But analysts like Trivedi
see a straight rally for gold
before profit-booking pulls
back the metal. “Prices can
move up towards $1,650-
$1,660 levels by March-end.
At those levels, we might
see some profit-booking
that can even bring back
the prices towards $1550,”
said Trivedi. 

BAIJU KALESH &
SUVASHREE GHOSH
FEB. 20

Hinduja Group is part-
nering with private
equity firm Cerberus
Capital Management in
seeking to pick up a
stake in embattled Yes
Bank, according to peo-
ple familiar with the
matter.

Representatives of
Cerberus and the UK-
based Hinduja Group,
run by brothers
Gopichand Hinduja and
Ashok Hinduja, met
Reserve Bank of India
officials earlier this
month regarding the
bid, the people said, ask-
ing not to be identified
as the information is
private.

The beleaguered
Indian lender has been
struggling to raise capi-
tal for the past few
months, amid concerns
about the quality of its
assets and its exposure
to the stressed shadow
banking sector. Firms
including JC Flowers &
Co, Tilden Park Capital
Management, Oak Hill
Advisors and Silver
Point Capital have sub-
mitted non-binding
expressions of interest,
Yes Bank said in a stock
exchange filing on
February 12.

“A high pedigree long-
term investor could
make all the difference
for the bank which is
under investor scruti-
ny,” Kranthi Bathini, an
analyst at WealthMills
Securities. “The ball is
in the regulator’s court
now.”

The Hindujas already
hold a stake in IndusInd
Bank, another private
lender. More investors
may join the consor-
tium, the people said.

—Bloomberg

Hindujas,
Cerberus plan
joint bid for

Yes Bank stake

Source: DGCA/KBK infographics
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New Delhi, Feb. 20:
The government will
look to strike a balance
between compliance of
Supreme Court order
on statutory dues,
ensuring health of the
sector and consumer
interest, a source said.

The government offi-
cial said telecom compa-
nies have already paid
about Rs 16,000 crore in
AGR dues, and some
have assured more pay-
ments in 7-8 days.

The government will
ensure coordination on
three aspects—compli-
ance  to SC order, ensur-
ing health of the sector
and customer interest,
the source added. —PTI

Govt seeks to 
balance concerns
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‘Your ikigai will change, but
it is important to have one’

S
elf-improvement books
on Japanese concepts
are having a bit of a
moment and chief
among them is the best-

seller Ikigai: The Japanese
Secret to a Long and Happy Life.
Centering the book in Okinawa,
Japan, authors Héctor García
and Francesc Miralles focus on
the ways of the residents of this
island known for longevity, with
more centenarians than any-
where in the world.

How do they live this long?
The authors, who spent a few
years examining the Okinawan
lifestyle — including their diet
and level of activity — argue
one of the reasons is having a
clearly defined ikigai, or “the
happiness of always being
busy”, of having a passionate
life purpose. Originally written
in Spanish, the book has been
widely translated across the
world, including into regional
Indian languages. Before taking
the stage at the Kerala
Literature Festival in Calicut
last weekend to discuss the
book, FRANCESC MIRALLES
sat down with me to talk about
the ideas that drove ‘Ikigai’.
Edited excerpts: 

What got you and Héctor
García interested in writing
Ikigai?

I live in Barcelona, and Hector
lives in Japan. I was going to
Kyoto to find documentation for
a novel I wrote. We met in Japan
through a common friend and
became friends. He is married
to a woman from Okinawa, and
her father told us that we
should, being writers, go to a
village in the north of Okinawa
that has a Guinness World
Record of Longevity and ask the
residents why and how they
manage to live so many years.
So we started investigating the
topic, reading medical reports
of the residents, their nutrition,
the climate, and then got the
permission to interview the 100
eldest people in the village.
After conducting the inter-

views, we wrote Ikigai.

Were they wary of being
written about?

They are very simple people.
There are only 2,800 people in
the village. They work in agri-
culture. They thought maybe we
were going to write an article
and didn’t expect it would be a
book and such a success. The
secret of this book is that it
gives a positive vision of being
old, if you live with your pur-
pose.

You emphasise that one of
the main reasons Okinawans
live happy and long is their
strong sense of community.
How is their understanding
of community different from
other places in the world?

What the people in Okinawa
have is very different from even
mainland Japan. They have
very strong unions. Everybody
knows what is going on with
everyone else including prob-
lems. They are very open,
social, joke a lot and have fre-

quent social gatherings and cel-
ebrations. They have a common
moneybox to which they all con-
tribute, for anyone who may
need financial help for medical
or any other reasons. A report
in Spain says what makes old
people grow older is being alone
— it is as harmful as smoking 15
cigarettes a day. Being in a com-
munity can save your life
because you feel connected to
one another.

Is the concept of Ikigai as 
simple as it sounds or is
there more to it?

It is both simple and complex.
It can be defined in a simple
way: Ikigai is having a purpose
in life and making that purpose
the centre of your existence. If
we explore this topic further, we
go to Viktor Frankl, an Austrian
doctor who developed
Logotherapy (a psychothera-
peutic approach to the search
for meaning). After the Second
World War, he found that what
the people who came to him for
consultation were going

through was so traumatic, hav-
ing lost loved ones, that psycho-
analysis was not working any-
more. What they needed was not
an analysis of life, he found, but
hope for tomorrow, so that when
a person wakes up in the morn-
ing, he has at least one thing to
do that is meaningful. It is a
therapy based on purpose,
which may be more effective to
understand who we are. If we
have a reason to live, you can
resist any bad situation.

Does one’s ikigai change over
time?

Yes, your ikigai will change if
you live many years. When I
was 25, my ikigai was travelling.
When I was 40, it was being a
publisher. Now my ikigai is
helping people discover their
purpose in life. If you live a hun-
dred years, you would have 4-5
passions. You may feel you have
given everything to one passion
and then something new opens
up in your life. Look at the case
of Leonard Cohen, the
Canadian singer, who was work-
ing as a cook for 10 years in a
monastery because he felt he
had to live that life. Our lives
are dynamic, we are not bound
to always do the same thing.

There seems to be growing
interest in Japanese concepts
of self-improvement. Why do
you think it has become such
a trend? Who is the target
audience?

There are different fashions.
The western fascination for
eastern philosophy started in
the 60s in California, with the
hippie movement. But nowa-
days, the fascination is not
focused on a religious experi-
ence, but more on bringing it to
common, everyday life. Books
like Ikigai and other recent ones
on emotional intelligence pro-
mote the idea that we don’t need
to be monks to live in a harmo-
nious life. Women are the main
consumers of these kind of
books on self love because they
are more interested in under-
standing and improving them-
selves and working with emo-
tions. While there are men read-
ing these books too, women
have a deeper view of reality
and relationships.

Neha Bhatt is an independent
journalist and book critic based

in Delhi. She tweets 
@nehabhatt70 and @bookish-

Neha
Bhatt
Q&A

Between 1923 and 1931 the pub-
lisher Routledge produced
“Today and Tomorrow”, a

series of 110 short books by intel-
lectual luminaries of the time who
were asked to imagine the future 50
to 100 years hence. The writers
included Bertrand Russell, his wife
Dora, J.B.S. Haldane, C.E.M. Joad,
Sylvia Pankhurst, Robert Graves,
Winifred Holtby, Basil Liddell Hart
and Vera Brittain. The titles ranged
between Science and the Future, An
Anatomy of Clothes, The Conquest
of Cancer, Women and Knowledge,
The Future of War, The Future of
the Jews, The Future of Humour,
The World, the Flesh and the Devil,
The Problem of Race and The Price
of Justice. Those announced but
never published included The
Future of Sex by Rebecca West and
The Future of Traffic in Women by
H. Wilson Harris. Surprisingly, the
series was reissued by Routledge in
2008, to little notice. Max
Saunders’s erudite and comprehen-
sive account is the first serious
study of the series as a whole, set-
ting it in the intellectual context of
its time and showing how futurolo-
gy — regardless of the accuracy of
predictions — illumi-
nates both past and
present as much by
what it doesn’t say as
by what it does.

Studying how our
forefathers and moth-
ers imagined the fut-
ure is not only an
important part of cul-
tural and intellectual
history but has lessons
for our contemporary
imaginings. We will
have our own biases
and blindspots, as they
did, and our own sur-
prisingly accurate ap-
prehensions; and we
too will fail to antici-
pate the unexpected.
As Saunders points
out in his elegant and
dauntingly well-
informed commen-
tary, there is a comput-
er-sized hole running
through every volume
of the series. Nobody
imagined the comput-
er.

About 30 volumes deal with the
broadly scientific and technical.
Writing before telephones, cars,
electric light, central heating,
antibiotics and indoor lavatories
were universal, they got a lot right
— video phones, air travel, space
travel, robotics. They got a lot
wrong too — our skies are not full
of seaplanes and autogiros; disease
has not been eliminated; the popu-
lation has exploded and the Earth
is getting warmer. But the impor-
tance of these books is not in what
they got right and wrong — the
ticks and crosses — but in what
they say about us, about our
endeavour to understand the world
and ourselves.

There is no single unifying theme,
but there are trends and tenden-
cies. Eugenics, for instance —
essentially, the notion that by apply-
ing genetic knowledge to social
engineering we take control of the
natural selection process to pro-
duce more desirable, or fewer unde-
sirable, humans — was much in
vogue at the time and also much
debated. Because of its later associ-
ation with Nazi ideology it is easy
for us to forget that many
respectable and well-meaning peo-
ple thought it a good way to
improve the human lot.

These volumes reflect varying
views of it, although tending
towards the sceptical or critical;
but the terms in which it is dis-
cussed — especially the more utopi-
an — have particular relevance for
us, now that modern genetics give
us the potential to do precisely
what our forefathers could only
speculate about. We should attend
to their arguments, Saunders
argues, ‘rather than patronise them
where their science is unscientific
or their predictions wrong. It is
exactly by studying where they go
awry that we can learn most from
them’.

Harder to appreciate now is the
enthusiasm for psychic research,
also in vogue at the time. Several
contributors envisage advances in
the field, though one dismisses it as
symptomatic of “a degeneration of
old intellectual faculties in those
who claim it”. Similarly, Bertrand
Russell in the second of his two

contributions, What I
Believe, argues with
customary clarity
that all religious
beliefs are unneces-
sary hypotheses. He
has equally little
time for “naive
humanism”, the
assumption that
human life has any
cosmic significance:
“All such philoso-
phies spring from
self-importance and
are best corrected by
a little astronomy.”
His generally dysto-
pian view of scien-
tific progress, how-
ever, is aptly coun-
terpointed by Hald-
ane’s scientific utop-
ianism. Almost 100
years on we can rea-
sonably say they
were both half right
and half wrong.

Imagined Futures
is not a summary of

the series but a commentary on it,
and not one for the intellectually
half-hearted. Saunders is an
authority on the literary and cul-
tural currents of the early 20th cen-
tury, particularly modernism, and
takes pains to show how this
extraordinary sustained exercise
in futurology emerges from that
world and merges into our own.
That is why this is an important
book. OUP have done author and
subject proud by producing a hand-
some volume — but in pricing it at
£60 they have probably ensured,
once again, that the general reader
is not seen as part of the future.

By arrangement with 
the SpectatorT

he recent visit of family
members and their
friends to the erstwhile
Danish colony of

Tranquebar now known as
Tharangambadi in Nagapatti-
nam district of Tamilnadu has
prompted me to speculate on the
history of printing in India. The
Danish colony in Tranquebar
was the result of an initial expe-
dition to Sri Lanka (then Ceylon)
in 1618. In 1620, the Danes moved
to Tranquebar where they man-
aged to secure land from the king
of Tanjore through a treaty.
Though initially, the treaty limit-
ed the extent of land, the Danish
community expanded and estab-
lished a fort, which still stands, to
secure their presence. Though
the Danes held on to their colony
in Tranquebar for over 200 years,
their presence in India did not
have any great political or mili-
tary impact. The Danes ceded
control of Tranquebar to the
British in 1845.

Today, Tranquebar, from which
a publishing house has taken the
name for one of its imprints, is
known for the seminal contribu-
tion it made to printing. But it
was not a Danish worthy who was
responsible for this but a German
Lutheran Bartholomaeus Ziegen-
balg ( 1682-1719). Ziegenbalg was
born in Saxony in Germany in
1682 and had his education at the
university of Halle where he
showed an early aptitude for both
music and divinity studies. His
diligence and scholastic ability
soon attracted the attention of his
professor A.H. Francke. At the
time, King Frederick of Denmark
and Norway was keen to set up a
Lutheran mission in Tranquebar
and was looking for Protestant
missionaries. Encouraged by
Francke, Ziegenbalg though a
German, responded to the king's
call and in 1706, he and his col-
league Heinrich Plutschau, set
out for Tranquebar. The initial
posting was to be for a period

between three and five years, In
fact, Plutschau did go back after
five years, though Ziegenbalg
stayed on except for a brief period
of furlough.

Ziegenbalg and Plutschau estab-
lished what came to be known in
history as the Danish-Halle
Mission to spread the gospel
among the natives and convert
them to Protestantism.
Proficiency in language was
important and initially,
Plutschau was to concentrate on
Tamil and Ziegenbalg on
Portuguese. But somehow, these
roles got reversed. Ziegenbalg
perhaps showed a greater apti-
tude for Tamil. 

Whatever the reason, it was for-
tuitous, for it led to one of the
greatest contributions to the
Tamil language. It also led to the
establishment of one of the earli-
est printing presses in India and
in fact, the volume of work that
emanated from the missionary
printing press at Tranquebar led
to the establishment of other
printing presses in India, the
most famous of which was the
Baptist Mission Press, in
Serampore by Carey.

But the Tranquebar press was
not the first printing press in
India. As Priya Joshi has noted in
her book In Another Country,
printing and India perhaps found
each other serendipitously. In
1556, a Portuguese ship arrived in
Goa, with a printing press and 14
Jesuit priests. The ship had
stopped for provisions and the
press was intended for the ruler
of Abyssinia. It was later claimed
that the ruler had cancelled the
order for the press on account of
the ship taking so long in its voy-
age, though what means of com-
munication was used is not clear.
What is clear is that there was
close interaction between the
Portuguese Jesuits on the ship
and the local Jesuits on the shore
in Goa. Among the former was
Joao de Bustamante who had

more than a fair knowledge of
printing. The close interaction
resulted in the printing press
being offloaded in Goa and
Bustamante stayed behind to
operate the press and set up the
seminary of the College of St.
Paul in Goa.

As Joshi has recorded, in the
next two decades following the
arrival of the printing press in
Goa, some eight prayer books
were printed in Portuguese,
Latin, Ethiopian, Tamil and
Konkani. We can assume that
these were the languages the
Jesuits were conversant with and
the output was limited due to
both the paucity of type and
capacity of the machine.

Thus Ziegenbalg found evi-
dence of printed books in Tamil
and he read them as. He worked
hard on his Tamil and wanted to
extend his language expertise to
acquire proficiency in writing his
own texts.

He would practise Tamil with
children in school by writing
Tamil letters in the sand. There is
now an account of a typical day
in his life. From 7 to 8 a.m, he
would repeat all the phrases and
vocabulary he had learned the
previous day. From 8 to 12 noon,
he would read all Tamil books he
had not read previously. Even
during lunch, he would have
someone read for him. From 3 to 5
p.m, he would read more books
but now in the presence of a
writer and a poet who would note
down all new words and expres-
sions and explain these to him.
Again from 7 to 8 p.m, someone
would read for him in order to
avoid strain on his eyes. He pre-
ferred writers and authors whose

style he could imitate in his own
writings. 

But Ziegenbalg knew a printing
press was critical both for his
scholarship and for dissemina-
tion of literature among the
Hindus. His appeal to the Society
for Promoting Christian
Knowledge (SPCK) in London
finally bore fruit and in 1712, the
printing press finally arrived in
Tranquebar with type, paper, ink
and a printer. As the veteran
chronicler S. Muthiah has noted,
'apart from the Tamil transla-
tions of well-known Christian
works, he wrote several books
and booklets that could be consid-
ered as indological in nature'.
Perhaps the most famous of his
translations was that of the New
and Old Testament and among
the more famous of the general
works, the press at Tranquebar
did was A Guide to the English
Tongue by Thomas Dyche , the
first book in English to be printed
in Asia.

In spite of his scholarship,
Ziegenbalg had his critics and
these included both the Danish
forces and the orthodox Hindus
who threatened to kill him. He
was arrested and imprisoned for
four months by the commnader of
the Danish fort for intervening in
a local dispute involving a native
and a catholic.

Ill health continued to dog him
throughout his life. A brief
moment of happiness in his life
was his marriage in 1716 to a
German during his furlough in
Europe. Of the two children he
had, the younger one was fated to
die early. He died on 23 February
1719 at Tranquebar at the age of
37. His last 13 years were spent in
laying the foundations of
German scholarship in Tamil, a
legacy for which he has been hon-
oured and remembered.  Though
constrained by the edicts of the
Danish church Ziegenbalg’s
interest in muisc saw him com-
pose Tamil lyrics set to Indian
tunes but his lasting contribution
was to the world of printing, a
skill that continues to be taught,
and the invention of the Halle
typeface which he used in many
of the printed works. 

The writer is a senior publish-
ing industry professional who has

worked with OUP and is now a
senior consultant with Ratna
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It’s easy to forget how
many clever people
embraced eugenics

By MAX SAUNDERS
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The printer and his devils
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Bartholomaeus Ziegenbalg, the
first Pietist missionary to India 

Washington: The idea that animals can experience love was once
anathema to the psychologists who studied them, seen as a case of
putting sentimentality before scientific rigour.

But a new book argues that, when it comes to dogs, the word is nec-
essary to understanding what has made the relationship between
humans and our best friends one of the most significant interspecies
partnerships in history. Clive Wynne, founder the Canine Science
Collaboratory at Arizona State University, makes the case in Dog is
Love: Why and How Your Dog Loves You.

The animal psychologist, 59, began studying dogs in the early 2000s,
and, like his peers, believed that to ascribe complex emotions to them
was to commit the sin of anthropomorphism — until he was swayed
by a body evidence that was growing too big to ignore. “I think there
comes a point when it’s worth being skeptical of your skepticism,”
the Englishman said in an interview with AFP.

Canine science has enjoyed a resurgence in the past two decades,
much of it extolling dogs' smarts. Titles like The Genius of Dogs by
Brian Hare have advanced the idea that dogs have an innate and
exceptional intelligence. Wynne, however plays spoilsport, arguing
that Fido is just not that brilliant. Pigeons can identify different
kinds of objects in 2D images; dolphins have shown they understand
grammar; honeybees signal the location of food sources to each other
through dance; all feats that no dogs have ever been known to accom-
plish. Wynne proposes a paradigm shift, synthesizing cross-discipli-
nary research to posit that it is dogs’ “hypersociability” or “extreme
gregariousness” that sets them apart. — AFP

WHAT MAKES DOGS SO SPECIAL?
SCIENCE SAYS IT’S JUST LOVE

The distinguished economist John Maynard Keynes was an ardent
proponent of eugenics
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Wellington, Feb. 20:
India’s battle-hardened
cricketers are ready for
their toughest challenge of

the World Test

Championship till
date as they face
formidable hosts
New Zealand on a
spicy Basin Reserve track
in the series-opener begin-
ning here on Friday. 

Virat Kohli’s top-ranked
team, with 360 points in its
kitty, is certainly the
favourite on paper but the
Black Caps under Kane
Williamson are experts at
wearing down opposition
with their patience on
pitches which turn flat as
the game progresses. 

The last time New
Zealand lost a series at
home was back in March
2017 and since then have
won five (10 Tests) in
familiar conditions. For
New Zealand, it is time to
pick up pieces after their
0-3 drubbing in Australia
while the current Indian
team would love to
reassert that they are the
best when it comes to
winning in adverse con-
ditions like they did in
Australia last year. 

The open Basin Reserve
ground has always been
challenging for both bats-
men and bowlers due to
cross winds. And the new
opening pair of Prithvi
Shaw and Mayank
Agarwal will have its task
cut out against a top class
seam attack comprising
Trent Boult, Tim Southee,
and Kyle Jamieson, who
in all likelihood will make
his debut. 

However, the absence of
left arm speedster Neil

Wagner, who could have
created awkward angles
with his short balls, will
provide some respite for
the Indian middle-order.
Wagner is on a break to
welcome his first child. 

New Zealand named
their 12 on the day and it
will be a choice between
seamer all-rounder Daryl
Mitchell or slow left-arm
orthodox Ajaz Patel. In an

open ground with overcast
conditions expected, cap-
tain Kohli will not mind
winning the toss and
unleash Jasprit Bumrah,
Ishant Sharma and
Mohammed Shami on the
home team. 

Even Kohli admitted that
his men would need to
have tons of patience once
the track eases out as
Williamson’s team is

known to the play waiting
game. “It doesn’t matter
how much patience oppo-
sition has, we have to
show more patience. We
can’t really prepare in a
manner where New
Zealand show more
patience and put pressure
on us,” skipper Kohli
made his intentions clear
during a media interac-
tion. — PTI
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SHORT TAKES
Mayank has clarity

of mind: Gambhir
New Delhi: Former India open-

er Gautam Gambhir has backed
Mayank Agarwal to shine in the

upcoming two-Test series
against New Zealand, starting
Friday in Wellington. Gambhir

feels that even though the
youngster isn’t as destructive as

a Virender Sehwag or David
Warner, Agarwal’s clarity of

mind is his biggest strength. “I
have a lot of faith in Mayank
Agarwal. He may not be the

most gifted going around but
he is certainly the most organ-
ised. He will not treat bowlers

with disdain like Virender
Sehwag or a David Warner did

but has the clarity of mind of an
opening batsman,” Gambhir

wrote in his column.
Commenting on Agarwal’s

opening partner for the series,
Gambhir said that it will be

interesting to see how either
Prithvi Shaw or Shubhman Gill

react to the opportunity of
opening the batting for India. 

— Agencies

New Delhi: The highly awaited
All-Star game that was to be

played before the start of the
13th edition of the Indian

Premier League looks set to be
scrapped due to the objections

from the franchises. A brain
child of the Board of Control for

Cricket in India (BCCI)
President Sourav Ganguly, the

game was expected to be
played around March 25 with

the top stars battling it out in a
one-off game. An official of one

of the franchises said that it
would eat into the preparation

time for the cash-rich league
and that isn’t something that

the franchises are keen on. “The
big names start coming in

around a week before the tour-
nament starts. Now, if you have
them going to play the All-Star

game say on March 25, that
means they leave for the venue
on March 23 night or March 24

morning. They play the next day
and return only on March 26

and the tournament gets under-
way on March 29. Does that

really make sense? Also, is it fair
on the franchise?” the official

asked. — Agencies

IPL all-star game
to be scrapped

Johannesburg: Australia have
been on a charm offensive

ahead of Friday’s first Twenty20
international against South

Africa at the Wanderers
Stadium, a ground renowned for

being among the most intimi-
dating in the world. The match
will be Australia’s first in South

Africa since the infamous
“Sandpaper-gate” tour of 2018

and will mark the return in front
of South African crowds of for-

mer captain Steve Smith and
opening batsman David Warner,
both banned for a year for their

role in the scandal. The
Wanderers ‘bullring’ is likely to

be packed to its capacity of just
under 30 000. It is a noisy

venue and especially so when
Australia are the opposition.
But all opposition teams are

regarded as fair game. As
recently as last month,

England’s Ben Stokes was pro-
voked into swearing at a rowdy

spectator after he was dis-
missed during the fourth Test

against South Africa. In the lead
up to the match, the Australians

have been at pains to say how
much they enjoy playing in

South Africa, while Smith tweet-
ed that a visit to a Soweto

school for children with special
needs was a “humbling experi-

ence”. Smith told journalists
that he expected to be targeted
by the crowd. “They are hostile

at the best of times here,” he
said. — PTI

Australia on
charm offensive

Battle of the Basin
Wellington, Feb. 20:
Chalk and cheese they
might be when it comes
to their on-field per-
sonas but that has not
come in the way of Virat
Kohli and Kane
Williamson forming a
mutual admiration club.

The fierce Kohli and
the mostly calm
Williamson admire and
respect each other as
cricketers and more
importantly as human
beings. “If we had to
share no.1 spot, it would
be New Zealand,” skip-
per Kohli said during a
dinner hosted by the
Indian High
Commissioner on
Wednesday.

“Every team wants to
beat us but I can tell you
there would be no spite
and that’s why I could sit
with Kane Williamson
mid-game and have a
conversation on life and
not cricket,” Kohli had
said. 

Williamson couldn’t
agree more about the
conversation beyond the
boundary during a
recent T20 game from
which both sat out. “It
was really interesting
the other day to sit down
and have a quiet chat on
the outfield and share a
lot of thoughts that we
had and a lot of similar
views on the game,” the
New Zealand skipper
said. 

“We have slightly dif-
ferent approaches which
was really refreshing
but that is very inspir-
ing from a guy that’s
leading the way in his
tenacious and competi-
tive attitude but his out-
look on the game and
what he does in and
around it,” Williamson
added. 

‘WTC points system
unfair’

Kane Williamson is not a
fan of the points system
used for the World Test
Championship where a
team gets a maximum of
120 points irrespective of
the length of the series.
As per points system,
the value for each Test
match win in the upcom-
ing two-match series is
60 points per game. 

However if it’s an
Ashes series, the value
of a Test match win is
reduced to 24 as there
are five matches. “It’s an
interesting one. I guess
there’s an element to it
that isn’t fair. But I guess
there is an effort in
bringing context to Test
cricket which wasn’t
there. So I mean the
World Test
Championship is a step
in the right direction.” 

— PTI

Virat and I have
similar views on
the game: Kane 

Wellington, Feb. 20: A
first innings total in the
range of 320 on a bouncy
Basin Reserve track is
what India vice-captain
Ajinkya Rahane is aiming
for despite calling New
Zealand the favourites
going into the first Test
starting here on Friday. 

“I think New
Zealand are

favourites
in their

home condi-
tions. But I

still feel the
host country

r e m a i n s
favourite because
they know what

to bowl
a n d
batsman
a r e

aware of
what shots to
play. “As a

unit

we need to learn and adapt
quickly as New Zealand
grounds have different
angles,” Rahane said on a
cautious note on the eve of
the Test match. 

But the 2014 win
at Lord’s or the
2018 victory in

Adelaide had
come with
modest first
i n n i n g s
scores of
under 300

(295 at

Lord’s and 250 at
Adelaide), a template that
can be executed in
Wellington also, feels the
stylish Mumbaikar. 

“When you bat first,
your mindset is always
positive, not saying that
it’s not when you bowl
first. If you get 320 to 330
outside India in first
innings, it’s a very good
total. “All the matches if
you see we won (in
England and Australia),
we got around 320 to 350

runs on the board in the
first innings.” 

While 320 may not be a
big score but Rahane’s

confidence stems from the

fact that India’s world
class pace attack, which
has shown ability to pick
20 wickets in overseas con-
ditions. “We know that
our bowlers can take wick-
ets in any condition but
suppose you lose the toss
and have to bat first, you
should know that you are
in right kind of mindset to
actually go out there and
tackle those situations.

“Keeping mindset right
in seaming conditions
even if you lose the toss is
really important. Same
goes to bowlers who
should keep their mindset
right on flat wickets.” 

— PTI

320 is good first innings score: Rahane 
PANT NEEDS TO ACCEPT THAT HE IS GOING
THROUGH A ROUGH PATCH, SAYS RAHANE
Wellington, Feb. 20:
Rishabh Pant needs to
accept that he is going
through a rough patch
and remain focussed on
improving as a cricketer,
said India vice-captain
Ajinkya Rahane here on
Thursday. 

The 22-year-old Pant,
who till five months ago
was India’s first choice
wicketkeeper-batsman
across formats, has lost

his spot in limited overs
cricket to KL Rahul and
red ball place to a much
a c c o m p l i s h e d
Wriddhiman Saha. 

For Rahane, who too
has also endured rough
end of the stick as far
selection matters go, had
a word of advice for his
young colleague. “It’s
important to accept
whatever you are going
through. Be positive, try

and learn as many things
as possible from any of
the players. Not saying it
has to be senior or jun-
ior,” Rahane said.

Asked how one can
internalize rejection or
failure, Rahane said,
“See no one likes to sit
outside but whatever
your team needs on a par-
ticular game, you have
got to accept that.”

— PTI

Sydney, Feb. 20: The
Indian women’s cricket
team will be aiming for
much needed consisten-
cy; when it opens its bid
for an elusive ICC trophy
with the T20 World Cup
opener against defending
champions Australia here
on Friday. 

Inconsistency has
plagued India for a long
time and a classic exam-
ple was their perform-
ance in the recently held
tri-series in Australia
where they reached the
final. They won and lost a
game against the more
accomplished England
and Australia before los-
ing to the mighty hosts,
who have won the T20
World Cup a record four
times out of the six edi-
tions held so far. 

India’ middle and lower-
order needs to do a lot bet-
ter than what it has been
doing to beat the likes of
Australia and England in
the knock-out stages,
something that has been
been acknowledged star
opener Smriti Mandhana. 

The team needs to
ensure that the frequent
middle-order collapses
are not repeated in the
showpiece event. The
southpaw and 16-year-old
Shafali Verma will have
to get India off to a flying
start more often than not
in the competition. 

Expectations are high
from skipper

Harmanpreet Kaur, who
too has suffered from
inconsistency and would
like to correct that, begin-
ning with the opener
against Australia. It
remains to be seen if the
other 16-year-old in the
squad, Richa Ghosh, gets
to play regularly as she
made her international
debut only in the final of
the tri-series.

Need to come up
together: Harmanpreet

The Indian women’s
cricket team captain
Harmanpreet Kaur on
Thursday said her side
will target consistent col-
lective efforts instead of
relying on just a couple of
players to deliver the
goods when it takes on
Australia in the T20
World Cup here on Friday. 

“If you want to do well
as a team, you need to
come up together and do
well for the side,” she said
on the eve of the match.

“Through past tourna-
ments, we have learnt
that you cannot depend
on just one or two players
to win the game for you,”
she added. 

— PTI

New Delhi, Feb. 20: The
seasoned Mithali Raj has
declared Australia as
favourites to win Friday’s
Women’s T20 World Cup
opener against India in
what she expects to be a
high-scoring and “very
close” game.

“Australia go in as
favourites, but India will
be no pushover. They
have some very talented
players and I think it will
be a very close, high-scor-
ing game,” Mithali wrote
in a column for ICC. 

“Both teams have excit-
ing players, particular in
the batting units, and it
will be a case of whoever
can score the runs that
their country need on the
day.

“I do think Australia
have the advantage
because of their T20
record and have a slightly
better chance of winning
the first game against
India,” she added. 

Female stars emerging
as role models has been
the “biggest change” in
women’s cricket’s jour-
ney from near-anonymity
to stardom, feels Mithali,
who grew up idolising her
male counterparts. 

When Mithali started
out in 1999, women’s
cricket was almost an
unknown entity, a far cry
from what it is on the eve
of the T20 World Cup in
Australia where the open-
ing contest between India
and the hosts is expected
to witness sellout crowds. 

“Back in my day, we
only had male players as
inspiration because that’s
all we used to see on the
television. Today a young
girl can have a role model
in the form of a female
cricketer and I think
that’s the biggest change I
have seen,” Mithali
wrote. 

She recalled the changes
the women’s game has
seen since she played her
first ODI more than 20
years ago. — PTI

India to take on
Aussies in opener 

Australia go in as
favourites: Mithali

Ongole (AP), Feb. 20:
Fighting half-centuries by
Vishvarajsingh Jadeja (73,
179 balls, 10 fours), Chirag
Jani (53, 128 balls, 5 fours)
and Sheldon Jackson (50)
helped Saurashtra make 226
for 6 in 79 overs on the open-
ing day of its Ranji Trophy
quarterfinal against Andhra
here on Thursday.

For the home team, left-arm
medium-pacer Yarra Prithvi
Raj was impressive, picking
up three wickets in 20 overs
conceding 51 runs. K V
Sashikanth picked up two
wickets. Sent in to bat by
Andhra captain K S Bharat,
the visitors lost opener
Harvik Desai (0) in the third
over.

Desai nicked one from left-
arm medium-pacer C V

Stephen to the wicketkeeper
Bharat.

Karnataka end Day 1 
at 14/2 

Karnataka were wobbling at
14 for 2 at stumps after only
six overs were possible due to
bad light on the opening day

of their Ranji Trophy quar-
terfinal against Jammu and
Kashmir at Jammu on
Thursday.

Overcast skies meant the
light alternated between poor
to border-line for most part of
the day. — PTI

Saurashtra post 226 for 6 on
opening day against Andhra

Karachi, Feb. 20: Umar
Akmal’s flatter-to-deceive
career took a massive blow
on Thursday when the
Pakistan Cricket Board
(PCB) suspended the bats-
man pending an anti-cor-
ruption inquiry amid
claims that he failed to
report a spot-fixing
approach.

However, in its official
statement, the PCB did not
get into the specifics of the
breach committed by
Akmal. “The Pakistan
Cricket Board today sus-
pended Umar Akmal with
immediate effect...he can-
not take part in any crick-
et-related activity pending
the investigation being
carried out by PCB’s Anti-
Corruption Unit,” the
Board said in a statement. 

“As this is an ongoing
investigation, the PCB will
not make any further com-
ments,” it said. 

A top Board official, on
conditions of anonymity,

said the Anti-Corruption
Unit had evidence of
Akmal not reporting an
approach to spot-fix in the
Pakistan Super League
(PSL), which starts on
Thursday.

“The information is that
Umar was made this offer
few days back by a
Pakistani and didn’t
report it immediately to
the Anti-Corruption Unit
as required under the
rules,” the source said.

“Worse he met with the
gentleman again and the
ACU, while questioning

Umar yesterday, showed
him some evidence of the
meeting and some mes-
sages,” he said. 

Akmal was suspended
hours before his PSL team
Quetta Gladiators was to
take on Islamabad in the
opening match of the 2020
edition on Thursday.
“Quetta Gladiators are
allowed to apply for Umar
Akmal’s replacement in
the HBL Pakistan Super
League 2020,” the PCB
statement read. 

He is the younger broth-
er of former Pakistan

wicketkeeper-batsman
Kamran Akmal, who
played 53 Tests, 58 T20s,
157 ODIs, and cousin of
current captain Babar
Azam. The 29-year-old,
who last played for
Pakistan in October, has
featured in 16 Tests, 121
ODIs and 84 T20s, scoring
1003, 3194 and 1690 runs
respectively. 

Akmal, who promised a
lot after making a hundred
in New Zealand on his
Test debut, has failed to
live up to the high expecta-
tions that came with some
fine performances early in
his career. Constant run-
ins with the authorities
have also marred his stop-
start career. 

Earlier this month,
Akmal had escaped a PCB
ban for allegedly making
crude remarks to a trainer
during a fitness test at the
National Cricket Academy
in Lahore.

— PTI

Akmal suspended under anti-corruption code 

BRIEF SCORES
At Ongole: Saurashtra 226/6 in 79 overs (Vishvarajsingh
Jadeja 73, Chirag Jani (batting) 53, Sheldon Jackson 50;
Prithvi Raj Yarra 3/51) vs Andhra. 
At Jammu: Karnataka 14/2 in 6 overs (Karun Nair (batting)
4; Aquib Nabi 1/6, Mujtaba Yousuf 1/5) vs Jammu and
Kashmir.
At Cuttack: Bengal 308/6 in 86 overs (Anustup Majumdar
(batting) 136, Shahbaz Ahmed (batting) 82; Preet Singh
Chohan 2/52, Suryakant Pradhan 2/96) vs Odisha.
At Valsad: Gujarat 330/4 (Parthiv Patel (batting) 118,
Bhargav Merai 84; Amit Verma 2/73) vs Goa. 

Karachi, Feb. 20: Deeply
anguished by the latest
corruption scandal that
has rocked Pakistan crick-
et, former skipper Ramiz
Raja on Thursday urged
Prime Minister Imran
Khan to carry out a legis-
lation to impose life bans
on guilty players.

“I am gutted today it just
seems like the Sharjeel
and Khalid Latif incident
took place yesterday and
now this. It makes me so
angry that this keeps on
happening in Pakistan
cricket. I would like to see
some legislation in parlia-
ment imposing a uniform
punishment for guilty
players,” Raja said. — PTI

Pak PM urged to
impose life bans
on guilty players

● A top Board 
official, on 
conditions of
anonymity, said the
Anti-Corruption Unit
had evidence of
Akmal not reporting
an approach to
spot-fix in the PSL. 

LIVE on TV
India vs Australia

on STAR Sports 1, HD

@ 1:30 PM 

RANJI TROPHY QUATERFINALS

WOMEN’S T20 WORLD CUP

India captain Virat Kohli during a training session. —Twitter

Ajinkya Rahane

India women’s captain Harmanpreet Kaur (right) and
her Aussie counterpart Meg Lanning during a press
conference ahead of their clash in the ICC T20 World
Cup. — Twitter

Mithali Raj

Kane Williamson
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Battle-hardened India look to topple formidable hosts in Test series
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Racer Newman 
out of hospital

MMiiaammii:: Veteran US stock car
driver Ryan Newman was
released from hospital on

Wednesday, two days after a
horrifying final-lap crash at the
Daytona 500 left him with seri-

ous injuries.
About an hour and 15 minutes
after updating his condition as

alert, walking around the
Halifax Medical Center hospital

and playing with his children,
Roush Fenway Racing said he

had been treated and dis-
charged. 

The race team tweeted a photo
of Newman from behind exiting
the facility, holding hands with

each of his daughters as he
walked to the parking lot.

Newman’s Ford Mustang had
been leading on the final lap

but spun out of control, struck
the wall and went flying into

the air before flipping onto its
roof and bursting into flames.
Several ambulances raced to

the scene of the wreck by the
2008 Daytona 500 winner, who

was extracted from the car
with injuries that were not con-
sidered life-threatening. — AFP

Marquez extends
Honda contract

PPaarriiss:: MotoGP world champion
Marc Marquez has extended his

contract with Honda until the
end of 2024, the Japanese
team announced Thursday.

“Honda Racing Corporation are
delighted to announce six-time
MotoGP world champion Marc

Marquez has signed a four-year
extension of his contract and
will continue to race with the

factory team until at least
December 2024,” the team said

in a statement.
Marquez, said he was “proud”
to remain with the team who

gave him his start in the sport.
He signed the contract exten-
sion months after his younger
brother Alex joined the team,
as reigning Moto2 champion,

replacing Jorge Lorenzo.
The Marquez brothers will join

the rest of the grid in Qatar
next week for the final pre-sea-
son test ahead of the first race

of the new season at Qatar's
Losail International circuit on

March 8.— AFP

Duplantis short of
third world record

LLiieevviinn,,  FFrraannccee:: Swedish star
Armand Duplantis fell narrowly

short of setting a third pole
vault world record in 12 days at

the indoor event in Lievin,
France on Wednesday.

The 20-year-old soared over
6.07metres to win the competi-

tion ahead of American world
champion Sam Kendricks

(5.90m), but failed to clear
6.19m from three attempts.
Duplantis cleared 6.18m in
Glasgow last weekend and
6.17m earlier this month in

Poland to break Frenchman
Renaud Lavillenie’s six-year-old
world record. He came close to
increasing his mark in northern
France, seeing the bar agonis-

ingly drop on his second effort.
“My legs abandoned me a bit.

Two simultaneous world-record
attempts are something we will
probably never see again,” said

Duplantis. American Sandi
Morris also surprisingly

attempted a new women’s
indoor pole vault world record

of 5.03m, but came up short,
settling for victory with 

4.83m.— AFP

FFlloorriiddaa:: India’s No.2 doubles
player Divij Sharan along with

his Kiwi partner Artem Sitak
defeated the Swede-French

pair of Andre Goransson and
Ugo Humbert 5-7 6-4 10-7 to
enter the quarterfinals of the

Delray Beach Open here.
Divij and Artem will meet top

seeded doubles pair Mike Bryan
and Bob Bryan of USA on

Friday. The Indo Kiwi pair lost a
close first set 5-7 on

Wednesday, but came back
stronger in the second set, win-

ning 75 per cent of their first
serve points. In the super tie

breaker Divij-Artem closed out
the match with a 10-7 win.

The Bryan brothers sealed their
quarterfinal spot after their

opponents Nick Kyrgios and
Jordan Thompson of Australia

gave a walkover. — PTI
TThhee  RReessuullttss:: MMeenn’’ss  DDoouubblleess

((rroouunndd  ooff  1166))::  Jonny O Mara/
Marcelo Arevalo-Gonzalez, bt

Philipp Oswald/ Marcus Daniell
6-4, 6-2; Dennis Novikov/

Christian Harrison, bt Robert
Lindstedt/ Dominic Inglot 6-4,
6-4; Artem Sitak/Divij Sharan,

bt Andre Goransson/ Ugo
Humbert 5-7, 6-4, 10-7; Bob

Bryan/Mike Bryan (1), bt Nick
Kyrgios/ Jordan Thompson,

walkover.

DIVIJ-ARTEM
CRUISE INTO

QUARTERS

TAKES

Task cut out for
Indian golfers
New Delhi, Feb. 20: A
strong Indian contingent
comprising former cham-
pions will take on an equal-
ly strong international star
cast at the Hero Indian
Open which tees off at the
DLF Golf and Country
Club in Gurgaon on March
19.

The flagship event of
Indian golf — which is also
the longest-running inter-
national event in India —
will see almost all top
Indian golfers, including
past champions such as
SSP Chawrasia (2016 and
2017), Anirban Lahiri
(2015) and three-time win-
ner Jyoti Randhawa (2000,
2006 and 2007), in action at
the Gary Player layout.

Established champions
such as Shiv Kapur, Rashid
Khan, Rahil Gangjee,
Shubhankar Sharma and
many others will also be in
fray as a total of 144 play-
ers will vie for top honours
at the $1.75M tournament.

PGTI regulars such as

Udayan Mane, who has
won the last three events
on the domestic tour, Viraj
Madappa, Khalin Joshi, S.
Chikkarangappa, Ajeetesh
Sandhu, Aman Raj, Kshitij
Naveed Kaul, Karandeep
Kochhar and Veer Ahlawat
will all be hoping to strike
it big at India’s biggest
golfing event.

The stellar international
field will also include past
Indian Open champions
such as Matt Wallace,
Siddikur Rahman, David
Gleeson, Liang Wen-chong
and Mardan Mamat.

Dane Thomas Bjorn, the
winning captain of 2018
European Ryder Cup team,
Dutch golfer Joost Luiten,
a six-time European Tour
winner and Andy Sullivan,
a three-time European
Tour winner, will also be
vying for honours at the
56th edition of the tourna-
ment, which is co-sanc-
tioned by the European
Tour and Asian Tour. 

— AFP

Rory rejects new
tour proposals

ROGER TO MISS
FRENCH OPEN
DUE TO INJURY
Paris, Feb. 20: Roger
Federer has undergone
surgery to resolve a long-
standing knee problem
and said Thursday he
would be out of action
until after the French
Open.

The 20-times grand slam
winner revealed on his
Facebook account that he
underwent surgery in
Switzerland on
Wednesday and would
miss a string of tourna-
ments including the May
24-June 7 French Open.

“As a result, I will miss
Dubai, India Wells,
Bogota, Miami and the
French Open,” he said.

The 38-year-old
explained that he had
intended to avoid surgery
if possible but the knee
problem refused to go
away.

“My right knee has been
bothering me for a little
while,” said the world
number three who
reached the Roland
Garros semi-finals last
year.

“I hoped it would go
away, but after an exami-
nation and discussion
with my team, I decided to
have arthroscopic sur-
gery in Switzerland yes-
terday,”he added.

After the surgery the
doctors confirmed that it
was the right thing to
have done and are very
confident of a full recov-
ery. — AFP

Mexico City, Feb. 20:
Rory McIlroy became the
first top player to publicly
reject the idea of a pro-
posed new tour, saying he
values his choice of where
to play over whatever
money the Premier Golf
League is promising.

“I would like to be on the
right side of history on
this one,” McIlroy said
Wednesday at the Mexico
Championship.

McIlroy said the only
thing that could change his
mind were if all the top
players decided to join, and
he doesn’t see that happen-
ing.

“I think it’s very split at

the moment,” he said.
Talk of a Premier Golf

League has been around
for about six years and
picked up momentum
along with serious fund-
ing, primarily from Saudi
Arabia in recent months.

Organizers have been
talking to players and
agents the last few months
in the Bahamas, Australia
and last week in Los
Angeles.

Phil Mickelson said
Sunday he was not ready to
announce his intentions
but might be ready to state
his view publicly by The
Players Championship.

— AP

Hamilton sets the pace 
Montmelo (Spain), Feb.
20: World champion
Lewis Hamilton ham-
mered out an early sea-
son warning to his rivals
on Wednesday when he
set the fastest time on the
opening day of pre-sea-
son testing at Barcelona.

Hamilton, who will
attempt to equal Michael
Schumacher’s all-time
record of seven world
titles this year, clocked a
best time of 1min
16.976sec off a total of 94
laps.

He was the only driver
at a chilly Montmelo to
duck under 1min 17sec.

Worryingly for the rest
of the field, Mercedes
teammate Valtteri Bottas
was second fastest in
1min 17.313sec.

“It’s been a good day
and a really good start for
all of us, considering we
had a long break. So to
come back and clock in
over 170 laps just shows
how hard everyone has
been working over the
winter,” said Hamilton.

Sergio Perez, in a
Racing Point, was fourth
best at 0.399sec off the
pace while Red Bull’s
Max Verstappen was
fourth at 0.540 after put-
ting in 168 laps, the most
of any driver.

For Ferrari, Charles
Leclerc replaced four-
time world champion
Sebastian Vettel for open-
ing day duties after the
German fell ill and
returned to the team
hotel. — AFPk

Spartans pick Vijay, Periyasamy and M. Ashwin
DC CCORRESPONDENT
CHENNAI, FEB. 20

Salem Spartans made full
use of their first position
in the order of the Tamil
Nadu Twenty20 Premier
League Season 5 draft to
pick a strong squad on
Thursday.

The Spartans, formerly
Tuti Patriots, not only net-
ted the big fish, India all-
rounder Vijay Shankar
but they also laid their
hands-on Season 4 top
wicket-taker Ganeshan
Periyasamy and star leg-
spinner Murugan
Ashwin. In fact, they man-
aged to pick six players
who represented last
year’s winners, Chepauk
Super Gillies.

Chepauk, however, also
had a say in the proceed-
ings picking Season 4’s
top run-getter N.
Jagadeesan.

Spartan stars
Washington Sundar and
Vijay Shankar were confi-
dent of a better show and
improve upon the fifth-
placed finish last year.
The two top-guns are like-
ly to play the full season
when the tournament
kicks off from June 10,
2020.

“It is a great boost to
have Vijay Shankar in the
side. It is a new setup and
we are looking to do better
this year,” said Sundar,
who was among the three
players retained by the
franchise.

“In the last three years I
have played for different
teams every year but I
have only played 3 games
of TNPL. I am looking for-
ward to play the full sea-
son and help the team win
matches and the tourna-
ment as well,” Vijay
Shankar said.

Chepauk coach Hemang
Badani was unperturbed
about losing key players
from his title-winning
squad. “I am very happy
with the side. We prefer to
have experienced cam-
paigners in batting, bowl-
ing and fielding. Our USP
has always been not many
big names but to build a
unit, work hard and stay
disciplined. That has
worked for us and we
would like to stick to
that,” he said. 

Last year’s finalists
Dindigul Dragons lost
their star performer
Jagadeesan but they are
upbeat about their
chances. New coach, for-
mer India batsman
Subramaniam Badrinath,
feels they will continue to
pose a serious threat to
other teams. Dindigul cap-
tain Ravichandran
Ashwin, who is on nation-
al duty in New Zealand,
was glued into the pro-
ceedings here and was
assisting the franchise to

pick the squad, Badrinath
revealed.

DDrraafftt  ffoorr  oouuttssttaattiioonn  
ppllaayyeerrss  iinn  MMaayy

Tamil Nadu Cricket
Association president
Rupa Gurunath, who
addressed the gathering,
revealed the franchises
can add two outstation
players for which a sepa-
rate draft will be held in

May, 2020. “The draft for
outstation players will be
held after the IPL,” she
said.

The TNCA chief
believes the addition of
two new venues, Salem
and Coimbatore, this sea-
son will help the TNPL
grow further. “I think
more venues are better for
more coverage and more

people to watch the
matches from rural areas.
When you see your own
boy going out and play
from your hometown, it is
a great inspiration, I
think it will do a lot for
rural cricket. The more
stadiums you have the bet-
ter reach you have.

So ultimately the aim of
TNPL is to spread

throughout the state and
to give a stand for the
young players to come and
I think that’s what we are
doing,” she said.

For the first time this
season, no TNPL games
will be played in Chennai
with all matches to be
spread across Salem,
Coimbatore, Tirunelveli
and Dindigul.

Salem make a splash

From lleft tto rright: Golfers Shubhankar Sharma, Udayan
Mane, Shiv Kapur with the Hero Indian Open trophy  in
New Delhi on Thursday.

Mercedes-AMG Petronas Lewis Hamilton drives during a Formula One pre-season
testing session at the Barcelona Catalunya racetrack in Montmelo, outside
Barcelona, Spain, on Thursday. — AP 

VB Kanchi Veerans during the TNPL draft on Thursday. 

MMCCCC  ttoo  mmeeeett  AAnnnnaa  NNaaggaarr  ““KK””  iinn  ffiinnaall
Madras Cricket Club (MCC) finished on top of the
league standings after registering wins over Anna
Nagar “K” Block, Mylapore Club “A” and Mylapore
Club “B” teams in the UCAL TNTA mixed doubles
league on Thursday. Anna Nagar “K” Block scored an
easy win over Mylapore Club “A” and outlasted
Mylapore Club “B” to finish second  in the league.

MCC will meet Anna Nagar “K” Block in the final at
MCC on February 24.
RReessuullttss::  Madras Cricket Club bt Anna Nagar ‘K’
Block 1-0 (Manav Sreekumar/C. Sai Samhitha bt
Arjun Krishnan/Samyuktha Vinodkumar 6-0, 6-0);
Madras Cricket Club bt Mylapore Club A 1-0
(Manav Sreekumar/Riyah Dugar bt Dinesh
Narayan/Vijaya Narayan 6-0, 6-0); Madras Cricket
Club bt Mylapore Club B 1-0 (Manav
Sreekumar/Riyah Dugar bt G. Rudr/Yuvashri 6-2, 6-
0); Anna Nagar ‘K’ Block bt Mylapore Club B 1-0
(Sathesh Babu Dakshinamurthy/Samyuktha
Vinodkumar bt Sriganesh Raman/Yuvashri 6-1, 7-
6[10-8]); Anna Nagar ‘K’ Block bt Mylapore Club A
1-0 (Nishanth Madhivanan/Samyuktha Vinodkumar
bt Dinesh Narayan/Vijaya Narayan 6-0, 6-1);
Mylapore Club B bt Mylapore Club A 1-0 (Sriganesh
Raman/Yuvashri bt Dinesh Narayan/Vijaya Narayan
6-2, 6-3).

VVrriisshhaannkk,,  AAbbhhiinnaavv  ssiizzzzllee
Vrishank Karthik (90 not out) and K. Abhinav (72 not
out) guided Ramachandraa Public School to an easy
win over Don Bosco MHSS ‘A’ in the semifinal of the
under-14 of the TNCA city schools tournament for B.
Somasundaram Trophy at the St. Bede’s ‘A’ Ground on
Thursday.
BBrriieeff  ssccoorreess::  AAtt  SStt..  BBeeddee’’ss  ‘‘AA’’  GGrroouunndd::  Don Bosco
MHSS ‘A’ 175 in 47.4 overs (S. Eshwar 41, G. Yuvan
Srinivas 38; Reyan Hussain 3/19) lost to
Ramachandraa Public School 176 for no loss in 35.5
overs (Vrishank Karthik 90 not out, K. Abhinav 72
not out).
AAtt  GGaannddhhii  NNaaggaarr  GGrroouunndd:: Nellai Nadar MHSS ‘A’
260/7 in 50 overs (A.P. Pragdeesh Kumar 112, R.K.
Jayant 68) bt St.Bede’s AIHSS ‘A’ 233/8 in 50 overs
(S. Birnaesh 57, C.S. Rohan 49, M. Vishal Ram 34, V.
Varshith 30; J. Jai Suriya 3/37).

AAnnuusshhaa  eexxcceellss  ffoorr  TTNN
S. Anusha’s unbeaten 72 helped Tamil Nadu defeat
Odisha in the BCCI  senior women’s one-dayers at
Mumbai on Thursday.
BBrriieeff  ssccoorreess:: Tamil Nadu 227/4 in 50 overs (D.
Hemalatha 49, Arshi Choudhary 34, N. Niranjana
34, S. Anusha 72 not out, S.B. Keerthana 28 not
out; Madhusmita Behera 3/52) bt Odisha 212/9 in
50 overs (Madhuri Meheta 39, Sushree
Dibyadarshini 50, Anjali Singh 41; L. Nethra 3/41,
S.B. Keerthana 3/46).

McLaren wary of virus
Montmelo, Feb. 20:
Formula One team
McLaren revealed
Wednesday that they are
taking measures to count-
er the threat of the dead-
ly coronavirus, including
banning entry to their
motorhome at winter
testing to anyone who has
travelled from China.

The announcement was
made after a Chinese
journalist, who had jour-
neyed to Barcelona from
Shanghai, was refused

entry to the team’s hospi-
tality suite in the
Montmelo paddock for
the three-day pre-season
test session which runs
until Friday.

A team spokesman also
said that McLaren
employees who were
scheduled to travel to
Melbourne via Hong
Kong for next month’s
s e a s o n - o p e n i n g
Australian Grand Prix
will now no longer go via
Hong Kong.

They will instead stop
over in the Middle East.

Wednesday’s announce-
ment comes just a week
after the Chinese Grand
Prix, set for April 19 in
Shanghai, was cancelled
due to the virus which
has now claimed more
than 2,000 lives in the
country.

McLaren are the first
team  to introduce such
measures to counter the
spread of the coron-
avirus. — AFP

SALEM SPARTANS (20 PLAYERS) 
Retained players: Washington
Sundar, Akshay Srinivasan, M Ganesh
Moorthi
Capped players: Vijay Shankar,
Ganeshan Periyasamy, Murugan
Ashwin, KH Gopinath, Daryl Ferrario,
Umashankar Sushil, MK Sivakumar
Uncapped players: B Pranesh, TD
Lokesh Raj, Akkil Srinath, M
Suganesh, S Abishiek, S Boopalan,
Prashanth Prabhu, M Vijay Kumar, T
Rajkumar, Shubham Mehta
Head coach: S Suresh

CHEPAUK SUPER GILLIES (20)
Retained players: Kaushik Gandhi,
Ramadoss Alexandar, Uthirasamy
Sasidev
Capped players: N Jagadeesan,
Rajagopal Sathish, M Sidharth, RS
Jaganath Sinivas, V Arun Kumar
Uncapped players: D Rahul, S Harish
Kumar, S Sujay, H Prashid Akash, B
Arun, R Ram Aravind, B Rahul, B Sai
Prakash, S Vijayakumar, V Santhana
Sekar, R Ajith Kumar, Vikram Jangid
Head coach: Hemang Badani

KOVAI KINGS (19)
Retained players: M Sharukh Khan,
Thangarasu Natarajan, S Ajith Ram
Capped players: Abhishek Tanwar,
Krishnamoorthy Vignesh, V Ganga
Sridhar Raju
Uncapped players: P Shijith Chandran,

Ashwin Venkataraman, R Kavin, U
Mukilesh, MP Rajesh, J Suresh Kumar,
GR Manish, N Selva Kumaran, C
Atheeq-ur Rahman, B Sai Sudharsan, J
Gowjith Subash, G Aravindh, Nishanth
Kumar Alwar
Head coach: Sriram Somayaaula

MADURAI PANTHERS (19) 
Retained players: KB Arun Kaarthick,
Varun Chakravarthy, Kiran Akash
Capped players: Jagadeesan Kousik,
NS Chaturved, Ramalingam Rohit, B
Anirudh Sitaram Aushik Srinivas
Uncapped players: Ramachandran
Mithun, M Shahjahan, Aditya
Varadarajan, V Gowtham, P Praveen
Kumar, Raghupathy Silambarasan, P
Hemcharan, DT Chandrasekar, K
Deeban Lingesh, PS Nirmal Kumar, S
Ganesh
Head coach: TBC

TRICHY WARRIORS (20): 
Retained players: Murali Vijay, Sai
Kishore, Sonu Yadav
Capped players: Aniruda Srikkanth,
Rahil Shah, Mukund Karunakaran
Uncapped players: P Saravana Kumar,
Nidhish Rajagopal, Anthony Das,
Aditya Ganesh, Sumant Jain, Akash
Sumra, M Poiyamozhi, Muhammed
Adnan Khan, R Ganesh, VP Amith
Sathvik, Yazh Arun Mozhi, S Santhosh
Shiv, G Hemanth Kumar, Karthik
Shanmugham
Head coach: Ajay Kudua 

VB KANCHI VEERANS (18)
Retained players: Baba Aparajith,

Sanjay Yadav, NS Harish
Capped players: Baba Indrajith,
Athiyasaraj Davidson, Pradosh Ranjan
Paul, L Surya Prakash
Uncapped players: Trilok Nath, Arjun
Murthy, M Abhinav, S Sharun Kumar,
CH Jitendra Kumar, T Ajith Kumar, S
Senthil Nathan, P Vidyuth, R
Jayachandran, V Rajinikanth, Ashwath
Mukunthan
Head coach: M Shanmugham

DINDIGUL DRAGONS (20) 
Retained players: Ravichandran
Ashwin, Munnusamy Silambarasan,
Rajendran Vivek
Capped players: C Hari Nishanth, Yo
Mahesh, L Vignesh, MS Sanjay, R
Srinivasan
Uncapped players: Vishal Vaidhya, C
Mani Bharathy, Rangaraj Sutheesh, RS
Mokit Hariharan, S Lokeshwar,
Adithya Arun, S Arun , S
Swaminathan, V Lakshman, C Ashwin,
Siva Murugan, Advaith Sharma
Head coach: S Badrinath

TIRUPPUR TAMIZHANS (20) 
Retained players: Dinesh Karthik, R
Rajkumar, Maan K Bafna
Capped players: M Mohammed,
Aswin Crist, Abhinav Mukund
Uncapped player: S Dinesh, S Mohan
Prasath, P Francis Rokins, S Aravind,
Gowtham Thamarai Kannan, A
Karuppusamy,  S Manikandan, S
Sidharth, C Sriram, Tushar Raheja,
Mohit Panghal, Siddarth Ahhuja, M
Rooban Raj, Abhinav Vishnu
Head coach: R Prasanna 
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